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3INCE  4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE A DEPARTMENT AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY HAS HELPED 
THE EDUCATION COMMUNITY IMPROVE SCHOOLING FOR OUR CHILDREN 7E CONDUCT APPLIED 
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION AND PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATIONAL RESOURCES 
TO CONNECT RESEARCH AND PRACTICE BUILD KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS AND MEET CRITICAL NEEDS IN 
THE l ELD
7ITH OFl CES IN 2HODE )SLAND .EW 9ORK 0UERTO 2ICO AND THE 6IRGIN )SLANDS AND A 
DEDICATED TEAM OF OVER  SKILLED PROFESSIONALS WE PROVIDE SERVICES AND RESOURCES 
TO + INSTITUTIONS ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND BEYOND !S WE WORK WITH EDUCATORS WE 
CUSTOMIZE OUR PROGRAMS TO THE SPECIl C NEEDS OF OUR CLIENTS
.ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY ,!"	
4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY IS HOME TO THE .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 
2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY ,!"	 ONE OF TEN EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES FUNDED 
BY THE 53 $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATIONS )NSTITUTE OF %DUCATION 3CIENCES /UR GOALS ARE 
TO IMPROVE TEACHING AND LEARNING ADVANCE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT BUILD CAPACITY FOR 
REFORM AND DEVELOP STRATEGIC ALLIANCES WITH KEY MEMBERS OF THE REGIONS EDUCATION AND 
POLICYMAKING COMMUNITY
4HE ,!" DEVELOPS EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS 
POLICYMAKERS TEACHERS AND PARENTS IN .EW %NGLAND .EW 9ORK 0UERTO 2ICO AND THE 
6IRGIN )SLANDS #ENTRAL TO OUR EFFORTS IS A COMMITMENT TO EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE
)NFORMATION ABOUT ALL !LLIANCE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES IS AVAILABLE BY CONTACTING
4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY  0HONE 
 2ICHMOND 3TREET 3UITE   &AX  
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#OPYRIGHT ¥ "ROWN 5NIVERSITY !LL RIGHTS RESERVED
4HIS PUBLICATION IS BASED ON WORK SUPPORTED BY THE )NSTITUTE OF %DUCATION 3CIENCES )%3	 53 
$EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION UNDER #ONTRACT .UMBER %$#/ !NY OPINIONS l NDINGS AND 
CONCLUSIONS OR RECOMMENDATIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS MATERIAL ARE THOSE OF THE AUTHORS AND DO NOT 
NECESSARILY REm ECT THE VIEWS OF )%3 THE 53 $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION OR ANY OTHER AGENCY OF THE 
53 'OVERNMENT
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FOCUSES ON EDUCATION POLICY AND PRACTICE (E WAS FORMERLY A RESEARCH AND EVALUATION 
SPECIALIST AT 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AND AN ADJUNCT LECTURER AT THE #ENTER FOR THE 
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 PROGRAM EVALUATION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FOR THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT AT THE ,!" AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 3HE IS THE 
DEVELOPER OF THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK THE CONTENT PROVIDER FOR THE 
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
"ETWEEN  AND  THE STATE OF -AINE SHIFTED THE FOCUS OF ITS STATEWIDE HIGH 
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS TO INCLUDE AN EXPLICIT FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY /NE 
TRIGGER FOR THAT CHANGE IN FOCUS WAS A SCHOOL ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVE PREVIOUSLY 
LAUNCHED IN A RURAL COUNTY UNDER THE FEDERAL .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL 
,ABORATORY CONTRACT 4HIS MONOGRAPH DESCRIBES THE MULTIPARTY MOBILIZATION THAT LED TO 
THE CREATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT AND EXPLAINS THE LINK 
BETWEEN THAT MODEST RURAL EFFORT AND THE CHANGE IN STATELEVEL REFORM EFFORTS 4HE PROJECT
WAS DESIGNED AND IMPLEMENTED AT THE INTERSECTION OF WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMIC EDUCATIONAL REFORM AND RURAL EDUCATION 4HE CASE STUDYS
BASIS IN AND TIES TO THOSE LITERATURES ARE NOTED "ECAUSE OF THIS hLOCATIONv AT THE INTERFACE 
OF RESEARCH PRACTICE AND POLICY THE STORY IS ONE OF UNDERSTANDING LOCAL AND STATE 
NEEDS FROM A VARIETY OF PERSPECTIVES AND LOOKING AT HOW A FOCUS ON LITERACY MIGHT ADDRESS
THESE NEEDS 4HUS ETHNOGRAPHIC STRATEGIES DESIGNED TO CAPTURE GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL 
PROCESSES FOR MAKING CHANGE WERE APPROPRIATE METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS TO GROUND THIS 
MONOGRAPH 4HE PROJECT PROMOTED A NEW FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY ACROSS CONTENT 
AREAS AS A LEVER FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT IN l VE PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS IN ONE RURAL
COUNTY !S REm ECTED IN THE EDUCATION REFORM LITERATURE THIS REQUIRED TEACHERS 
ADMINISTRATORS AND OTHER PARTICIPANTS TO UNDERSTAND AND SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEW FOCUS 
"ECAUSE OF THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS RURAL ISOLATION LIMITED RESOURCES LACK OF NEARBY 
EXPERTISE AND LEARNED SKEPTICISM TOWARDS EXTERNALLY INITIATED CHANGE EFFORTS THE 
PROJECT ALSO REQUIRED THE MOBILIZATION OF MULTIPLE PARTNERS EACH OF WHOM COULD 
CONTRIBUTE RESOURCES EXPERTISE CREDIBILITY ANDOR ACCESS THAT MADE THE PROJECT MORE 
VIABLE AND SUSTAINABLE 4HIS MULTIPARTY COLLABORATION SEEMS TO HAVE HELPED CONVERT 
THE COUNTYFOCUSED EFFORT INTO A VEHICLE FOR A BROADER STATELEVEL PURSUIT OF HIGH SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT
+EY 7ORDS EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS SCHOOL REFORM ADOLESCENT LITERACY RURAL 
EDUCATION HIGH SCHOOL CHANGE
!N EARLIER VERSION OF THIS PAPER WAS PRESENTED AT THE !PRIL  !MERICAN %DUCATIONAL 
2ESEARCH !SSOCIATION !%2!	 ANNUAL MEETING IN -ONTREAL #ANADA
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT 
,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY 
$EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
"Y %DMUND 4 (AMANN AND *ULIE -ELTZER
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY
%XECUTIVE 3UMMARY
4HE -AINE $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATIONS -%$/%	 FRAMEWORK FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT0ROMISING &UTURESINCLUDED ONLY A SINGLE REFERENCE TO LITERACY WHEN 
IT WAS RELEASED IN  "Y  THROUGH -%$/%S #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY ON 3ECONDARY 
%DUCATION #)3%	 ADOLESCENT LITERACY ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS WAS A KEY COMPONENT OF 
STATESUPPORTED HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS "ETWEEN THESE TWO DATES -%$/% 
PERSONNEL JOINED SEVERAL OTHER INSTITUTIONAL ENTITIES TO SUPPORT AN ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
INITIATIVE LAUNCHED AT l VE RURAL HIGH SCHOOLS IN  
4HE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT AS THAT PARTNERSHIP CAME TO BE KNOWN WAS SUPPORTED 
BY THE TWO -AINE EDUCATION COMMISSIONERS WHO SERVED DURING THE PROJECTS DURATION 
AND WAS CARRIED OUT BY 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY AND ITS PARTNER 
THE #ENTER FOR 2ESOURCE -ANAGEMENT #2-	 AS PART OF THE FEDERALLY FUNDED .ORTHEAST 
AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY CONTRACT 4HIS MONOGRAPH DESCRIBES THE 
MULTIPARTY COLLABORATION THAT SUPPORTED THE PROJECT )T OFFERS A DETAILED DEPICTION 
OF WHAT HAPPENED LOCALLY REGIONALLY AND SYSTEMICALLY AS l VE HIGH SCHOOLS IN ONE 
RURAL -AINE COUNTY AGREED TO ADOPT RESEARCHBASED CHANGES IN TEACHING AND LEARNING 
TO IMPROVE LITERACY DEVELOPMENT !S A CASE STUDY THIS MONOGRAPH FOCUSES ON WHAT 
OCCURRED AT THE COUNTY STATE AND PARTNER LEVELS RATHER THAN AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL	 TO 
DEPICT WHO MOBILIZED HOW WHY AND IN RESPONSE TO WHAT OPPORTUNITIES AND CONCERNS 
4HIS SYSTEMIC ORIENTATION IS IMPORTANT /NE CLEAR LESSON LEARNED FROM THE PROJECT WAS 
THAT A SYSTEMIC APPROACH TO EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN RURAL SCHOOLS MUST GO BEYOND A SINGLE 
LOCAL DISTRICT TO INCLUDE PARTNERS FROM OTHER ENTITIES AND LEVELS OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT ASKED PARTNERS TO THINK AND THEN ACT DIFFERENTLY )T ASKED 
EACH PARTNER TO CONSIDER LITERACY ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS AS A NEW ORGANIZING LOGIC 
FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE AND SCHOOLWIDE CHANGE THEN TO ACT ON BEHALF OF THIS NEWLY 
PRIORITIZED GOAL 
"Y THE PROJECTS END IT HAD SUCCEEDED IN BEING THE LONGEST EXTERNALLY INITIATED 
CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT EFFORT IN WHICH ANY OF THE l VE TARGET HIGH SCHOOLS HAD 
PARTICIPATED )N -AY  ALL OF THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS PRESENTED SUSTAINABILITY 
PLANS FOR CONTINUING THE WORK BEYOND THE PERIOD OF FUNDING AND ALL OF THE PROJECT 
PARTNERS HAD EXPLICITLY IDENTIl ED ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS CENTRAL TO THEIR INSTITUTIONAL 
MISSIONS 
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT ILLUSTRATES A NUMBER OF KEY ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE PROMOTION 
OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS AS A VEHICLE FOR HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
  ! MULTISCHOOL INITIATIVE CAN BE A CATALYST FOR CAPACITY BUILDING EG CREATION 
OF THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINES GRADUATE COURSES IN ADOLESCENT LITERACY AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL LITERACY EXPERTISE	 TO ENSURE ONGOING SUPPORT FOR SCHOOLS
  !DOLESCENT LITERACY IS A TOPIC AROUND WHICH DIVERSE EDUCATIONAL ENTITIES 
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION LOCAL EDUCATIONAL CONSORTIA SCHOOLS 
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS ETC	 CAN RALLY EACH l NDING ITS MESSAGES AND 
IMPLICATIONS SALIENT
  ! hGETTING TO READYv PERIOD MAY NEED TO PRECEDE COMPREHENSIVE ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY PROJECTS PARTICULARLY THOSE REQUIRING EDUCATORS TO CHANGE THEIR TEACHING 
AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
  "OTH COURSEWORK AND ONSITE TEACHER COACHING ARE NECESSARY TO SUPPORT SHIFTS IN 
CLASSROOM TEACHING AND LEARNING
  "Y HAVING A REm ECTIVE RESPONSIVE DESIGNMONTHLY MEETINGS AT EACH SCHOOL 
PRECEDED BY CAREFUL PLANNING AND FOLLOWED UP BY CAREFUL REVIEWAN EMPHASIS 
ON LITERACY CAN BE PURSUED CONSISTENTLY AND INSISTENTLY
  ,ACK OF TURNOVER IN KEY INTERMEDIARY POSITIONS EG HEAD OF THE COUNTY 
CONSORTIUM AND MONTHLY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROVIDER	 CAN PREVENT A 
LITERACY INITIATIVE FROM FOUNDERING IN AN ONGOING CYCLE OF ORIENTATION AND TRYING 
TO BUILD CREDIBILITY
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT ALSO SUGGESTS A NUMBER OF IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDY AND 
IMPROVEMENT OF RURAL EDUCATION
  -ULTIPLE ENTITY MOBILIZATION IS POSSIBLE PERHAPS EVEN NECESSARY TO SUSTAIN A 
LONGTERM MULTIDIMENSIONAL RURAL EDUCATION INITIATIVE 
  2URAL SITES CAN BE SITES OF ACUTE NEED 4HE TYPES OF NEED EXPERIENCED BY AN 
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL MAY VARY SUBSTANTIALLY FROM THE NEEDS EXPERIENCED BY OTHER 
EQUALLY RURAL SCHOOLS
  2ESOURCE AND INFRASTRUCTURE SCARCITIES NEED TO BE ADDRESSED IF RESEARCHBASED 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IS GOING TO BE VIABLE IN RURAL AREAS 
  2URAL EDUCATORS WHO PARTICIPATE IN CHANGE EFFORTS NEED NOT DO SO FOR EXACTLY THE 
SAME REASONS AS PROJECT PROMOTERS 
  %VEN WELL DESIGNED PLANS REQUIRE SOME ELEMENT OF SERENDIPITY 
  #OORDINATION OF EFFORTS BETWEEN INDIVIDUAL LOCAL SITES AND REGIONAL OR STATE 
ENTITIES IS NECESSARILY MULTIFACETED AND REQUIRES EFFORTS BY MORE THAN ONE 
INDIVIDUAL AND FROM MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF PARTNER
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY
4HE PARTNERS WHO COORDINATED EFFORTS TO LAUNCH AND SUSTAIN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
PROJECT IN -AINE MOVED WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN A SMALL PERIPHERAL LOWIMPACT INITIATIVE 
TO SOMETHING WITH EXTENSIVE STATEWIDE IMPLICATIONS 4HIS TOOK SOMEONE IN A CATALYST 
ROLE IN THIS CASE 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AND #2- ALONG WITH WILLING COLLABORATORS 
AT THE STATE UNIVERSITY COUNTY AND LOCAL LEVELS 4HAT PROJECT SUPPORTERS IN EACH OF 
THESE INSTITUTIONS MOBILIZED ON BEHALF OF THE PROJECT IS A TRIBUTE TO EDUCATORS AT ALL OF 
THOSE LEVELS WHO RECOGNIZED THAT COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS TO IMPROVE EDUCATION IN HIGH 
SCHOOLS ARE NOT ONLY RELEVANT AND WORTHWHILE BUT ALSO POSSIBLE #ONVERTING WHAT WORKS 
ACCORDING TO THE RESEARCH INTO WHAT MIGHT WORK IN PRACTICE IN A SPECIl C RURAL CONTEXT 
REQUIRED MULTIPARTY MOBILIZATION TO CREATE THE NECESSARY CAPACITIES STRUCTURES AND 
ACTIVITIES 7HETHER CONTEMPLATING ADOLESCENT LITERACY SYSTEMIC SCHOOL REFORM OR RURAL 
EDUCATION THAT IS AN IMPORTANT STORY TO TELL
) !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IS A 2URAL %DUCATION )SSUE 
4HAT )NVOLVES -ULTIPLE 0ARTNERS
#URRENT FEDERAL EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH POLICY EMPHASIZES THE IMPORTANCE OF DETERMINING 
HOW TO HELP THE MILLIONS OF STUDENTS NOT MEETING GRADELEVEL EXPECTATIONS TO BECOME 
MORE SUCCESSFUL )NCREASINGLY THERE HAS BEEN A FOCUS ON THE LARGE ROLE ACADEMIC 
LITERACY DEVELOPMENT OR THE LACK OF IT	 AT THE MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL MAY PLAY IN 
STUDENTS ABILITIES TO MEET CHALLENGING CONTENTAREA STANDARDS HANDLE THE DEMANDS OF 
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION AND FUNCTION PROl CIENTLY IN THE WORKPLACE AND CIVIL SOCIETY 
"IANCAROSA  3NOW  -OORE "EAN "IRDYSHAW  2YCIK 	
)N  AS PART OF THE l RST PHASE OF THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT AN EFFORT FUNDED 
PRIMARILY BY THE FEDERAL .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY CONTRACT 
THE ,!" CONTRACT	 AUTHOR *ULIE -ELTZER CONDUCTED AN EXTENSIVE REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF SCHOOL REFORM 4HIS REVIEW WAS TRANSLATED 
INTO THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK A SYNTHESIS OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM 
THE LITERATURE ACROSS SEVERAL l ELDS FOR ENGAGING ADOLESCENTS WITH LITERACY IN THE CONTEXT 
OF CONTENTAREA TEACHING AND LEARNING -ELTZER  	 4HE FRAMEWORK DESCRIBES A 
RESEARCHGROUNDED HYPOTHESISTHAT EFFECTIVE SYSTEMIC INCORPORATION OF EXPLICIT LITERACY 
INSTRUCTION AND PROMISING LITERACY SUPPORT PRACTICES ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS WILL HELP 
UNDERACHIEVING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FARE BETTER ACADEMICALLY SEE THE FRAMEWORK 
SUMMARY IN !PPENDIX !	 4HE FRAMEWORK DOES NOT AND CANNOT ANSWER TWO IMPORTANT 
COMPLEMENTARY QUESTIONSl RST WHAT KIND OF MOBILIZATION IS REQUIRED AND BY WHOM 
TO CREATE THE NECESSARY CAPACITIES STRUCTURES AND ACTIVITIES TO CONVERT A RESEARCHBASED 
FRAMEWORK INTO SUCCESSFUL AND ENDURING PRACTICE AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL 3ECOND IF SCHOOLS 
ARE RURAL AND HAVE RESOURCE CHALLENGES WHAT DO POLICYMAKERS AND INTERMEDIARIES 
OUTSIDE OF A GIVEN SCHOOL NEED TO DO TO ENSURE SUSTAINABILITY OF SUCH PRACTICES 
)N  THE NEXT PHASES OF THE ,!"S !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT WERE LAUNCHED 	 A 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE INITIATIVE TO PROMOTE ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A STRATEGY FOR SCHOOL
WIDE CHANGE AT l VE HIGH SCHOOLS IN A RURAL -AINE COUNTY AND 	 AN APPLIED RESEARCH 
STUDY TO DOCUMENT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THAT ASSISTANCE AND THEREBY MAKE THE LESSONS 
OF THIS INITIATIVE ACCESSIBLE TO OTHERS 4HIS MONOGRAPH A STUDY OF THE MULTIPARTY 
COLLABORATION AND ACTION IS PART OF THAT APPLIED RESEARCH EFFORT
4HIS MONOGRAPH OFFERS ONE DETAILED DEPICTION OF WHAT HAPPENED LOCALLY REGIONALLY 
AND SYSTEMICALLY AS SEVERAL HIGH SCHOOLS IN ONE RURAL -AINE COUNTY AGREED TO ADOPT 
RESEARCHBASED CHANGES IN TEACHING AND LEARNING TO IMPROVE LITERACY DEVELOPMENT !S A 
CASE STUDY THIS MONOGRAPH FOCUSES ON WHAT OCCURRED AT THE COUNTY STATE AND PARTNER 
LEVELS RATHER THAN AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL	 TO DEPICT WHO MOBILIZED HOW WHY AND IN 
RESPONSE TO WHAT OPPORTUNITIES AND CONCERNS 4HIS SYSTEMIC ORIENTATION IS IMPORTANT 
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&OR ALMOST  YEARS IF NOT LONGER HIGH SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN LOCI OF SUBSTANTIAL REFORM
ORIENTED ATTENTION EG "OYER  ,IGHTFOOT  3IZER  	 (OWEVER 
DESPITE THAT ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOLS HAVE NOT TYPICALLY BECOME MORE SUCCESSFUL 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS FOR MOST OF THEIR STUDENTS 4HE POINT HERE IS NOT TO LABEL HIGH 
SCHOOLS AS hGOODv OR hBADv BUT RATHER TO SUGGEST THAT !MERICAN HIGH SCHOOLS HAVE 
NOT IN AGGREGATE GOTTEN BETTER 4HE m ATNESS NATIONALLY OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS .!%0 
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES OVER TIME ATTESTS TO THIS LACK OF IMPROVEMENT #AMPBELL (OMBO 
 -AZZEO  'RIGG $AANE *IN  #AMPBELL 	 !LTHOUGH THE EXPLANATIONS FOR 
THE FAILURE OF HIGH SCHOOL REFORM ARE COMPLICATED TWO MAJOR EXPLANATIONS EMERGE 
	 LONGSTANDING RESISTANCE OF HIGH SCHOOLS TO REFORM EFFORTS ,EE  -C1UILLAN 
 -UNCEY  -C1UILLAN  3ARASON 	 AND 	 OVERRELIANCE ON KEY 
PERSONNEL TO INITIATE AND SUSTAIN THOSE REFORMS THAT DO SUCCEED &INK  7OLF 
"ORKO %LLIOTT  -C)VER 	 )N OTHER WORDS HIGH SCHOOLS ARE HARD TO CHANGE AND 
EVEN WHEN THEY DO MAKE PURPOSEFUL CHANGE IT IS OFTEN TEMPORARY DISAPPEARING WHEN A 
TEACHER RETIRES A PRINCIPAL MOVES OR A SUPERINTENDENT IS l RED
!S &INK 	 CLARIl ES SCHOOLS ARE ENTWINED IN LARGER SYSTEMSEDUCATIONAL POLITICAL 
AND ECONOMIC )F AN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL ATTEMPTS TO INITIATE COMPREHENSIVE CHANGE WHEN 
THE LARGER SYSTEM OF WHICH IT IS PART DOES NOT THE SCHOOL THOUGH IMPROVED WILL BE 
OUT OF EQUILIBRIUM WITH THE SYSTEMS SUPPORTS 4HE RESULT CAN BE A SCHOOL PRESSURED TO 
RETURN TO EQUILIBRIUM IE TO DROP ITS INNOVATIONSIMPROVEMENTS	 OR SEEN AS AN ANOMALY 
IMPLEMENTING A CHANGE EFFORT THAT OTHER SCHOOLS CANNOT REPRODUCE SEE $AVIDSON AND 
+OPPENHAVER ;= FOR A DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMWIDE ADJUSTMENTS IN SUPPORT OF THREE 
MIDDLE SCHOOL LEVEL SCHOOLWIDE LITERACY EFFORTS	 )N THE CASE OF RURAL SCHOOLS THE SITES 
FOR SYSTEMIC CHANGE LIKELY EXTEND BEYOND THE LEVEL OF AN INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 2URAL 
DISTRICTS OFTEN HAVE ONLY ONE OR A FEW SCHOOLS HAVE SEVERELY LIMITED RESOURCES ANDOR 
ARE ATTEMPTING TO MANAGE SCHOOLS ACROSS MULTIPLE TOWNSHIPS AND TERRITORIES AND HAVE 
ONLY LOOSELY COUPLED MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES 4HEIR GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES ARE EITHER 
LOCALLY BOUNDED OR TERRITORIALLY BOUNDED WHICH IS OFTEN A MISMATCH FOR FUNDING TAX 
STRUCTURES	 AND DECISION MAKING POLITICAL PROCESSES	 
/UR CASE LAYS OUT THE PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS AND PARTNERS IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
PROJECT AND OFFERS MANY INDIVIDUALS RATIONALES FOR PARTICIPATING SEE GLOSSARY FOR A LIST OF 
KEY PROJECT PARTICIPANTS	 .ONE OF THE INVOLVED PARTIES COULD HAVE MUSTERED OR SUSTAINED 
FULL MOBILIZATION ON THEIR OWN 4HIS STUDY THEREFORE PORTRAYS ONE TYPE OF COLLABORATION 
THAT MAY BE NECESSARY FOR A SUBSTANTIVE EFFORT TO CHANGE TEACHING AND LEARNING IN RURAL 
HIGH SCHOOLS &OR THE SCHOOL PROJECT DESCRIBED HERE THE PARTNERS COLLECTIVE ACTIONS 
SUPPORTED MONTHLY ONSITE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAMS OF HIGH 
SCHOOL TEACHERS WHO WERE CHARGED WITH DEVELOPING AND SUSTAINING A SCHOOLBASED 
LITERACY INITIATIVE	 ONSITE SUPPORT BY A LITERACY COACH OFFERED ONLY DURING SOME PORTIONS 
OF THE PROJECT	 TEACHERS ENGAGEMENT WITH ONLINE TOOLS DEVELOPED AND HOSTED BY "ROWN 
5NIVERSITY AND TEACHERS PARTICIPATION IN GRADUATE COURSEWORK IN LITERACY EDUCATION 
THROUGH THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE AND OTHER TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH A 
COUNTYLEVEL EDUCATION CONSORTIUM 
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/RIGINATING FROM THE TECHNICAL PROPOSAL FOR THE ,!" CONTRACT THAT WAS DRAFTED IN  
THE PROJECT WAS ENACTED WITH THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS BETWEEN !PRIL  AND -AY 
 4HE YEAR ENACTMENT PERIOD COINCIDED WITH A PERIOD OF INCREASING PRESSURE 
ON -AINE HIGH SCHOOLS TO IMPROVE HOW THEY SERVED THEIR STUDENTS 4HE FEDERAL .O 
#HILD ,EFT "EHIND !CT WAS PASSED JUST AS THE PROJECT WAS BEGINNING !T THE STATE LEVEL 
THE PRESS FOR HIGH SCHOOL REFORM THAT HAD BEEN LAUNCHED WITH THE PUBLICATION OF 
0ROMISING &UTURES ! #ALL TO )MPROVE ,EARNING FOR -AINES 3ECONDARY 3TUDENTS -AINE 
#OMMISSION ON 3ECONDARY %DUCATION 	 CONTINUED $ESPITE THIS POLICY PRESSURE 
AND THE FACT THAT THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS WERE STRUGGLING WITH SUBSTANTIAL NUMBERS 
OF STUDENTS NOT MEETING STANDARDS ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A CATALYST FOR WHOLE SCHOOL 
CHANGE WAS NOT A STRATEGY WITH WHICH MOST LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATORS WERE FAMILIAR 
AS THE PROJECT BEGAN 9ET IN *UNE  JUST  MONTHS AFTER THE l RST ATTEMPTS TO RECRUIT 
SCHOOLS HAD BEGUN SEVERAL INDIVIDUALSREPRESENTING THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS A COUNTY 
EDUCATIONAL CONSORTIUM TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDERS AND THE -%$/%WERE ABLE 
TO COMPELLINGLY DESCRIBE THE PROJECT ITS LOGIC AND ITS EARLY SUCCESSES TO A MEETING OF 
THE ,!" "OARD OF 'OVERNORS HELD IN 0ORTLAND -AINE %IGHTEEN MONTHS AFTER THAT AT A 
$ECEMBER  MEETING OF -AINE HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE STATE CAPITAL -AINES EDUCATION 
COMMISSIONER 3UE 'ENDRON IDENTIl ED ADOLESCENT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AS A KEY 
IMPROVEMENT PRIORITY FOR ALL THE STATES HIGH SCHOOLS "Y THE END OF THE FUNDING PERIOD 
MORE THAN  EDUCATORS FROM THE COUNTY HAD PARTICIPATED IN SOME FORM OF CONTENT
AREA LITERACY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH COURSES AND BOOK TALKS DURING THE 
THREE YEARS OF THE PROJECT NINE HAD TRAINED TO BECOME CONTENTAREA LITERACY MENTORS 
AND  TEACHERS FROM THE l VE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS HAD COMPLETED A CREDIT GRADUATE 
COURSE DEVELOPED AND OFFERED BY THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE AS PART OF THE PROJECT
&URTHERMORE IN -AY  ALL OF THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS PRESENTED SUSTAINABILITY PLANS 
FOR CONTINUING THE WORK BEYOND THE PERIOD OF FUNDING "Y -AY  ALL OF THE PROJECT 
PARTNERS EXPLICITLY IDENTIl ED ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS CENTRAL TO THEIR INSTITUTIONAL MISSIONS 
4RACING HOW THE CONCEPT OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A hLEVERv FOR SCHOOL REFORM DEVELOPED 
FROM AN UNFAMILIAR CONCEPT TO AN OPERATIVE RATIONALE SUPPORTED BY EDUCATORS AT THE 
LOCAL REGIONAL STATE AND UNIVERSITY LEVELS IS ONE PART OF THE STORY RELATED HERE
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT ASKED PARTNERS TO THINK AND THEN ACT DIFFERENTLY )T ASKED 
PARTNERS TO CONSIDER LITERACY ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS AS A NEW ORGANIZING LOGIC FOR 
CLASSROOM PRACTICE AND SCHOOLWIDE CHANGE 4HEN IT ASKED PARTNERS TO ACT ON BEHALF OF 
THIS NEWLY PRIORITIZED GOAL 4HUS THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT FACED THE CHALLENGE THAT 
ANY POLICY IMPLEMENTATION EFFORT FACES THE INVOLVED PARTNERS NEEDED TIME SPACE AND 
SUPPORT TO RECONCILE THEIR NEW GOALS AND NEW CHARGES WITH THEIR EXISTING ROLES PRIORITIES 
AND RESPONSIBILITIES 'RANT  -ARRIS  /"RIEN 3TEWART  -OJE 	
 )N TOTAL  TEACHERS FROM THE TARGET COUNTY TOOK THE CREDIT COURSE IN   OR  BUT TWO
  WERE NOT FROM THE l VE TARGET SCHOOLS ONE DID NOT COMPLETE THE l NAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS TWO TOOK JOBS
  AT OTHER SCHOOLS AND FOUR SUBSEQUENTLY LEFT TEACHING ALTOGETHER (ENCE THE -AY  TALLY OF NEW CAPACITY
  IN THE l VE PROJECT SCHOOLS EQUALED nnnn  
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+EY PROJECT PARTNERS WORKED TO DEVELOP NUANCED UNDERSTANDINGS OF WHAT WAS MEANT 
BY A hSCHOOLWIDE ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVEv AND HELPED TO ENACT INITIATIVES AT THE 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS -ORE SPECIl CALLY PARTNERS COLLABORATED TO CREATE
  .EW STRUCTURES LIKE LOCALLY AND REGIONALLY OFFERED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
COURSEWORK ON STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE STUDENTS CONTENTAREA READING 
COMPREHENSION
  .EW ROLES SUCH AS hCONTENTAREA LITERACY TEACHER MENTORv hADOLESCENT LITERACY 
COACHv AND hSCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACHv
  .EW ONLINE AND INPERSON COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 
  .EW OR MODIl ED STATE POLICIES LIKE ADAPTING THE CHAMPIONING OF THE STATEWIDE 
HIGH SCHOOL REFORM FRAMEWORK0ROMISING &UTURESSO THAT IT DELIBERATELY 
INCLUDED SPACE FOR A FOCUS ON LITERACY SEE !PPENDIX " FOR THE  CORE PRACTICES 
THAT COMPRISE 0ROMISING &UTURES	 
)N SHORT PARTNERS CREATED NEW CAPACITIES AND PRACTICES THAT ALIGNED WITH RESEARCH 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND THAT DID NOT EXIST PRIOR TO THE PROJECT
-C,AUGHLIN 	 HAS SUGGESTED THAT STUDIES OF POLICY IMPLEMENTATION NEED TO BE 
SENSITIVE TO CHRONOLOGY 3OMETIMES IT IS PREMATURE TO APPRAISE IMPLEMENTATION BASED ON 
STUDENT OUTCOMES EG DID DROPOUT RATES CHANGE OR DID MORE STUDENTS MEET STANDARDS	 
)N THOSE CASES THE RESEARCH FOCUS IS BETTER DIRECTED AT CONSIDERING PROCESS OUTCOMES !S 
%RICKSON AND 'UTIERREZ 	 HAVE NOTED h! LOGICALLY AND EMPIRICALLY PRIOR QUESTION TO 
@$ID IT WORK IS @7HAT WAS THE IT@7HAT WAS THE TREATMENT AS ACTUALLY DELIVEREDv 
P 	 !N APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT VALUE AT THE PARTNERSHIP LEVEL MIGHT BE 
$ID THE IMPLEMENTATION YIELD DIFFERENT STRUCTURES POLICIES AND PRACTICES !ND WERE 
THESE NEW PROCESSES MORE LIKELY TO GENERATE SUCCESS THAN THE ONES THEY REPLACED 
!LTHOUGH WE SEE WHAT OCCURRED AS PROMISING WE CANNOT ASSERT THAT THE STRUCTURES AND 
PROCESSES DESCRIBED HERE WILL CONTINUE TO THRIVE (OWEVER IT IS POSSIBLE BOTH AT THE 
SCHOOL AND PARTNER LEVEL TO BEGIN TO ASSESS PROJECT SUCCESS ACCORDING TO #UBANS 	 
CRITERIA OF LONGEVITY POPULARITY AND ADAPTABILITY 7E CAN OUTLINE WHAT OCCURRED AND CAN 
AFl RM THAT THERE ARE NEW LOCAL AND SYSTEMIC STRUCTURES POLICIES AND PRACTICES IN PLACE 
AT THE TIME OF THIS WRITING THAT WERE NOT IN PLACE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT 7E CAN 
ALSO AFl RM THAT PROJECT PARTNERS THOUGHT THAT THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE PROJECT SUPPORTED 
THEIR FOCUS ON IMPORTANT ISSUES AND ON STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS THEM -OST SUBSTANTIVELY 
WE CAN IDENTIFY NEW ATTENTION FROM -%$/% TO ADOLESCENT LITERACY IN THE CONTENT AREAS 
/VER THE COURSE OF THE PROJECT THIS TOPIC EVOLVED FROM BEING AN AREA OF INTEREST OF 
#OMMISSIONER !LBANESE TO A FOCAL STRATEGY FOR STATE SUPPORT OF HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
  !S IS FURTHER DESCRIBED LATER +EN 1UINCY WAS THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY COACH ,ENORE 3AXON WAS THE SCHOOL
  IMPLEMENTATION COACH AND SEVERAL EDUCATORS INCLUDING +EN TRAINED TO BE ADOLESCENT LITERACY CONTENT AREA
  MENTORS
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5NDERPINNINGS FOR 3TUDYING A #OUNTY 7IDE ,ITERACY )NITIATIVE
4HIS CASE IS COVERED BY THE OVERLAPPING TRADITIONS OF POLICY IMPLEMENTATION STUDIES 
-C,AUGHLIN  /DDEN 	 ETHNOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION POLICY (AMANN  
3UTTON  ,EVINSON 	 AND ETHNOGRAPHY OF BUREAUCRACY (EYMAN 	 WHERE A 
FOCUS OF INQUIRY IS HOW POLICY GETS ADAPTED AND REGENERATED BY INTERMEDIARIES AS THEY 
CONVERT A BLUEPRINT INTO PRACTICE 9OUNG 	 HAS OBSERVED h4HE RESEARCH FRAME ONE 
USES DICTATES TO A LARGE EXTENT THE WAY ONE RESEARCHES THE PROBLEM THE POLICY OPTIONS 
ONE CONSIDERS THE APPROACH ONE TAKES TO POLICY IMPLEMENTATION AND THE APPROACH 
TAKEN FOR POLICY EVALUATIONv P 	 4HE GROWING BODY OF LITERATURE ON EDUCATION POLICY 
IMPLEMENTATION ARGUES THAT AT EVERY TIER OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION IS A 
PROCESS THAT ENTAILS A COMPLEX WEB OF INTERPRETATION NEGOTIATION BARGAINING MANAGING 
AMBIGUITY AND EXERCISING DISCRETION #OBURN  %LMORE  'OGGIN "OWMAN 
,ESTER  /4OOLE  (AMANN  ,ANE   (ONIG  -C,AUGHLIN 
 AND 3PILLANE 	 &ROM THIS PERSPECTIVE INDIVIDUALS TAKE ACTION BASED ON THEIR 
SENSE OF WHAT IS WHAT CAN BE AND WHAT IS SUPPOSED TO BE THEREBY AFFECTING THE POLICY 
AS IMPLEMENTED IN PRACTICE
!S 2OSEN 	 AN ANTHROPOLOGIST HAS NOTED 
)N THE DOMAIN OF EDUCATION WHEN WE PERCEIVE THAT CHILDREN OR 
SCHOOLS ARE NOT PERFORMING AS WE IMAGINE THEY SHOULD WE SEEK OR 
CONSTRUCT STORIES TO EXPLAIN WHY AND TO ORIENT OUR EFFORTS AT ADDRESSING 
PERCEIVED PROBLEMS %DUCATION POLICY IS IMPLICATED IN THESE MYTH
MAKING PROCESSES ANY PLAN OF ACTION RECOMMENDATION FOR CHANGE OR 
STATEMENT OF GOALS INVOLVES EITHER EXPLICITLY OR IMPLICITLY	 AN ACCOUNT 
OF PURPORTED CONDITIONS AND A SET OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDRESSING 
THEM P 	
0OLICIES CAN BE DEl NED AS PART PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS AND PART ACTION STRATEGY INTENDED 
VIABLY OR NOT	 TO ADDRESS THE IDENTIl ED PROBLEMS ,EVINSON  3UTTON 	 &OR 
EXAMPLE TWO RELATED PROBLEM DIAGNOSES HAVE UNDERGIRDED THE STANDARDS MOVEMENT 
	 IT IS UNCLEAR WHAT HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS NEED TO MASTER SO STATEBYSTATE EXPECTATIONS 
OF WHAT STUDENTS SHOULD KNOW AND BE ABLE TO DO ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS SHOULD BE 
DELINEATED AND 	 IN A KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY STUDENTS WHO DO NOT MASTER A MINIMUM 
THRESHOLD OF SKILLS WILL NOT BE READY TO MEET ADULT RESPONSIBILITIES &UHRMAN  3MITH 
 /$AY 	 )N TERMS OF STATE EDUCATIONAL POLICY -AINE RESPONDED TO THESE PROBLEM 
DIAGNOSES BY ARTICULATING CONTENT AREA STANDARDSTHE -AINE ,EARNING 2ESULTSAND 
BY DIRECTING ATTENTION TO CHANGING HIGH SCHOOLS TO SUPPORT MORE STUDENTS TO MEET THE 
ARTICULATED STANDARDS (OWEVER PARTICULARLY IN THE COUNTY TARGETED BY THE PROJECT 
THE SECOND STRATEGY OF CHANGING HIGH SCHOOLS WAS NOT SUFl CIENTLY CLEAR COMPELLING 
OR ROBUST AT THE TIME THE PROJECT BEGAN AS MEASURED BY THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS NOT 
MEETING EXPECTED STANDARDS
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4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT DESCRIBED HERE CAN BE VIEWED AS A MULTIPART STRATEGY 
THAT WAS INTENDED TO RESOLVE CERTAIN IDENTIl ED PROBLEMS 0ARTNERS WERE ASKED TO AGREE 
ON THREE KEY POINTS
  -AINE NEEDED TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF ITS HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCES 
  4HE LACK OF SYSTEMIC SUPPORT FOR ADOLESCENT LITERACY AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL  
WAS HINDERING STUDENT ACADEMIC SUCCESS
  4HE TARGET COUNTY WOULD BENEl T FROM EXTERNAL INTERVENTION 
4HEN PARTNERS NEEDED TO CONCUR WITH AND PARTICIPATE IN THE STRATEGIES FOR THE RESOLUTION 
OF THESE hPROBLEMSv 4O DO THIS PARTNERS NEEDED l RST TO RECONCILE THESE CONCERNS WITH 
THOSE MORE CLOSELY RELATED TO THEIR OWN CONTEXT PURPOSES AND MISSIONS 4HE PROPOSED 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT INTERSECTED WITH SEVERAL PROBLEM DIAGNOSES AT THE STATE 
UNIVERSITY AND REGIONAL LEVELS 4HIS ALLOWED POTENTIAL PARTNERS TO AGREE OR DISAGREE	 
THAT THE PROJECT WAS hCLOSE ENOUGHv OR COMPLEMENTARY TO THEIR CURRENT CHARTERS
/THER PROBLEM DIAGNOSES WERE ALSO FOUNDATIONAL TO THE PROJECT 3INCE  THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT HAS SUPPORTED REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES BASED ON THE PREMISE THAT 
STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS NEED REGIONALLY COORDINATED 
APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE )N THE  ROUND OF THE REGIONAL 
EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY CONTRACT AWARDING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
2&0	 ASKED THAT EFFORTS TARGET LOWPERFORMING SCHOOLS WITH THE GOAL OF CONVERTING THEM 
INTO HIGHPERFORMING LEARNING COMMUNITIES 4HUS THIS PROJECT WAS PROPOSED WITHIN A 
FEDERAL CONTEXT THAT SOUGHT TO GAIN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT HOW TO ASSIST AND hTURN AROUNDv 
LOWPERFORMING HIGH SCHOOLS AND THAT WAS INTENDED TO OPERATE WITHIN A l XED TIME 
FRAME IE THE YEAR GRANT CYCLE ENDING IN 	 4HE PROJECT WAS DEVELOPED WITHIN 
A WORKING CONTEXT THAT PRIORITIZED STATE REGIONAL AND SCHOOLLEVEL PARTNERING WITH AN 
EXTERNAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY ,ITERACY WAS CONCEPTUALIZED IN THIS CASE AS A hLEVER FOR 
SCHOOL REFORMv AND THUS WAS CONSISTENT WITH THE THEME OF TARGETING WHOLE SCHOOLS FOR 
INTERVENTION AS OPPOSED TO A MORE TARGETED EFFORT WITH MATH TEACHERS FOR EXAMPLE	 4HE 
FEDERAL REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS ALSO MANDATED THAT THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORIES 
DIRECT A PORTION OF THEIR ACTIVITIES TO RURAL AREAS OF EACH REGION 4HIS IS ONE REASON THAT 
THIS CASE STUDY IS EXPLICITLY TIED TO THE RESEARCH ON RURAL EDUCATION 
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT ALSO l T EASILY WITHIN THE STATELEVEL PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS 
THAT -AINES HIGH SCHOOLS WERE WEAKER THAN WERE SCHOOLS SERVING YOUNGER STUDENTS 
AND THUS NEEDED STATELEVEL SUPPORT AND ATTENTION 4HAT CONCLUSION EMERGED FROM 
AN ANALYSIS IN THE MIDS OF -AINES .!%0 SCORES WHICH WERE WELL AHEAD OF THE 
NATIONAL AVERAGE AT TH GRADE SOMEWHAT AHEAD IN TH GRADE BUT ONLY MIDDLE OF THE 
PACK BY TH GRADE 4HE FORMATION OF THE AD HOC -AINE #OMMISSION ON 3ECONDARY 
%DUCATION IN  THE PUBLICATION OF 0ROMISING &UTURES AS A FRAMEWORK FOR HIGH SCHOOL 
CHANGE IN -AINE IN  AND THE CREATION OF THE #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY IN 3ECONDARY 
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%DUCATION #)3%	 WITHIN -%$/% IN  WERE ALL STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS THE CONCERN 
ABOUT WEAK HIGH SCHOOL PERFORMANCE !N ADDITIONAL STATELEVEL DIAGNOSISTHAT THE 
COUNTY WHERE THE PROJECT WAS IMPLEMENTED HAD SIGNIl CANT EDUCATIONAL NEEDSALSO 
SHAPED THE PROJECT
"ECAUSE THE PROJECT DREW ON A NUMBER OF PROBLEM DIAGNOSES AND STRATEGIES IT 
COMPLEMENTED OTHER ONGOING EFFORTS AND WAS IDEAL FOR ATTRACTING ATTENTION AND SUPPORT 
FROM PARTNERS WITH RELATED AGENDAS 9ET THIS SAME VIRTUE ALSO MEANT THAT PRESERVING THE 
IDENTITY OF THE PROJECT AND ITS STATED AIM TO FOCUS ON ACADEMIC LITERACY DEVELOPMENT 
WAS AT TIMES DIFl CULT &ROM THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDERS STANDPOINT ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY WAS THE REASON FOR THE PROJECT /VER TIME THIS BECAME A MORE AND MORE 
IMPORTANT RATIONALE FOR THE OTHER PARTNERS TOO )NITIALLY HOWEVER PARTNERS PARTICIPATED IN 
THE PROJECT FOR A VARIETY OF OTHER REASONSFOR EXAMPLE TO FURTHER THE WORK OF 0ROMISING 
&UTURES TO GAIN CONTACT HOURS REQUIRED FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES TO BRING 
RESOURCES TO A REGION THAT NEEDED THEM AND SO FORTH /VER THE COURSE OF THE PROJECT 
IT BECAME CLEAR THAT ONE IMPORTANT THING THAT NEEDS TO HAPPEN LOCALLY REGIONALLY AND 
SYSTEMICALLY FOR RESEARCHBASED LITERACYRELATED CHANGES IN TEACHING AND LEARNING TO BE 
ADOPTED IS ALIGNMENT BETWEEN THE PROBLEM DIAGNOSES AND ENSUING STRATEGIES OF ACTION 
THAT PROMPT DIFFERENT PARTIES TO PARTICIPATE
0ROJECT "ACKGROUND
4HIS CASE ADDRESSES THE TIME PERIOD FROM THE SUMMER OF  TO THE END OF THE ,!" 
FUNDING OF THE ONSITE PORTION OF THE PROJECT IN THE SPRING OF  4HIS YEAR SPAN 
IS SPLIT INTO THREE SECTIONSPLANNING MOBILIZATION AND INSTITUTIONALIZATIONTHAT 
CORRESPOND APPROXIMATELY TO MID THROUGH &EBRUARY  THE BEGINNING OF 
 TO *UNE  AND THEN FROM THE 0ORTLAND MEETING IN *UNE  FORWARD TO THE 
SPRING OF  /NSITE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION BEGAN IN SCHOOLS IN THE SPRING OF 
 AND CONTINUED THROUGH THE SPRING OF  !S THE LABELS IMPLY THERE WAS NO 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVE DURING THE l RST PHASE JUST PLANS TO LAUNCH ONE $URING 
THE SECOND PHASE THE EMPHASIS WAS ON GETTING ALL OF THE CONSTITUENT PIECES UP AND 
RUNNING !LTHOUGH SOME WERE STILL UNSTEADY ALL OF THE COMPONENT PIECES WERE IN PLACE 
BY THE *UNE  ,!" "OARD OF 'OVERNORS MEETING !T THAT MEETING THE OPERATING 
CONDITIONS OF THE PROJECT CHANGED PARTICULARLY BEYOND THE COUNTY BECAUSE THE PROJECT 
WAS NOW DEEMED SUFl CIENTLY VIABLE PUBLIC AND ABLE TO BE A SOURCE OF LESSONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SITES ELSEWHERE !LTHOUGH ENDING THIS CASE STUDY AT THE END OF 
THE FEDERAL FUNDING PERIOD IS SOMEWHAT ARBITRARY AFTER THE SPRING OF  THERE WAS NO 
LONGER A ,!"FUNDED EXTERNAL AGENT ASSURING THAT THE MULTIPLE EFFORTS BEING PURSUED 
ACROSS PROJECT SCHOOLS AND AT THE COUNTY LEVEL REMAINED ALIGNED AND COMPLEMENTARY 
3EVEN INSTITUTIONAL FORMATIONS l GURE SIGNIl CANTLY IN THIS CASE STUDY 	 4HE %DUCATION 
!LLIANCE AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 	 ITS PARTNER THE #ENTER FOR 2ESOURCE -ANAGEMENT 
#2-	 TO WHICH IT IS FORMALLY RELATED THROUGH THE ,!" CONTRACT 	 THE -AINE 
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$EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION -%$/%	 INCLUDING #)3% 	 TWO CAMPUSES OF THE 5NIVERSITY 
OF -AINE 	 THE NEWLY CREATED -AINE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL 
	 THE #OUNTY %DUCATIONAL #ONSORTIUM AND 	 SUPERINTENDENTS PRINCIPALS AND 
TEACHERS FROM l VE HIGH SCHOOLS !LTHOUGH l VE DIFFERENT SCHOOLS PARTICIPATED IN THE 
PROJECT THEY ARE CONSIDERED AS ONE BUNDLED ENTITY IN THIS CASE STUDY BECAUSE THE 
FOCUS OF THIS PROJECT WAS NOT THE WAYS IN WHICH THE SCHOOLS AND THE SCHOOLLEVEL 
IMPLEMENTATION DIFFERED 4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUM WAS CREATED BY THE MEMBER SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS AS A VEHICLE TO POOL RESOURCES AND CREATE OPPORTUNITIES THAT THE TINY CONSTITUENT 
RURAL DISTRICTS ON THEIR OWN COULD NOT OBTAIN (OWEVER BECAUSE IT IS LOCATED SEPARATELY 
FROM ANY OF THE DISTRICT OFl CES AND BECAUSE IT HAS A COUNTYWIDE CHARGE THE ORIENTATIONS 
AND PERSPECTIVES OF ITS PERSONNEL ARE NOT THE SAME AS THOSE WHO ARE LEADING THE 
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS 4HEREFORE FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS CASE STUDY THE COUNTY 
CONSORTIUM IS CONSIDERED A SEPARATE ENTITY FROM THAT OF THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
4HE ROLES RESPONSIBILITIES PROXIMITY TO THE COUNTY AND INTERESTS OF EACH OF THESE 
INSTITUTIONAL PLAYERS VARY )NDEED COOPERATION INITIATIVE AND FOLLOW THROUGH ACROSS THAT 
VARIATION ARE CORE ELEMENTS OF THIS CASE 4O BETTER UNDERSTAND THE CONTEXT OF THE CASE 
THE NEXT SECTION REVIEWS RELEVANT LITERATURE IN THE AREAS OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY SECONDARY 
SCHOOL REFORM IN -AINE AND RURAL EDUCATION PARTICULARLY AS THESE PERTAIN TO THE HISTORY 
AND SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC REALITIES OF THE COUNTY WITHIN WHICH THIS PROJECT WAS LAUNCHED 
4HE LITERATURE REVIEW IS FOLLOWED BY A DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY USED TO 
DEVELOP THIS CASE STUDY 3ECTIONS ))) )6 AND 6 DEPICT WHAT OCCURRED DURING THE PHASES 
OF THE PROJECT FROM THE VANTAGE POINTS OF MULTIPLE PLAYERS 3EGMENT 6) SUMMARIZES 
ANALYTICAL THEMES IN THE CASE STUDY THAT MAY HAVE IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER COLLABORATIVE 
PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS SERVING TO SUPPORT RURAL SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 4AKING ADVANTAGE 
OF THE TIME THIS CASE STUDY WAS WRITTENJUST AT THE END OF ,!" FUNDING OF THE EXTERNAL 
SUPPORTS FOR THE l VE HIGH SCHOOLS ADOLESCENT LITERACY EFFORTS3ECTION 6) ALSO ASKS IF 
A DIFFERENT CONl GURATION OF LOCAL AND REGIONAL PARTNERS COULD SUSTAIN AND FURTHER THE 
INITIATIVE 4HIS QUESTION IS POSED AS PART OF AN ANALYSIS OF THE FACTORS THAT APPEAR TO HAVE 
SUPPORTED THE PLANNING LAUNCHING AND CONSOLIDATION OF THE PARTNERSHIP
 &OR REASONS TOUCHED ON AGAIN IN THE METHODOLOGY SECTION THE INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS MENTIONED HERE ARE NOT
  EQUALLY IDENTIl ABLE )N GENERAL WE HAVE IDENTIl ED OUR OWN ORGANIZATIONS AND THOSE THAT ARE LARGE SINGULAR
  AND PUBLICLY PROMINENT EG -AINE $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION AND THE COMMISSIONERS	 FOR WHICH HIDING 
  THEIR IDENTITY WOULD REQUIRE DISTORTING THE STORY /N THE OTHER HAND PURSUANT TO OUR )2" AGREEMENT WE HAVE
  KEPT ANONYMOUS ALL IDENTITIES OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANTS AND INSTITUTIONAL ENTITIES THAT ARE AT MORE LOCAL LEVELS 
  3EE THE GLOSSARY ON P  TO KEEP TRACK OF INDIVIDUALS AND INSTITUTIONS
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)) #ONTEXT AND -ETHODOLOGY
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WAS CONSTRUCTED AT THE INTERSECTION OF MULTIPLE 
OVERLAPPING TOPIC AREAS 4HE RELEVANT LITERATURES THAT CONTRIBUTED TO THE PROJECTS 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION INCLUDE ADOLESCENT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT HIGH SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT AND RURAL EDUCATION 4O BETTER SITUATE READERS WE HAVE SUMMARIZED 
SOME KEY POINTS FROM EACH OF THESE LITERATURES THAT EMERGED AS PARTICULARLY PERTINENT 
4HE SUMMARIES DIFFER FROM A MORE CONVENTIONAL LITERATURE REVIEW IN TWO WAYS 	 SOME 
CONNECTIONS TO THE CASE ARE NOTED WITHIN THE SUMMARIES SO READERS WILL NOT NEED TO 
KEEP REVIEWS OF THREE TOPIC AREAS IN MIND BEFORE SEEING HOW THEY CONNECT IN SUBSEQUENT 
SECTIONS AND 	 THERE IS AN INTENTIONAL RECREATIONAL LOGIC TO THE TELLING .ONE OF THE 
PROJECT PARTNERS BEGAN WITH A NUANCED UNDERSTANDING OF ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES RELATED TO 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY THAT WERE NECESSARY FOR THE PROJECTS LAUNCH AND OPERATION ,IKEWISE 
PARTNERS DID NOT NECESSARILY REALIZE THE IMPACT OF THE REALITIES OF RURAL EDUCATION AND 
HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVE 
AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL &OLLOWING THESE SUMMARIES WE DESCRIBE THE METHODOLOGY USED TO 
CONSTRUCT THIS CASE STUDY
!DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 2ESEARCH 
4HERE ARE MANY ACADEMICALLY STRUGGLING ADOLESCENTS WHO HAVE NOT DEVELOPED OR DO NOT 
DEMONSTRATE LITERACY SKILLS AT THE LEVEL EXPECTED BY THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
!LVERMANN  #ARNEGIE #ORPORATION 	 )N FACT THE !LLIANCE FOR %XCELLENT 
%DUCATION !%%	 ESTIMATES THAT SIX MILLION MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ARE READING 
BELOW GRADE LEVEL *OFTUS 	 3TUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS MAKE UP ONLY A SMALL 
FRACTION OF THIS MUCH LARGER STUDENT POPULATION 4HE VAST MAJORITY ARE STUDENTS WHO 
STRUGGLE WITH ACADEMIC READING AND WRITING ACROSS THE BOARD AND THOSE WHO ARE hBELOW 
AVERAGEv hAVERAGEv OR EVEN hABOVE AVERAGEv READERS AND WRITERS IN SOME AREAS BUT 
WHO NONETHELESS STRUGGLE TO MEET STANDARDS IN OTHER CONTENT AREAS AND TO INDEPENDENTLY 
CARRY OUT ACADEMIC LITERACY TASKS 4O ADDRESS THESE STUDENTS NEEDS THE LITERATURE 
SUPPORTS SCHOOLWIDE LITERACY INITIATIVES THAT INCLUDE SUCH COMPONENTS AS COACHING 
STRATEGIC INTERVENTIONS AND SUPPORT ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS "IANCAROSA  3NOW  
*OFTUS 	 3TUDENTS WHO ENTER HIGH SCHOOL  TO  YEARS BEHIND IN TERMS OF READING 
MAY NEED ADDITIONAL SUPPORT INCLUDING MORE TIME AND OPPORTUNITIES TO PRACTICE IN ORDER 
TO ACCELERATE THEIR ACADEMIC LITERACY DEVELOPMENT ,ITERACY INTERVENTIONS SHOULD INCLUDE 
A FOCUS ON VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT AND TEXT STRUCTURES MORE AUTHENTIC OPPORTUNITIES 
TO READ AND WRITE AND EXPLICIT READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF 
CONTENT AREA TEACHING AND LEARNING "IANCAROSA  3NOW  -ELTZER  -ELTZER 
 (AMANN 	 
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4HERE HAVE BEEN SEVERAL RECENT EXTENSIVE REVIEWS OF THE EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ON 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY THAT DESCRIBE WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR ABOUT ADOLESCENT LITERACY SUPPORT 
AND DEVELOPMENT EG !LVERMANN  "IANCAROSA  3NOW  #URTIS  
+AMIL  -ELTZER  3TRICKLAND  !LVERMANN 	 4O BE ABLE TO ARTICULATE 
AND WORK TOWARD A VISION FOR LITERACY SUPPORT AND CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT FOR ALL 
STUDENTS ACROSS CONTENT AREAS AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL THE VARIOUS PROJECT PARTNERS NEEDED 
TO UNDERSTAND SEVERAL KEY IDEAS FROM THAT LITERATURE 
,ITERACY AND THE MORE SPECIl C TERMS ACADEMIC LITERACY AND ADVANCED LITERACY REFER 
TO A VAST ARRAY OF INTERRELATED COGNITIVE SUBSKILLS AND HABITS OF MIND THAT PERTAIN TO 
LEARNING BOTH GENERICALLY AND WITHIN PARTICULAR ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES EG #OLOMBI 
 3CHLEPPEGRELL  ,ANGER  ,EE  3CHOENBACH 'REENLEAF #ZIKO  
(URWITZ 	 !LTHOUGH THE RUDIMENTARY SKILLS OF PHONETIC DECODING AND KNOWING 
CONVENTIONS OF PRINT ARE PIECES OF LITERACY SO TOO ARE MORE COMPLEX COMPETENCIES SUCH 
AS COMPREHENSION AND PRODUCTION SKILLS LIKE GENRE RECOGNITION CONTEXT RECOGNITION 
UNDERSTANDING TONE KNOWING CULTURAL REFERENTS KNOWING HOW TO USE ANALOGIES AND 
IRONY AND KNOWING HOW TO SHARE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 4HE PIECES OF LITERACY SHOULD 
NOT BE MISUNDERSTOOD FOR THE WHOLE 4HE LITERATURE CLEARLY SUPPORTS THE INTEGRATED USE 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF READING WRITING SPEAKING LISTENINGVIEWING AND THINKING SKILLS 
TO ADDRESS ACADEMIC LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL EG ,ANGER  
 -ELTZER   -ELTZER  (AMANN  	 (OWEVER DESPITE THE 
FACT THAT READING AND WRITING ARE TWO PRIMARY INSTRUCTIONAL VEHICLES FOR LEARNING IN EACH 
OF THE CONTENT AREAS LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL UNTIL RECENTLY WAS 
ASSUMED TO BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE %NGLISH DEPARTMENT )NDEED THE l RST CHALLENGE OF 
THE PROJECT WAS TO HELP PARTNERS UNDERSTAND THAT THIS WAS NOT A PROJECT DESIGNED FOR ONLY 
%NGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS TEACHERS
$EVELOPING ACADEMIC LITERACY HABITS AND SKILLS REQUIRES COORDINATED CONCERTED SUPPORT 
ACROSS CONTENT AREAS 4HIS IS CRITICAL BECAUSE THE ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES REQUIRE DIFFERENT 
TYPES OF LITERACY HABITS AND SKILLS AND ALTHOUGH SOMEONE MAY BE ON GRADE LEVEL IN AN 
AREA WHERE SHE HAS RECEIVED EXCELLENT INSTRUCTION OR HAS PARTICULAR INTEREST THIS MAY 
NOT BE THE CASE FOR THAT STUDENT IN OTHER SUBJECT AREAS !LVERMANN 	 )T IS ALSO 
IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT JUST BY BEING IN SCHOOL NOT ALL STUDENTS AT THE MIDDLE AND HIGH 
SCHOOL LEVEL MAKE A FULL YEARS WORTH OF LITERACY PROGRESS DURING EACH SCHOOL YEAR 
4HEREFORE A STUDENT WHO ENTERS NINTH GRADE ON GRADE LEVEL MAY NOT BE ON GRADE LEVEL A 
YEAR OR TWO LATER WITHOUT TARGETED PURPOSEFUL ONGOING LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AS PART OF 
CONTENTAREA TEACHING AND LEARNING %VEN SOME TEMPORARILY SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS MAY NOT 
SUFl CIENTLY DEVELOP THEIR LITERACY SKILLS TO BE ABLE TO ADEQUATELY PURSUE MORE ADVANCED 
TASKS 2EMEDIAL READING AND WRITING COURSES AND CENTERS ARE WIDESPREAD AT THE 
UNIVERSITY LEVEL INDICATING THAT MANY AVERAGE OR GOOD READERS ARE l NDING THEMSELVES 
UNPREPARED FOR LITERACY DEMANDS AT THE POSTSECONDARY LEVEL .ATIONAL #ENTER FOR 
%DUCATION 3TATISTICS A 3CARCELLA 	 !LSO %NGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS %,,	 A 
FASTGROWING POPULATION HAVE WIDELY VARYING LITERACY SKILLS IN THEIR l RST LANGUAGES 4HESE 
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STUDENTS OFTEN FACE LIMITED ASSISTANCE IN SIMULTANEOUSLY BUILDING CONTENT KNOWLEDGE AND 
DEVELOPING ACADEMIC LITERACY IN %NGLISH -ELTZER  (AMANN  	 "ECAUSE OF 
THESE VARYING ISSUES ADOLESCENT LITERACY EDUCATION MUST INVOLVE MAINSTREAM CONTENT
AREA TEACHERS IN HELPING STUDENTS ADDRESS LITERACYRELATED CHALLENGES 
! SECOND INITIAL CHALLENGE FOR SOME PROJECT PARTNERS WAS UNDERSTANDING THAT THE 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WAS NOT AN INTENSIVE INTERVENTION PROGRAM FOR STRUGGLING 
READERS WHO ARRIVE AT HIGH SCHOOL READING AT A hBELOW BASICv LEVEL 2ECENT ESTIMATES 
INDICATE THAT ONLY A SMALL PERCENTAGE OF ADOLESCENTS WHO HAVE DIFl CULTY WITH ACADEMIC 
READING AND WRITING ARE STILL STRUGGLING WITH BASIC DECODING ;#URTIS =	 4HE l VE
SCHOOL PROJECT WAS NOT A PROGRAM SPECIl CALLY FOR STUDENTS REQUIRING BASIC REMEDIATION IN 
READING NOR WOULD IT DIRECTLY ADDRESS THOSE STUDENTS NEEDS OTHER THAN TO HIGHLIGHT THE 
NEED FOR ADDITIONAL INTERVENTION )N SELECTING APPROPRIATE INTERVENTION PROGRAMS PROJECT 
PARTNERS HAD TO UNDERSTAND THAT THE INITIAL PROCESSES OF hCRACKING THE CODEv AND LEARNING 
TO READ ARE QUITE DIFFERENT FROM ACADEMIC READING ACROSS GENRES AND PURPOSES 3ELECTED 
READING PROGRAMS HAD TO REm ECT THAT UNDERSTANDING )N ADDITION THE DEVELOPMENTAL 
LEVEL AND WORLD EXPERIENCE OF THE ADOLESCENT LEARNER ARE QUITE DIFFERENT FROM THAT OF 
A YOUNG CHILD !LVERMANN 	 4EACHERS WORKING TO IMPROVE THE ACADEMIC LITERACY 
SKILLS OF ADOLESCENTS CAN REFERENCE LIFE EXPERIENCE GENRE AND LANGUAGE CONVENTIONS 
AND CONTENT KNOWLEDGE AS TOOLS FOR ADOLESCENTS FURTHER LITERACY DEVELOPMENT !S -ARTIN 
	 AND 7ALSH 	 HAVE NOTED EVEN IMMIGRANT ADOLESCENTS WITH LIMITED PRIOR 
SCHOOLING BRING TO THE CLASSROOM AN AWARENESS OF STORYTELLING CONVENTIONS HUMOR AND 
THE PLASTICITY AND ADAPTABILITY OF LANGUAGE 5NLIKE EARLY READERS THOSE ADOLESCENTS WHO 
STRUGGLE THE MOST WITH ACADEMIC LITERACY USUALLY HAVE SOME LITERACY SKILLS !LVERMANN 
 ,EE  -OJE ET AL  /BIDAH 	 4HESE ARE RESOURCES UPON WHICH 
SKILLED TEACHERS CAN BUILD /NE PREMISE OF THE PROJECT WAS THAT PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS 
WOULD HAVE INTENSIVE INTERVENTIONS IN PLACE FOR BEGINNING READERS AND THAT THE PROJECT 
WOULD WORK WITH CONTENTAREA TEACHERS TO ADDRESS THE ACADEMIC LITERACY NEEDS OF THE 
REST OF THE STUDENTS
&OR THE PROJECT DESCRIBED HERE SEVERAL OTHER RESEARCHBASED ISSUES PERTAINING TO 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY WERE NECESSARY FOR PARTNERS TO UNDERSTAND INCLUDING MOTIVATION 
AND ENGAGEMENT CONTENTAREA LITERACY INSTRUCTION TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND LITERACY SUPPORTING STRUCTURES AND LEADERSHIP %ACH OF THESE TOPICS IS IMPORTANT 
FOR THE EFFECTIVE LITERACY DEVELOPMENT OF ADOLESCENTS -ELTZER 	 "ECAUSE OF THEIR 
DIFFERENT PROJECTRELATED TASKS HOWEVER PROJECT PARTNERS WITH VARYING PROXIMITIES TO 
THE CLASSROOM REQUIRED DIFFERENT NUANCED UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE PARTICULARS OF EFFECTIVE 
INTERVENTION
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4HE RESEARCH ON MOTIVATION AND ENGAGEMENT WITH REGARD TO LITERACY INDICATES THAT
  3TUDENTS MOTIVATIONS TO READ AND WRITE ARE HIGHLY VARIABLE AND DEPENDENT ON 
PURPOSE PERCEIVED VALUE SELFEFl CACY INTEREST AND CONTEXT EG !LVERMANN 
  "AKER  7IGl ELD  $ORNYEI  'UTHRIE  +NOWLES 
 *ETTON  !LEXANDER  -C+ENNA  -ELTZER  (AMANN  
2UDDELL  5NRAU 	
  3USTAINED ENGAGEMENT IN READING AND WRITING TASKS IS WHAT LEADS TO IMPROVED 
LEARNING 'UTHRIE 	
  #LASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS AND TEACHER ACTIONS CAN SUSTAIN AND ENCOURAGE OR 
UNDERMINE STUDENT MOTIVATION WITH AND ENGAGEMENT IN ACADEMIC LITERACY 
TASKS EG !LVERMANN   (ARKLAU  )VEY  ,ANGER  
-C#OMBS  "ARTON  /BIDAH  2UDDELL  5NRAU  6AN DEN 
"ROEK  +REMER 	 
#LASSROOMS THAT PROMOTE STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND MOTIVATION TO READ AND WRITE ARE 
CHARACTERIZED BY CONNECTIONS INTERACTIONS AND RESPONSIVENESS -ELTZER 	 
3UCH ENVIRONMENTS DIFFER SUBSTANTIVELY FROM THOSE ENCOUNTERED IN MOST HIGH SCHOOL 
CLASSROOMS INCLUDING %NGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS CLASSROOMS ,ANGER  	
4HE LITERATURE ON CONTENTAREA LITERACY INSTRUCTION EG !LVERMANN  "IANCAROSA 
 3NOW  #URTIS  +AMIL  -ELTZER  -ELTZER  (AMANN 	 
STRESSES EXPLICIT TEACHING AND MODELING OF BEFORE DURING AND AFTER READING STRATEGIES 
4HE RESEARCH ALSO RECOMMENDS DEVELOPING METACOGNITIVE SKILLS LIKE REREADING MAKING 
CONNECTIONS QUESTIONING PREDICTING VISUALIZING CLARIFYING AND SUMMARIZING )T 
RECOMMENDS
  &REQUENT ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT READING WRITING LISTENINGVIEWING THINKING 
AND SPEAKING
  5SE OF VARIED GROUPINGS TO SUPPORT INSTRUCTION
  &REQUENT USE OF HIGHER ORDER CRITICAL THINKING TASKS
  !UTHENTIC READING AND WRITING
  )NQUIRYBASED INSTRUCTION AND LEARNING
  "OTH GENERAL AND CONTENTSPECIl C VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT
  4HE EXPLICIT TEACHING OF TEXT STRUCTURES FOUND IN VARIOUS DISCIPLINES
  4HE USE OF AN APPRENTICESHIP MODEL TO ASSIST LEARNERS TO BECOME COMPETENT 
READERS WRITERS THINKERS AND SPEAKERS OF EACH CONTENT AREA EG READERS OF 
HISTORY MATHEMATICAL THINKERS AND SCIENTIl C WRITERS	 
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"ECAUSE FEW CAME TO THE PROJECT WITH A COMPREHENSIVE UNDERSTANDING OF THESE TASKS IT WAS
TO ISSUES LIKE THESE THAT THE PARTNERSHIP NEEDED TO DIRECT ATTENTION AND CAPACITY BUILDING
0ARTNERS ALSO NEEDED TO UNDERSTAND WHAT THE RESEARCH TELLS US ABOUT EFFECTIVE TEACHER 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT GENERALLY AND CONTENTAREA READING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
SPECIl CALLY %FFECTIVE TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REQUIRES THAT TEACHERS WORK 
TOGETHER ON RELEVANT MATERIALS OVER TIME %IDMAN!ADAHL  .ATIONAL 3TAFF 
$EVELOPMENT #OUNCIL 	 )N A STUDY OF  MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 
FROM  SCHOOLS  SCHOOLS THAT WERE hBEATING THE ODDSv IN TERMS OF ACADEMIC 
PERFORMANCE AND  THAT WERE TYPICAL	 ,ANGER 	 IDENTIl ED SIX CHARACTERISTICS OF 
TEACHERS PROFESSIONAL LIVES AND WORKPLACES THAT WERE ASSOCIATED WITH IMPROVED STUDENT 
ACHIEVEMENT IN READING WRITING AND %NGLISH
	  /RCHESTRATED COORDINATED EFFORTS TO IMPROVE STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
	  4EACHER PARTICIPATION IN A VARIETY OF PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITIES
	  3TRUCTURED IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES THAT OFFERED TEACHERS A STRONG SENSE       
OF AGENCY
	  6ALUED COMMITMENT TO THE PROFESSION OF TEACHING
	  ! CARING ATTITUDE TOWARD COLLEAGUES AND STUDENTS
	  $EEP RESPECT FOR LIFELONG LEARNING
4HESE SIX PRINCIPLES SUPPORT THE STRATEGY THAT WAS PURSUED IN THE COUNTY AS PART OF THIS 
PROJECT !LTHOUGH SCHOOLS HAD m EXIBILITY IN HOW THEY PURSUED THE TASK OF IMPLEMENTING 
THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY FRAMEWORK THEY WERE ENCOURAGED TO DEVELOP CULTIVATE AND 
SUSTAIN A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CULTURE AT THE PROJECT LEVEL IN ORDER FOR IT TO HAPPEN 
AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL /NE OUTCOME OF THIS PROJECT WAS AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE IMPORTANT 
ROLE THE PARTNERS PLAYED IN CREATING AND MAINTAINING THESE PRINCIPLES IN THE LIVES OF THE 
PARTICIPATING TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS AT THESE FARm UNG SMALL RURAL SCHOOLS 
-OST SECONDARY LEVEL TEACHERS INCLUDING %NGLISH TEACHERS HAVE NOT HAD ANY COURSES IN 
CONTENTAREA READING 3UCH A COURSE IS NOT REQUIRED FOR SECONDARY CERTIl CATION IN MOST 
STATES INCLUDING -AINE 2OMINE -C+ENNA  2OBINSON 	 -ANY SECONDARY TEACHERS 
RESIST TAKING ON READING AS ONE OF THEIR TEACHING RESPONSIBILITIES 'REENLEAF 3CHOENBACH 
#ZIKO -UELLER 	 4HIS WAS TRUE OF THE MAJORITY OF TEACHERS IN THE PARTICIPATING 
SCHOOLS IN THE BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT 4HEY RECOGNIZED THAT MANY OF THEIR STUDENTS HAD 
NOT DEVELOPED THE NECESSARY ACADEMIC LITERACY SKILLS TO BE INDEPENDENT USERS OF READING 
AND WRITING (OWEVER DIRECTING CLASS TIME TO THESE SKILLS COMPETED WITH OTHER CLASS 
TIME PRIORITIES )T ALSO INVOLVED PEDAGOGICAL TASKS AND ROLES WITH WHICH TEACHERS FELT 
UNCOMFORTABLE #ONTENTAREA READING INSTRUCTION IS SEEN AS hFOREIGNv FOR MANY TEACHERS 
BECAUSE IT CHALLENGES THE DOMINANT PARADIGM OF TEACHERDIRECTED INSTRUCTION IN HIGH 
SCHOOL CLASSROOMS EG AN )2% INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL WHERE THE PRIMARY SPEECH ACTS ARE 
TEACHER INITIATION STUDENT RESPONSE AND TEACHER EVALUATION SEE -EHAN ;=	 !T 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS TEACHER FEEDBACK ABOUT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT REPEATEDLY 
EMPHASIZES THE ENORMITY OF THE PEDAGOGICAL CHANGES REQUIRED TO IMPROVE CONTENTAREA 
LEARNING AND THE SHIFTS IN PARTICIPATING TEACHERS PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR TEACHING SINCE THE 
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT .OT ALL TEACHERS WERE WILLING OR ABLE TO MAKE THAT SHIFT EVEN WITH 
THE PROJECT RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THEM !CROSS ALL PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS HOWEVER 
TEACHERS WERE LESS RESISTANT TO THE NEED FOR THIS SHIFT THAN AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT 
3UPPORT FOR CONTENTAREA LITERACY DEVELOPMENT REQUIRES NOT ONLY AN ENHANCED 
KNOWLEDGE BASE ABOUT TEACHING AND LEARNING BUT ALSO ASSESSMENT PLANNING LESSON
UNIT DESIGN AND OTHER SKILLS THAT MANY TEACHERS HAVE NEVER BEEN ASKED TO DEVELOP 4HE 
DEVELOPMENT OF COMFORT AND COMPETENCE WITH THESE SKILLS AS WELL AS THE CONVICTION THAT 
THEY ARE NEEDED AND USEFUL TAKES TIME 6YING WITH A LITERACY FOCUS FOR TEACHERS TIME 
ARE EXTERNAL ACCOUNTABILITY MANDATES AND CHANGES IN PRACTICE SUCH AS THE EXPECTATION 
TO INTEGRATE TECHNOLOGY THROUGH THE USE OF LAPTOPS 4HERE ARE ALSO LIMITED RESOURCES TO 
SUPPORT TEACHERS DEVELOPMENT OF THESE CAPACITIES 4HE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TASK 
IS COMPLICATED BY THE FACT THAT TEACHERS LIKE OTHER LEARNERS LEARN IN DIFFERENT WAYS 
0ROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT THUS NEEDS TO SUPPORT HETEROGENEOUS LEARNING STYLES AND 
OCCUR IN A VARIETY OF FORMATS &OR THE PROJECT THIS MEANT THAT SEVERAL FORMS OF TEACHER 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NEEDED TO BE SPONSORED DESIGNED AND OFFERED 4HIS WAS A 
LARGE TASK ONE IN WHICH PARTNERS FEATURED PROMINENTLY AND WHICH WAS NOT ANTICIPATED 
PRIOR TO THE START OF THE PROJECT
!DOLESCENT LITERACY IS A RELATIVELY NEW ISSUE ON THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL AGENDA 4HE 
)NTERNATIONAL 2EADING !SSOCIATIONS #OMMISSION ON !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY ISSUED ITS POLICY 
STATEMENT IN  -OORE ET AL 	 SPURRING MORE FOCUSED ATTENTION ON LITERACY AT 
THE SECONDARY LEVEL 4HE CURRENT EMPHASIS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY IS PERHAPS A hFOURTH 
WAVEv OF SECONDARY SCHOOL REFORM IF ONE ACCEPTS $ESIMONES 	 CHARACTERIZATION OF 
THE COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL REFORM MOVEMENT AS A hTHIRD WAVEv P 	 PRECIPITATED BY 
THE PUBLICATION OF ! .ATION !T 2ISK .ATIONAL #OMMISSION ON %XCELLENCE IN %DUCATION 
	 )N $ESIMONES TAXONOMY THE l RST WAVE REFERS TO THE STANDARDS MOVEMENT AND 
THE SECOND TO EFFORTS TO IMPROVE HOMESCHOOL COMMUNICATION TEACHER PREPAREDNESS 
AND CAPACITY	 4HIS FOURTH WAVE HAS EMERGED FROM A CONCERN OF BOTH EDUCATION 
RESEARCHERS AND POLICYMAKERS THAT STRUCTURAL EDUCATIONAL REFORMS HAVE NOT ADEQUATELY 
IMPROVED TEACHING AND LEARNING %LMORE    'OODMAN  (OWLEY 
 (OWLEY  *ENNINGS  3PILLANE  :EULI 	 4HIS CONCERN IS COUPLED 
WITH AN OUTCRY FROM THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY ABOUT THE EXTENSIVE RESOURCES BEING 
PLACED INTO REMEDIAL READING AND WRITING UPWARDS OF  BILLION IN 	 FOR WORKERS 
AT ALL LEVELS INCLUDING COLLEGE GRADUATES AND THE l NDING THAT THE VAST MAJORITY OF HIGH 
SCHOOL DROPOUTS AND PRISON INMATES HAVE LIMITED LITERACY SKILLS !LLEN !LMEIDA  
 'OODMAN 	 ALSO REFERS TO A hTHIRD WAVEv OF EDUCATION REFORM USING THE WORK OF 2EIGELUTH 	
  TO CREATE A DIFFERENT CHRONOLOGICAL STARTING POINT !CCORDING TO 2EIGELUTHS HISTORICAL TAXONOMY hl RST WAVEv
  REFERS TO ONEROOM SCHOOLHOUSES IN AN AGRARIAN SOCIETY AND THE hSECOND WAVEv INCLUDES REFORMS APPROPRIATE
  TO SUPPORT INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY 
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3TEINBERG 	 )N -AINE PROJECT PARTNERS DID NOT START WITH A COMMON UNDERSTANDING 
OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A FOURTH WAVE OF HIGH SCHOOL REFORM !S THE CASE DEMONSTRATES 
HOWEVER IT IS AN ACCURATE REPRESENTATION OF THE GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF EDUCATORS 
AT THE LOCAL REGIONAL AND STATE LEVELS AS A RESULT OF THE PROJECT 4HIS RAISES INTRIGUING 
QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP ENDEAVORS CARRIED OUT AT THE INTERSECTION 
OF POLICY AND PRACTICE CAN GENERATE NEW POLICY AND POTENTIALLY NEW CONCEPTUALIZATIONS 
OF EDUCATIONAL REFORM
3YSTEMIC %DUCATION 2EFORM AT THE (IGH 3CHOOL ,EVEL
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT SOUGHT TO PRECIPITATE SCHOOL REFORM IN THE l VE 
PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS 4HUS IT NEEDED TO BE RECONCILED WITH CONCURRENT ATTEMPTS AT 
HIGH SCHOOL REFORM IN -AINE WHETHER THESE WERE FEDERAL POLICY PHILANTHROPIC LARGESSE 
OR EFFORTS BY -%$/% OR THE STATE LEGISLATURES 4WENTY YEARS AGO THE NEARLY SIMULTANEOUS 
PUBLICATION OF ! .ATION AT 2ISK .ATIONAL #OMMISSION ON %XCELLENCE IN %DUCATION 
	 AND A NUMBER OF BOOKS ON THE STATE OF !MERICAN HIGH SCHOOLS EG "OYER 
 ,IGHTFOOT  0OWELL &ARRAR  #OHEN  3IZER 	 MADE THE CASE FOR 
SUBSTANTIVE ADJUSTMENTS IN THE STRUCTURE PRACTICE AND PURPOSE OF HIGH SCHOOLS 3INCE 
THEN THERE HAS BEEN A GROWING CONCERN THAT TRADITIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS WILL NEVER SERVE 
ALL OR EVEN MOST STUDENTS WELL )N -AINE THAT CONCERN GENERATED TWO RELATED REFORM 
INITIATIVESTHE STANDARDS MOVEMENT AND THE COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL REFORM MOVEMENT 
)N THE EARLY S -AINE ADOPTED THE #OMMON #ORE OF ,EARNING LATER RENAMED THE 
-AINE ,EARNING 2ESULTS 4HIS FRAMEWORK ARTICULATED CONTENT STANDARDS FOR ALMOST ALL 
SUBJECT AREAS INCLUDING VISUAL ARTS READING WRITING SCIENCE HEALTH MATHEMATICS 
AND SOCIAL STUDIES	 4HE INTENT WAS TO HELP TEACHERS AND THE PUBLIC TO UNDERSTAND AND 
BUY INTO COMMON INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS FOR ALL STUDENTS -%$/% 	 !S IN MOST OTHER 
STATES THE DEVELOPMENT OF STATE STANDARDS ALSO LED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARD
ALIGNED STANDARDIZED TESTS THE -AINE %DUCATION !SSESSMENTS -%!S	 5NLIKE IN SOME 
OTHER STATES HOWEVER THE -%! WAS DELIBERATELY NOT DEVELOPED AS A HIGH STAKES TEST 
)NDEED IT WAS STIPULATED AT THE TIME OF ITS CREATION THAT -%!S COULD NOT COUNT FOR MORE 
THAN  OF OVERALL STUDENT ASSESSMENT AND THAT LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS WERE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR CRAFTING LOCAL COMMON ASSESSMENTS ,#!S	 THAT WERE TO BE THE PRIMARY VEHICLE OF 
MEASUREMENT 4HIS ,#! TASK STEMS FROM A HISTORIC DISTRUST IN -AINE TO CENTRALLY IMPOSED 
EDUCATIONAL POLICY 2UFF 3MITH  -ILLER 	 )T ALSO MEANS THAT DISTRICTS WERE 
FACING THE LARGE TASK OF CRAFTING ASSESSMENTS AT THE SAME TIME THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
PROJECT WAS PROPOSED .ONE OF THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS HAD MADE MUCH PROGRESS ON 
THIS TASK AT THE TIME THE PROJECT BEGAN AND MANY WERE SCRAMBLING AS WERE SCHOOLS 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE	 TO hPUT SOMETHING TOGETHERv !LTHOUGH THIS NEED AND THE WORK 
OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WERE RELATED SCHOOL PERSONNEL DID NOT IMMEDIATELY 
RECOGNIZE THE OVERLAP BETWEEN THE PROJECT AND THE ASSESSMENT MANDATE ,OCAL CONCERNS 
THAT DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECT RURAL SCHOOLS RELATED TO SCHOOL CONSOLIDATION SUDDEN 
RESOURCE UNAVAILABILITY AND CUTBACKS AND POLICY COMPLIANCE SEE THE SECTION ON RURAL 
SCHOOLS BELOW	 FURTHER COMPLICATED THE ISSUE 
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4HE SECOND RELEVANT REFORM STRAND IN -AINE WAS COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL REFORM 
#OMMISSIONER !LBANESE WHOSE LATER SUGGESTION INITIATED THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY EFFORT 
CONVENED THE AD HOC -AINE #OMMISSION ON 3ECONDARY %DUCATION IN THE MID S 
)N  THAT COMMISSION PUBLISHED 0ROMISING &UTURES A VOLUNTARY FRAMEWORK FOR HIGH 
SCHOOL REFORM 3TRONGLY INm UENCED BY THE #OALITION OF %SSENTIAL 3CHOOLS PHILOSOPHY
#OALITION FOUNDERS 4ED AND .ANCY 3IZER WERE TWO OF ONLY FOUR NON-AINERS INVOLVED IN 
DRAFTING 0ROMISING &UTURESTHIS FRAMEWORK WAS CLEARLY LOCATED WITHIN THE HIGH SCHOOL 
REFORM MOVEMENT AND THE COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL REFORM MOVEMENT THAT EMERGED 
AFTER ! .ATION !T 2ISK 3INCE h;4=HE #OMMISSION AGREED ON THE IMPORTANCE OF AN 
OVERRIDING STRATEGY FOR WHOLE SCHOOL CHANGE NO SINGLE CORE PRACTICE COULD MAKE A 
SIGNIl CANT DIFFERENCE ALONE AND THEY WERE EMBEDDED IN ONE ANOTHER AND NEEDED TO 
BE UNDERTAKEN AS A WHOLEv IT RECOMMENDED  INTEGRATED CORE PRACTICES $ONALDSON 
 P	 SEE !PPENDIX "	 
0ROMISING &UTURES PRIMARY PURPOSE WAS TO PROMOTE CHANGE IN SCHOOL STRUCTURES AND 
CULTURES 4HOUGH TEACHING AND LEARNING CHANGES WERE IMPLICIT GOALS RECOMMENDED 
CHANGES IN THESE DOMAINS WERE NOT ELABORATED TO THE SAME DEGREE AS STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
2ECOGNIZING THE IMPORTANCE OF CONNECTING TO EXISTING STATE INITIATIVES AND THE LIMITED 
EXPLICIT ATTENTION IN 0ROMISING &UTURES TO TEACHING AND LEARNING ONE OF THE EARLIEST 
DOCUMENTS PRODUCED FOR THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WAS A WORKSHEET CLARIFYING HOW 
IT ALIGNED WITH 0ROMISING &UTURES WHICH ITSELF HAS LITTLE TO SAY ABOUT LITERACY 4HE WORD 
APPEARS ONLY ONCE IN #OMMISSIONER !LBANESES 3EPTEMBER  COVER LETTER TO THE 
PAGE DOCUMENT IDENTIFYING 0ROMISING &UTURES AS PART OF A STRATEGY hTO ELEVATE LITERACY TO 
A LEVEL WHERE -AINE CITIZENS ARE AMONG THE BEST EDUCATED IN THE WORLDv
3HORTLY AFTER 0ROMISING &UTURES WAS PUBLISHED -%$/% RECEIVED PERMISSION TO TIE IT 
INTO THE NEW FEDERALLY FUNDED #OMPREHENSIVE 3CHOOL 2EFORM $EMONSTRATION PROJECT 
#32$	 )N  AND AGAIN IN  AND  DOZENS OF -AINES  HIGH SCHOOLS 
APPLIED TO THE STATE FOR FEDERAL FUNDING TO IMPLEMENT #32$ AND IN THE PROCESS 
DESCRIBED THEIR PLANS FOR PURSUING SEVERAL OF THE RECOMMENDED CORE PRACTICES FROM 
0ROMISING &UTURES (AMANN  ,ANE   (AMANN IN PRESS	 4WO OF THE PROJECT 
SCHOOLS WERE AMONG THESE APPLICANTS ONE SUCCESSFULLY ONE NOT	 "Y   -AINE 
HIGH SCHOOLS HAD BEEN AWARDED  PER YEAR FOR THREE YEARS THROUGH #32$ !S 
PART OF -%$/% #)3% HAD THE DOUBLE DIRECTIVE OF PROMOTING 0ROMISING &UTURES AND 
OVERSEEING THE #32$ PROGRAM )N  -AINES -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE RECEIVED  MILLION 
FROM THE 'ATES &OUNDATION TO COORDINATE WITH #)3% TO FURTHER ROLL OUT 0ROMISING &UTURES
UNDER THE 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS 0ROJECT 
 &OR THE l RST FOUR YEARS OF #32$ IMPLEMENTATION IN -AINE THROUGH %DUCATION
  !LLIANCE STAFF PROVIDED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND EVALUATIVE SUPPORT TO #)3%S #32$ IMPLEMENTATION BUT
  THOSE EFFORTS WERE NOT COORDINATED WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT
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0ROMISING &UTURES #32$ AND THE 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS 0ROJECT ALL PERTAIN TO THIS CASE 
STUDY IN SEVERAL WAYS 
	  4HESE THREE ACTIVITIES WERE POINTS OF EMPHASIS AND ATTENTION AMONGST POTENTIAL 
  SUPPORTERS OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT AT THE STATE LEVEL 
	  0ROMISING &UTURES PROVIDED A CHANGE FRAMEWORK NOT INCONSISTENT WITH THE 
  !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK 
	  3EVERAL HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE LITERACY PROJECTS TARGET COUNTY HAD RECEIVED 
  FUNDING TO IMPLEMENT #32$ ANDOR THE 'ATES INITIATIVE 4HIS MEANT 
  DEPENDING UPON THE SITE THAT THE WORK CARRIED OUT AS PART OF THE ADOLESCENT 
  LITERACY PROJECT NEEDED TO BE COORDINATED WITH 0ROMISING &UTURES OR THAT 
  THE PROSPECTIVE PARTICIPATING SCHOOL CHOSE NOT TO JOIN THE PROJECT BECAUSE 
  OF ITS INVOLVEMENT IN THE OTHER INITIATIVES 
	   4HE STATE AND THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE CREATED A 0ROMISING &UTURES SUPPORT 
  INFRASTRUCTURE THAT COULD BE USED AS A VEHICLE FOR SHARING THE EFFORTS OF THE 
  PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS WITH OTHER -AINE HIGH SCHOOLS 
"Y  #)3% IN COLLABORATION WITH THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE HAD BEGUN TO INCLUDE WORK 
FROM THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT SCHOOLS AS AN ELEMENT OF STATEINITIATED PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES )N A $ECEMBER  INTERVIEW "OB 3IMPSON #)3%S LIAISON TO 
THE COUNTYBASED ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT NOTED THAT #)3% HAD ADDED A POSITION FOR 
AN ADOLESCENT LITERACY SPECIALIST AND SUGGESTED THAT PROMOTING ADOLESCENT LITERACY WOULD 
BE A PRIMARY FUNCTION OF #)3% IN  AND 
&OR HER INITIAL WORK FOR THE PROJECTTHE DRAFTING OF THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT 
&RAMEWORK-ELTZER  	 EXAMINED ADOLESCENT LITERACY RESEARCH WITHIN THE 
CONTEXT OF EDUCATIONAL REFORM EG $AVIDSON  +OPPENHAVER  ,ANGER  
/"RIEN ET AL  0ETERSON #AVERLY .ICHOLSON /.EAL  #USENBARY  
3CHOENBACH ET AL 	 TO IDENTIFY THE INSTITUTIONAL AND LEADERSHIP CAPACITIES REQUIRED 
TO INITIATE AND SUSTAIN SCHOOLWIDE LITERACY INITIATIVES AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL AND DEVELOP 
QUALITY TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CONTENTAREA READING 4HE INTENT OF THE 
PROJECT AND ONE THING THAT DISTINGUISHED IT FROM MERELY BEING A TEACHER PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE	 WAS THAT ADOLESCENT LITERACY SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT WOULD 
BE CONNECTED WITH SCHOOL STRUCTURES POLICIES AND PROCEDURES RELATED TO CURRICULUM 
INSTRUCTION ASSESSMENT LEADERSHIP EXPECTATIONS SCHOOL VISION AND MISSION AND 
RESOURCE ALLOCATION 4HEREFORE CONTENTAREA ACADEMIC LITERACY SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT 
WERE SEEN AS LEVERS FOR WHOLE SCHOOL REFORM 4HIS WAS A SUBSTANTIVE SHIFT FOR SCHOOLS AND 
PARTNERS PREVIOUSLY CONDITIONED TO THINK OF EXPLICIT READING INSTRUCTION AT THE SECONDARY 
LEVEL AS PRIMARILY OR EXCLUSIVELY REMEDIAL
!S A l NAL NOTE ABOUT WHOLE SCHOOL REFORM IT IS WORTH CONSIDERING THE l NDINGS OF 
7OLF AND COLLEAGUES 	 REGARDING EXEMPLARY IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXTERNALLY 
INITIATED +ENTUCKY %DUCATION 2EFORM !CT !CCORDING TO 7OLF THE SUCCESS OF REFORM 
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IMPLEMENTATION SUCCESS DEMONSTRATED BY IMPROVED STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT	 WAS RELATED 
TO TEACHERS STANCE TOWARDS LEARNINGSPECIl CALLY THE WILLINGNESS TO TRY NEW STRATEGIES 
AND TO TRUST COLLEAGUES EFFORTSAND TOWARDS LEADERSHIP 4HE COUNTYBASED ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY PROJECT REQUIRED TEACHERS TO UNDERTAKE A GREAT DEAL OF LEARNING AND CHANGES IN 
PRACTICE AND IT ASKED SCHOOL AND DISTRICT LEADERS TO CREATE AND SUPPORT THE CONDITIONS 
FOR SUCH LEARNING TO TAKE PLACE )T FOLLOWS THAT THE PLANNING AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 
PROJECT PARTNERS WOULD LARGELY RELATE TO THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ENABLING CONDITIONS
2URAL %DUCATION
-AINE IS  OF  STATES WHERE THE MAJORITY 	 OF STUDENTS ATTEND RURAL SCHOOLS 
-AINE TRAILS ONLY 6ERMONT AS THE STATE WITH THE GREATEST PERCENTAGE OF RURAL PUBLIC 
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT .ATIONAL #ENTER FOR %DUCATION 3TATISTICS B	 4HEREFORE 
THE TRADITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF RURAL EDUCATION INCLUDING LIMITED 
RESOURCES LESS COMPETITIVE TEACHER SALARIES CONSOLIDATION PRESSURE LONG DISTANCES 
BETWEEN SCHOOLS WITH DISTANCE TECHNOLOGY A FEASIBLE BUT LIMITED OPTION	 A SCARCITY 
OF CREDENTIALED TEACHER CANDIDATES THE OUTMIGRATION OF YOUNG ADULTS FOR COLLEGE AND 
WORK AND INTRIGUING PROSPECTS FOR PLACEBASED EDUCATION CLEARLY APPLY TO THIS CASE 
!RNOLD .EWMAN 'ADDY  $EAN  #ORBETT  $ONALDSON  'ENERAL 
!CCOUNTING /Fl CE  *IMERSON  -AGEEAN 2USKIN  3HERWOOD   
2OBBINS  $YER 	
!CCORDING TO &AN AND #HEN 	 AGGREGATE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT OUTCOMES FOR 
RURAL STUDENTS ARE NOT NOTICEABLY DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF SUBURBAN AND URBAN STUDENTS 
(OWLEY AND (OWLEY 	 CLARIFY THAT THIS SIMILARITY OBSCURES IMPORTANT REGIONAL 
DIFFERENCES .ATIONALLY hRURALv DESCRIBES SOME OF THE HIGHEST PERFORMING DISTRICTS IN 
THE COUNTRY IN NORTHWESTERN #ONNECTICUT FOR EXAMPLE	 AS WELL AS SOME OF THE WEAKEST 
EG CENTRAL !PPALACHIA	 !RNOLD AND COLLEAGUES 	 NOTE THAT DEl NITIONS OF RURAL 
EDUCATION VARY SO MUCH THAT DEPENDING ON THE DEl NITION USED THE NATIONAL TALLY OF 
STUDENTS IN RURAL PUBLIC SCHOOLS VARIES FROM  TO  MILLION 3TILL THE EDUCATIONAL 
CHALLENGES IN RURAL -AINE ARE SUFl CIENTLY ACUTE THAT 3USAN #OLLINS 2-AINE	 WAS ONE 
OF THE FOUR SENATORS TO REQUEST THAT THE FEDERAL 'ENERAL !CCOUNTING /Fl CE 	 DRAFT 
A REPORT ON THE ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE AND RESEARCH NEEDED TO HELP SMALL RURAL DISTRICTS 
ADJUST ADEQUATELY TO THE .O #HILD ,EFT "EHIND !CT
-AINE CAN GENERALLY BE DIVIDED INTO TWO PARTS THE SOUTHERN REGION THAT IS ECONOMICALLY 
RELATIVELY HEALTHY AND GAINING OR HOLDING POPULATION AND THE EASTERN WESTERN AND 
NORTHERN REGIONS THAT ARE ECONOMICALLY AND DEMOGRAPHICALLY IN DECLINE ,ARGE SWATHS OF 
RURAL -AINE ARE SEEING EXTRACTION INDUSTRY JOBS EG LOGGING	 EITHER DWINDLING OR BEING 
RESTRICTED IN NUMBER EG l SHING LOBSTERING	 WHILE PAPER MILLS SHOE FACTORIES AND 
OTHER MANUFACTURING PLANTS CONTINUE TO CLOSE 4HE COUNTY THAT HOSTED THE ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY PROJECT HAD AN UNEMPLOYMENT RATE TWICE THE STATE AVERAGE IN  -ARGARET 
#HASE 3MITH #ENTER FOR 0UBLIC 0OLICY 	 -AINE MANAGED TO GROW BY  
BETWEEN  AND  BUT STILL RANKED ONLY TH AMONG THE  STATES IN PROPORTIONAL 
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POPULATION GROWTH FOR THE DECADE $UE TO LOCATION ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS 
AND IMMIGRATION PATTERNS -AINES POPULATION IS COMPARATIVELY LESS DIVERSE THAN 
MOST OTHER STATES 7ITH THE EXCEPTION OF 0ORTLAND AND ,EWISTON AND A MODEST .ATIVE 
!MERICAN POPULATION IN BOTH THE STATE AND THE COUNTY WHERE THE PROJECT TOOK PLACE THE 
VAST MAJORITY OF -AINES POPULATION IS WHITE NON(ISPANIC WITH MULTIPLE GENERATION 
HISTORIES WITHIN THE STATE
4HE POPULATION OF THE PROJECTS TARGET COUNTY IS POORER AND OLDER THAN THAT OF OTHER 
COUNTIES IN -AINE 0OPULATION DECLINE WAS ABOUT  BETWEEN  AND  ,ESS 
THAN  OF THE  POPULATION HAD LIVED OUTSIDE THE COUNTY l VE YEARS EARLIER 
4HE MEDIAN AGE WAS OVER  AND  OF HOUSEHOLDS HAD INCOMES OF  OR LESS 
WITH  MAKING LESS THAN  -ORE THAN  OF THE POPULATION OVER AGE  
HAD NOT COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL OR EARNED A '%$	 4HE COUNTYS POVERTY RATE WAS  
HIGHER THAN THE STATE AVERAGE AND ITS USAGE RATE FOR FOOD STAMPS WAS MORE THAN  
ABOVE STATE AVERAGE -ARGARET #HASE 3MITH #ENTER 	 4HE POVERTY AND DEMOGRAPHIC 
DECLINE HAD IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOL AND MUNICIPAL BUDGETS ,ITERACY COACH +EN 1UINCYS
EXPLANATION FOR WHY ONE OF THE l VE PROJECT HIGH SCHOOLS DECIDED IT COULD NOT ASSUME 
THE COSTS OF HIS CONTINUED SERVICES IN THE SPRING OF  IS TELLING h;4HAT SCHOOL= WAS 
VERY MUCH ON BOARD 4HEY WERE ONE OF THE VERY l RST PLACES TO APPROACH ME ABOUT 
CONTINUING "UT THEYRE REALLY HAVING SOME SERIOUS IMPACT FROM THE LOCAL PEOPLE NOW 
FROM LAYOFFS AND THEYRE JUST NOT WILLING TO SPEND THE MONEY RIGHT NOW )TS THAT SIMPLEv
4HE LITERATURE ON RURAL EDUCATION CONSISTENTLY REFERS TO THE ISSUE AND IMPACT OF 
CONSOLIDATION !DVOCATES FOR CONSOLIDATION ARGUE THAT MERGING SMALL SCHOOLS ALLOWS 
MORE COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES AND MORE EFl CIENT ADMINISTRATION /PPONENTS OF CONSO
LIDATION NOTE THAT MARGINAL COMMUNITIES TEND TO DECLINE RAPIDLY AFTER ONE OF THEIR 
KEY POINTS OF LOCAL IDENTITY IE THE SCHOOL	 IS ELIMINATED ,YSON 	 AND THAT THE 
ALLEGED ECONOMIC SAVINGS OF CONSOLIDATION ARE RARELY REALIZED +ANNAPEL  $E9OUNG 
 +ILLEEN  3IPPLE  3TRIEFEL &OLDESY  (OLDMAN 	 #ONSOLIDATION 
WAS A CONTESTED ISSUE IN THE COUNTY AT THE TIME OF THE PROJECT 4HE TWO SMALLEST HIGH 
SCHOOLS IN THE PROJECT STRUGGLED THROUGHOUT THE THREE YEARS AGAINST ARGUMENTS AND 
PRESSURES TO CLOSE WHICH IMPACTED THE PROJECT IN AT LEAST TWO WAYS /N THE ONE HAND 
RESISTING CONSOLIDATION WAS A MORE PRESSING CONCERN THAN ADOLESCENT LITERACY HOWEVER 
REASONABLE THE LATTER APPEARED TO BE /N THE OTHER FOCUSING ON THE PROJECT COULD END UP 
SUPPORTING SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RESISTANCE TO CONSOLIDATION 4HAT IS FAVORABLE PUBLIC 
ATTENTION TO THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT COUNTERED THE INTERPRETATION THAT A PARTICULAR 
SCHOOL WAS NOT WORTH SUSTAINING ON ITS OWN
!NOTHER THEME OF THE RURAL EDUCATION LITERATURE IS THE REALITY OF SCHOOL ISOLATION 2URAL 
AREAS ARE THINLY SETTLED AND THUS SCHOOLS ARE SITUATED AT A DISTANCE FROM EACH OTHER 4HIS 
DISTANCE MAKES JOINT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES LESS ATTRACTIVE ! TEACHERS 
WILLINGNESS TO IMPROVE HER CAPACITY TO ATTEND TO LITERACY INSTRUCTION IN HER CONTENT AREA 
IS AFFECTED IF SHE MUST DRIVE TWO HOURS TO BE PART OF THE TRAINING $ISTANCE LEARNING AND 
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COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES CAN PARTIALLY REMEDY THIS BUT SUCH TECHNOLOGIES ARE OFTEN 
NOT AS SUCCESSFUL OR COMPELLING AS FACETOFACE INTERACTION "ERNARD ET AL 	 )N THE 
CASE OF THIS PROJECT DISTANCE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY INSTALLED AT EACH SCHOOL SITE THROUGH 
A GRANT BEING MANAGED BY THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM WAS NOT OPERATIONAL OR RELIABLE 
UNTIL WELL INTO THE PROJECT AND WELL AFTER PARTICIPANTS HAD BECOME USED TO A DIFFERENT 
m OW OF PROJECT ASSISTANCE AND EVENTS ON SITE AT EACH SCHOOL 4HE ,!" AND #2-
AFl LIATED PROJECT STAFF WON CREDIBILITY THROUGH AN EXTENSIVE TRAVEL SCHEDULE THAT ALLOWED 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES TO OCCUR ON SITE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE !S THE PROJECT 
LEADER -ELTZER NOTED IN AN EARLY REPORT h4HIS DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RESPONSIVENESS TO 
ONSITE VERSUS MEDIATED COMMUNICATION SEEMS TO RELATE TO THE VALUE PLACED BY RURAL 
EDUCATORS ON HAVING @PEOPLE COME TO THEM IF THEY REALLY CARE ABOUT US AND OUR SCHOOLS 
3UPPORTING A STRATEGIC LEVEL OF ONSITE PRESENCE CONTINUES TO BE A CHALLENGE FOR THE 
PROJECTv
4HE RURAL EDUCATION LITERATURE AND GENERAL LITERATURE REGARDING RESOURCE POOR SCHOOLS	 
HIGHLIGHTS THE ISSUE OF HIGH TEACHER TURNOVER AND EMERGENCY CREDENTIALING (OLLOWAY 
	 /NE CAUSE OF THIS IS THE LOWER COMPENSATION RURAL TEACHERS RECEIVE *IMERSON 
	 !NOTHER IS LACK OF ADEQUATE SUPPLY AND THE RELATED HIRING OF LESS QUALIl ED 
TEACHERS (OLLOWAY 	 !T THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS FOR EXAMPLE SIGNIl CANT TEACHER 
TURNOVER UP TO  OF THE ENTIRE STAFF AT ONE SCHOOL EACH YEAR OF THE PROJECT	 AT FOUR 
OF THE l VE SITES MEANT THAT THE PROJECT NEEDED TO PROVIDE REPEATED OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
NEW TEACHER TRAINING )N ADDITION THE SCHOOLS FOUND IT DIFl CULT TO l ND HIGHLY QUALIl ED 
TEACHERS AND THE SUPERINTENDENTS IN PARTICIPATING DISTRICTS INSISTED THAT PROJECTASSOCIATED
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ADDRESS THIS ISSUE 4HIS MEANT THAT A NUMBER OF 
TEACHERS AT THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS HAD MINIMAL TEACHER PREPARATION OR EXPERIENCE 
!LREADY STRETCHED THESE SCHOOLS DID NOT HAVE FORMAL MENTORING PROGRAMS FOR NEW 
TEACHERS -ANY OF THE TEACHERS HAD NOT YET DEVELOPED ADEQUATE PLANNING ASSESSMENT 
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND LESSONUNIT DESIGN SKILLS )N  +EN 1UINCY NOTED 
THE PROJECTS POSITIVE IMPACT ON SOME OF THESE TEACHERS h4HERES YOUNGER TEACHERS 
WHO FOUND THE PROTOCOLS AND THE PLANNING TEMPLATES EXTREMELY HELPFUL BECAUSE THEIR 
PLANNING SKILLS ARE WEAK 4HEYRE NOT TEACHERS 4HEYRE NONTRADITIONAL PEOPLE COMING 
INTO THE TEACHING OCCUPATION FROM A DIFFERENT BACKGROUND 3O FOR THEM THEY REALLY FOUND 
IT VERY BENEl CIALv
&INALLY 3CRIBNER 	 SUGGESTS THAT RURAL HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS ARE MORE ISOLATED THAN 
THEIR SUBURBAN AND URBAN COUNTERPARTS (E POSITS THAT BECAUSE THEY USUALLY OPERATE 
IN SMALL SCHOOLS WITH EVEN SMALLER DEPARTMENTS THEY ARE MORE DEPENDENT THAN OTHER 
TEACHERS ON l NDING A PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY BEYOND THEIR OWN SCHOOL BUILDINGS (E 
ALSO NOTES THAT THERE HAS BEEN A RELATIVE PAUCITY OF RESEARCH ABOUT RURAL HIGH SCHOOLING 
AND IN PARTICULAR ABOUT TEACHER LEARNING AND CHANGE IN SUCH SETTINGS 
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3OME .OTES !BOUT -ETHODOLOGY
#RAFTED AS AN ETHNOGRAPHIC CASE STUDY OF POLICY CREATION IMPLEMENTATION AND 
ADJUSTMENT THIS MONOGRAPH TRIANGULATES QUALITATIVE DATAINTERVIEW OBSERVATIONAL AND 
DOCUMENTARYGATHERED THROUGH DIFFERENT METHODS )N KEEPING WITH AN ETHNOGRAPHIC 
FRAMEWORK OUR STUDY CONSIDERS THE VARIED UNDERSTANDINGS AND STRATEGIES FOR INCLUSION 
AND ACTION AMONG THE HETEROGENEOUS COMMUNITY OF PARTNERS WHO TOGETHER SHAPED 
AND IMPLEMENTED THE PROJECT )T IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE HOWEVER THAT COMMUNITY IS NOT 
BEING DEl NED HERE AS SYNONYMOUS WITH A PARTICULAR GEOGRAPHIC SPACE )N TRADITIONAL 
ANTHROPOLOGY IT WAS RELATIVELY SAFE TO EQUATE A COMMUNITY WITH A CERTAIN LOCATION 
PERHAPS A VILLAGE AND THEN TO TRY TO DEl NE THE WAYS OF THAT COMMUNITY BY GOING TO VISIT 
IT "UT AS -ICHAEL !GAR 	 RECENTLY SUMMARIZED OUR WORLD HAS BECOME A NETWORK 
OF hCONTINGENCIES AND CONNECTIONSv P 	 4HE ETHNOGRAPHIC TASK HERE WAS TO CLARIFY 
WHO WAS WELCOME BY INVITATION OR SELFASSERTION TO BECOME A CONTRIBUTING MEMBER 
OF THE MULTITIERED MOBILIZATION THAT WAS THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT AND TO CLARIFY 
HOW UNDER WHAT IDENTITY AND WHY THEY PARTICIPATED )N ESSENCE THE ETHNOGRAPHIC 
TASK WAS TO DEPICT THE WAYS OF THE COMMUNITY OF MOBILIZERS 4O OBSERVE AND STUDY THIS 
COMMUNITY REQUIRED SOME ONSITE WORK IN THE TARGET COUNTYTHAT IS WHERE +EN 1UINCY 
AND #ATHERINE 2IVERS WORKED WHERE ,ENORE 3AXON TRAVELED TO MONTHLY ETCBUT IT 
ALSO REQUIRED OBSERVATION OF WORK HAPPENING ELSEWHERE EG AT -AINE !DOLESCENT 
,ITERACY #OUNCIL MEETINGS	 AS WELL AS OTHER DATA COLLECTION STRATEGIES /NLY  OF THE  
INDIVIDUALS NOTED IN THE GLOSSARY AT THE BEGINNING WERE BASED IN THE TARGET COUNTY AND 
MUCH OF THE ACTION DESCRIBED HERE DID NOT TRANSPIRE WITHIN ITS BORDERS 
4HE STUDY IS GROUNDED BY SUBSTANTIAL PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION BY THE l RST AUTHOR 
(AMANN	 OF -AINES EFFORTS TO CONVERT STATEINITIATED HIGH SCHOOL REFORM FRAMEWORKS 
INTO SCHOOLLEVEL CHANGE AND SUBSTANTIAL APPLIED OBSERVATION BY THE SECOND -ELTZER	 
-ELTZER WAS THE PROJECT DIRECTOR WHO SINCE THE PROJECTS INCEPTION WAS SUPPORTED 
BY THE ,!" CONTRACT TO PURSUE A MOBILIZATION FOR LITERACY IN THESE l VE HIGH SCHOOLS AS 
DESIGNBASED RESEARCH $ESIGN"ASED 2ESEARCH #OLLECTIVE 	 WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY 
PROVIDING LIMITED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE STATE OF -AINE ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY
4HE COAUTHORS THUS BRING DIFFERENT BUT COMPLEMENTARY PERSPECTIVES ON THE PROJECT TO THIS 
CASE STUDY 4HESE VANTAGE POINTS ARE DESCRIBED IN MORE DETAIL BELOW FOLLOWED BY MORE 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE CASE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
(AMANN HAD l RSTHAND ACCESS TO THE %DUCATION !LLIANCES LEADERSHIP OF THE ,!" CONTRACT 
AND LONGTERM FAMILIARITY WITH #)3% AND THE hBIG PICTUREv OF -AINES EFFORTS TO IMPROVE 
HIGH SCHOOLING (AMANN BEGAN COLLABORATING WITH #)3% PERSONNEL IN  AS THEY LED 
-AINES ATTEMPT TO LINK 0ROMISING &UTURES IMPLEMENTATION TO THE FEDERAL #32$ PROGRAM 
 4HE $ESIGN"ASED 2ESEARCH #OLLECTIVE 	 DEl NES DESIGNBASED RESEARCH AS h!N EMERGING PARADIGM FOR
  THE STUDY OF LEARNING IN CONTEXT THROUGH THE SYSTEMATIC DESIGN AND STUDY OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES AND TOOLSv
  P 	
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(AMANN WAS COAUTHOR OF l VE FORMATIVE EVALUATIONS OF STATELEVEL #32$ IMPLEMENTATION 
AND THE AUTHOR OF SEVERAL RESEARCH PAPERS ABOUT -%$/%BASED EDUCATORS PROMOTION 
OF SCHOOLLEVEL HIGH SCHOOL REFORM )N THOSE ROLES HE HAS MADE MORE THAN  DAYS 
WORTH OF SITE VISITS TO MORE THAN  -AINE HIGH SCHOOLS AND OBSERVED AND EXAMINED 
THE DOCUMENTARY RECORD OF SCHOOLSTATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION INTERACTION IN RELATION 
TO IMPLEMENTING 0ROMISING &UTURES (AMANN  ,ANE  (AMANN IN PRESS	 !S 
PART OF THESE EFFORTS HE WORKED AT LENGTH WITH "OB 3IMPSON OF #)3% WITH OTHER #)3% 
PERSONNEL AND WITH OTHER -%$/%BASED EDUCATIONAL MANAGERS INCLUDING VISITING HIGH 
SCHOOLS WITH THEM AND COPRESENTING AT MEETINGS CONVENED BY THE 53 $EPARTMENT OF 
%DUCATION (E WAS WELL POSITIONED TO SEE THAT ADOLESCENT LITERACY WAS NOT A SIGNIl CANT 
ELEMENT IN THE STATES INITIAL ROLL OUT OF 0ROMISING &UTURES AND HOW OVER THE COURSE OF THE 
COUNTY ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT #)3% PERSONNEL AND -AINES EDUCATION COMMISSIONERS
CHANGED THEIR PERSPECTIVE
)N -ARCH  (AMANN VISITED THE TARGET COUNTY TO MEET KEY LOCAL SUPPORTERS OF THE
PROJECT AND TO SEE THE  TEACHERS WHO HAD PARTICIPATED IN THE PROJECTS ADVANCED 
TRAINING IN ADOLESCENT LITERACY OFFERED IN THE SUMMER OF  AND THE  
ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE PRESENT THEIR ACTION RESEARCH (E SUBSEQUENTLY
ATTENDED TWO MEETINGS OF THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL AND 
COPRESENTED WITH THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM DIRECTOR AND ONE OF THE PARTICIPATING TEACHERS 
AT THE  .ATIONAL 2URAL %DUCATION !SSOCIATION ANNUAL CONVENTION )N THE WINTER OF 
 HE ALSO CONDUCTED LENGTHY INTERVIEWS WITH SEVEN KEY PROJECT PARTNERS
-ELTZER JOINED (AMANN DURING THE -ARCH  SITE VISIT BUT FOR HER THOSE THREE DAYS
CONSTITUTED JUST A TINY PORTION OF THE TIME SHE HAS SPENT IN THE COUNTY "ETWEEN  
AND  -ELTZER VISITED THE l VE PROJECT SCHOOLS AT LEAST TWICE A YEAR AS WELL AS 
DISTRICT OFl CES THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM OFl CE THE TWO 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE CAMPUSES THAT 
SUPPORTED THE PROJECT AND OTHER SITES WHERE THE PROJECT COORDINATION WORK WAS CARRIED 
OUT 3HE KEPT l ELD NOTES ON EACH OF THESE VISITS AS WELL AS COPIES OF MEETING AGENDAS 
AND OTHER DOCUMENTS "ETWEEN VISITS SHE KEPT IN TOUCH WITH SCHOOLBASED EDUCATORS 
AND PROJECT PARTNERS BY EMAIL AND TELEPHONE 3HE STARTED THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT 
!DVISORY #OUNCIL IN  TO SUPPORT AND SUSTAIN THE PROJECT A STRATEGY THAT ALSO PUT KEY 
PROJECT PARTNERS IN DIRECT COMMUNICATION WITH EACH OTHER	 AND DRAFTED SUMMARY NOTES FOR 
ALL NINE MEETINGS OF THE COUNCIL -ELTZER PARTICIPATED IN MONTHLY PLANNING AND DEBRIEl NG 
MEETINGS WITH ,ENORE 3AXON THE .EW (AMPSHIREBASED FORMER TEACHER WHO PROVIDED 
ONSITE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE SCHOOL TEAMS FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT AND 
PARTICIPATED IN NUMEROUS AD HOC PLANNING AND STRATEGY MEETINGS WITH PROJECT PARTNERS AT 
THE STATE UNIVERSITY COUNTY AND LOCAL LEVELS (ER LEDGER OF ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTS THE VARIETY 
OF PARTNERSHIPS INVOLVED IN THIS PROJECT AND THUS PROVIDES A WEALTH OF DATA
&OR THIS STUDY (AMANN REVIEWED A LARGE BODY OF PROJECTASSOCIATED DOCUMENTATION 
4HIS REVIEW INCLUDED HUNDREDS OF PAGES OF EMAILS PLANNING MEETING AGENDAS GRANT 
PROPOSALS UPDATED ANNUAL PLANS 7EB SITES AND OTHER PERTINENT POLICY DOCUMENTS )N 
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ARTICULATING AN AGENDA FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY 3HORE AND 7RIGHT 	 IDENTIFY 
POLICY DOCUMENTS AS A KEY AND TRADITIONALLY UNDERUSED DATA SOURCE .ADER 	 
AND %ISENHART 	 ALSO SUGGEST THAT THESE TYPES OF DOCUMENTS CAN BE KEY SOURCES 
OF INSIGHT REGARDING HOW SITUATIONS ARE UNDERSTOOD AND WHAT ACTIONS ARE DEEMED 
APPROPRIATE WHEN STUDYING MANAGEMENT AND EDUCATION 
/UR PURPOSE IN COLLECTING AND REVIEWING THESE DATA WAS TO DISCOVER THE ROLES 
MOTIVATIONS TIMELINE AND INTERPRETATION OF ACTIVITIES OF THE DIVERSE PARTNERS WHO 
COLLABORATED IN VARIOUS WAYS TO SUPPORT THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT (AMANN 
PRODUCED INTERMEDIARY SYNTHESES RELATED TO THESE TOPICS AND THEN ASKED -ELTZER TO 
REVIEW THEM AND RESPOND TO QUESTIONS THAT AROSE IN THE ANALYSIS -ELTZER DID SO AS ONE 
CLOSELY FAMILIAR WITH THE PROJECT AND AS ONE WHO HAD STUDIED ADOLESCENT LITERACY IN 
GREAT DEPTH 3HE WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE FEEDBACK ON CHRONOLOGY CONTEXT AND EMPHASIS 
AS WELL AS ON PROJECT ISSUES AND CHALLENGES /VER THE COURSE OF THE PROJECT -ELTZER ALSO 
DEVELOPED RELATIONSHIPS WITH -AINES HIGHER EDUCATION PROJECT PARTNERS AND WITH THE 
REGIONAL AND LOCAL PARTNERS IN THE PROJECT 4HESE PARTNERS CONTINUALLY PROVIDED INPUT AND 
FEEDBACK THAT -ELTZER USED TO ADAPT PROJECT DESIGN RESPONSIVENESS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
(AMANN TRIANGULATED -ELTZERS RESPONSES WITH DATA FROM OTHER SOURCES TO IMPROVE 
THE ANALYSES AND INTERPRETATIONS 4HIS PROCESS WAS REPEATED IN AN ITERATIVE FASHION 
THROUGHOUT THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CASE STUDY TO ASSURE ACCURACY OF INCLUDED FACTS
WHAT -AXWELL 	 CALLS DESCRIPTIVE AND INTERPRETIVE VALIDITY 
!S NOTED BOTH AUTHORS CAN CLAIM CLOSE FAMILIARITY WITH SOME OF THE PARTNERS IN THIS 
INITIATIVE )N ADDITION TO BEING A KEY ASPECT OF THE PROJECTS VIABILITY THIS FAMILIARITY 
HELPED ASSURE THE COMPREHENSIVENESS OF THE DATA SET 'UBA AND ,INCOLN 	 NOTE 
THAT THE INFORMATION A QUALITATIVE RESEARCHER CAN GATHER IS INEXTRICABLY INTERTWINED 
WITH THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RESEARCHER AND THE SUBJECTS IE INDIVIDUALS OR 
GROUPS	 OF STUDY 4HE MORE FAMILIAR THE RELATIONSHIP IS THE MORE NUANCED THE AVAILABLE 
DATA WILL BE AND THE MORE LIKELY THEY WILL REVEAL NOT ONLY THE FACTS BUT ALSO OPINIONS 
INTERPRETATIONS GOALS AND GUIDING LOGICS 4OMA 	 ASSERTS THAT BY ILLUSTRATING ONES 
BIAS REGARDING A TOPIC IN OUR CASE AN INTEREST IN PROMOTING ADOLESCENT LITERACY AND 
IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL PROSPECTS IN AN ECONOMICALLY DEPRESSED REGION	 ONE CAN SOLICIT 
MORE AUTHENTIC EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST AND INTENT ON THE PART OF THOSE OTHERS INVOLVED 
'IVEN THAT THOSE ARE ESSENTIAL DATA OF INTEREST IN THIS CASE STUDY THIS WAS DETERMINED TO 
BE A USEFUL STRATEGY
 4OMA 	 HAS SUGGESTED THAT @INSIDER STATUS CAN BE A CRUCIAL ASSET TO QUALITATIVE RESEARCH BECAUSE THE
  INSIDER HAS ACCESS TO THE CONVERSATIONS OPINIONS ARTICULATED STRATEGIES AND HABITS OF WORK OF OTHER INSIDERS 
  9ET OUR INSIDER STATUS MIGHT MAKE SOME READERS WONDER ABOUT OUR RENDITION &OLLOWING %RICKSONS 	
  DICTUM REGARDING WHAT MAKES THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF SCHOOLING ETHNOGRAPHIC WE QUITE CONSCIOUSLY TRY TO PUT
  READERS IN A POSITION TO SCRUTINIZE OUR CLAIMS THAT IS HERE IS OUR EVIDENCE HERE IS HOW WE GATHERED IT THIS IS
  WHY WE THINK OUR INTERPRETATIONS ARE ON TARGET !LSO PER %RICKSON WE KNOW OUR VIEW IS PARTIAL AND THAT THERE
  ARE DATA WE DID NOT GATHER AND INTERPRETIVE LENSES WE DID NOT USE WITTINGLY OR UNWITTINGLY	 7E THINK OUR
  INTERPRETATIONS BEST l T THE AVAILABLE DATA BUT WE MAKE SUCH A CLAIM PROVISIONALLY
))) 0LANNING 4HE &IRST 0ARTNERS 
  3UMMER  n &EBRUARY 	
)N THIS SECTION WE INTRODUCE EACH OF THE INITIAL PROJECT PARTNERS AND DESCRIBE THE LOGIC 
FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT 7E l RST DESCRIBE HOW THE 
PARTNERS INSTITUTIONAL GOALS GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE SIZE AND PROXIMITY TO THE COUNTY VARIED 
4HESE INTRODUCTIONS ARE FOLLOWED BY A CHRONOLOGY OF THE INITIAL MOBILIZATION THAT LED TO 
THE DESIGNATION OF THE COUNTY AS THE PROJECT SITE IN THE AUTUMN OF  AND TO THE l RST 
SITE VISITS AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES !LL BUT ONE OF THE INSTITUTIONS THAT 
ULTIMATELY PARTNERED TO LAUNCH AND SUSTAIN THE COUNTYLEVEL ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT 
EXISTED PRIOR TO THE PROJECTS LAUNCH 4HE SOLE EXCEPTION WAS THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 
0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL CREATED IN  
! ! 0ROl LE OF THE )NITIAL 0ARTNERS 
&OR CLARITY THE MANY PARTNERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PROJECT ARE GROUPED HERE UNDER THREE 
HEADINGS 	 OUTOFSTATE PARTNERS IE 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY AND 
THE #ENTER FOR 2ESOURCE -ANAGEMENT	 	 STATELEVEL -AINE PARTNERS IE THE -AINE 
$EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION THE #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY IN 3ECONDARY %DUCATION THE 5NIVERSITY 
OF -AINE AND 	 COUNTY AND LOCAL PARTNERS IE THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AND THE COUNTY 
SCHOOLSDISTRICTS	
/UTOF 3TATE 0ARTNERS 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AND 4HE #ENTER 
FOR 2ESOURCE -ANAGMENT
4HE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT WAS INITIALLY SUGGESTED IN THE SUMMER OF  AS ONE OF 
SEVERAL PROGRAM POSSIBILITIES IN A LETTER OF SUPPORT FROM -AINES #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE 
!LBANESE DRAFTED THIS LETTER TO SUPPORT 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCES BID FOR THE FEDERAL 
.ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY CONTRACT !T THAT TIME 4HE 
%DUCATION !LLIANCE WAS l NISHING THE PREVIOUS YEAR ,!" CONTRACT )N THE CARRYING OUT 
OF THE l RST CONTRACTS WORK FROM  TO  THE !LLIANCE AND THE #ENTER FOR 2ESOURCE 
-ANAGEMENT #2-	 HAD BUILT A SUBSTANTIVE AND SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP WITH EACH OTHER 
AND WITH -%$/% 4HAT RECORD HELPS EXPLAIN WHY #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE OFFERED HIS 
ENTHUSIASTIC SUPPORT FOR THE NEXT YEAR CONTRACT )N THE NEW TECHNICAL PROPOSAL #2- 
WAS IDENTIl ED AS A FULL PARTNER IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY WORK TO BE CARRIED OUT IN -AINE 
AND AS A FULL PARTNER IN ANOTHER ,!" PROJECT ADDRESSING URBAN HIGH SCHOOL REFORM 
!T THE TIME OF THE PROPOSAL IN  AND SINCE 4HE !LLIANCE HAS IDENTIl ED THAT ITS 
WORK hPROMOTES EDUCATIONAL CHANGE TO PROVIDE ALL STUDENTS EQUITABLE OPPORTUNITIES TO 
SUCCEED 7E ADVOCATE FOR POPULATIONS WHOSE ACCESS TO EXCELLENT EDUCATION HAS BEEN 
LIMITED OR DENIEDv FROM HTTPWWWALLIANCEBROWNEDU ACCESSED 	 !LTHOUGH 
AFl LIATED WITH "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 4HE !LLIANCE IS A SELFSUPPORTING DEPARTMENT THAT USES 
GRANTS PRIMARILY FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT	 TO SUPPORT A RANGE OF APPLIED RESEARCH 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 4HE !LLIANCE EMPLOYS ABOUT  PEOPLE AND FOR THE 
DURATION OF THE PERIOD DISCUSSED IN THIS CASE STUDY THE MAJORITY OF ITS l NANCIAL SUPPORT 
CAME FROM THE ,!" CONTRACT 4HUS THE BULK OF ITS WORK WAS CARRIED OUT IN THE SIX .EW 
%NGLAND STATES PLUS .EW 9ORK 0UERTO 2ICO AND THE 6IRGIN )SLANDS 
)N ADDITION TO LINKING 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE #2- AND -%$/% THE REGIONAL 
LABORATORY CONTRACT INCLUDED THREE OTHER SALIENT EXPECTATIONS &IRST IT EXPECTED RECIPIENTS 
TO FOCUS ATTENTION ON REGIONAL NEEDS 4HEREFORE ACTING IN RESPONSE TO THE COMMISSIONERS 
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST AND STATED NEED WAS IN LINE WITH CONTRACTUAL EXPECTATIONS AS 
WELL AS ORGANIZATIONAL INTEREST 3ECOND THE CONTRACT EMPHASIZED IMPROVEMENT OF LOW
PERFORMING SCHOOLS A FACT -AINES COMMISSIONER WOULD HAVE KNOWN WHEN HE SELECTED 
THE RURAL COUNTY AS THE INTERVENTION SITE AS OPPOSED TO SELECTING ALREADY SUCCESSFUL SITES 
THAT MIGHT LEND THEMSELVES TO QUICKLY BECOMING DEMONSTRATION SITES	 4HIRD THE ,!" 
CONTRACT INCLUDED EXPECTATIONS OF DISSEMINATION "OTH THE FEDERAL /Fl CE OF %DUCATIONAL 
2ESEARCH AND )MPROVEMENT /%2)	 AND ITS SUCCESSOR THE )NSTITUTE FOR %DUCATIONAL 
3CIENCES )%3	 EXPECTED THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT TO BE CONCURRENTLY IMPLEMENTED 
AND STUDIED AND FOR l NDINGS TO BE SHARED 4HIS RESEARCH EXPECTATION WAS KNOWN AND 
ACCEPTED BY PROJECT PARTNERS FROM THE VERY BEGINNING BUT IT WAS ONE WAY IN WHICH THE 
!LLIANCES AND #2-S PROJECTRELATED TASKS DIFFERED FROM THOSE OF OTHER PARTNERS
)NITIALLY 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE POSITIONED THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT AS ONE OF 
l VE ,!"FUNDED EFFORTS CONTRIBUTING TO A LARGER SECONDARY SCHOOL REDESIGN INITIATIVE 
4HAT FRAMING CHANGED HOWEVER WHEN 4HE !LLIANCE ELECTED TO CONSOLIDATE THE ,!" WORK 
AND FOCUS RESOURCES ON THOSE PROJECTS INCLUDING THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WHICH 
SEEMED TO BE MOST PROMISING !S THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVE WAS REACHING ITS PEAK 
4HE !LLIANCE DESCRIBED IT ON ITS 7EB SITE h)N COLLABORATION WITH ;#)3%= IN -AINE AND 
#2- 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE CONTINUES TO PRODUCE RESEARCHBASED RESOURCES TO PROVIDE 
GUIDELINES FOR PLANNING IMPLEMENTING AND SUSTAINING ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVES AT THE 
SECONDARY LEVEL AND TO SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BY ILLUSTRATING THE APPLICATION 
OF EFFECTIVE SECONDARY LITERACY CLASSROOM PRACTICES IN SUBJECT AREAS 4HE EMPHASIS IN 
THIS PROJECT WILL BE TO DISSEMINATE USEFUL RESEARCHBASED MATERIALS IN -AINE AND 
ANALYZE THEIR APPLICATION FOR WIDER DISSEMINATIONv RETRIEVED ON *UNE   FROM 
HTTPWWWALLIANCEBROWNEDUTOPICSLITERACYSHTML	 
#2- HAS A SPECIl C FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY STANDARDSBASED CURRICULUM AND 
INSTRUCTION AND DATADRIVEN DECISION MAKING -ORE SPECIl CALLY THEY PROVIDE hRESEARCH 
EVALUATION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DATA MANAGEMENT AND DATA WAREHOUSING 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES TO EDUCATION AGENCIES AT NATIONAL STATE AND LOCAL LEVELSv 4HEIR 
7EB SITE CITES THEIR MISSION AS FOLLOWS
7E ARE COMMITTED TO THE GOAL OF HIGH STANDARDS FOR ALL STUDENTS AND 
FOR MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS HAVE PLAYED A LEADERSHIP ROLE IN EDUCATION 
REFORM INITIATIVESx#2- HELPS SCHOOLS ACHIEVE EQUITY FOR ALL STUDENTS 
ACCOUNTABILITY FOR RESULTS AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT THROUGH THE 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY
APPLICATION OF RESEARCHBASED KNOWLEDGE SUSTAINED PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT CUTTINGEDGE TECHNOLOGY AND COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS 
RETRIEVED ON *UNE   FROM HTTPWWWCRMINCCOM!BOUTASPX	 
$URING THE ESTABLISHMENT PHASE OF THE PROJECT -ELTZER THE PROJECT LEADER AND A STAFF 
MEMBER AT #2- WAS ABLE TO BUILD ON THE PRECEDENT OF WORK CARRIED OUT BY OTHERS 
UNDER THE LABEL h,!" AT "ROWNv "ECAUSE OF THE POSITIVE HISTORY OF WORK CARRIED OUT 
UNDER THAT BANNER BY #2- AND %DUCATION !LLIANCEBASED STAFF BEING FROM THE h,!" 
AT "ROWNv PROVIDED ENTRY TO MEETINGS AND CONVERSATIONS WITH PARTNERS AT MULTIPLE 
LEVELSSTATE COUNTY AND UNIVERSITY !S A PROJECT PARTNER WOULD LATER REm ECT h4HE ,!" 
WAS A DIFFERENT TYPE OF ENTITY AND AS SUCH ONE NOT IN COMPETITION WITH THEM IN ANY 
WAY 4HAT MEANT THAT -AINE EDUCATORS WHO MAY HAVE BEEN HESITANT TO WORK WITH EACH 
OTHER BECAUSE THEY WERE COMPETITORS FOR RESOURCES FOR EXAMPLE DID NOT BRING THEIR 
SKEPTICISM TO WORKING WITH THE ,!"v 4HAT DOES NOT MEAN ALL PROSPECTIVE PARTNERS WERE 
EAGER TO PLAY A ROLE IN THE PROJECT ONLY THAT THE INSTITUTIONAL IDENTITY UNDER WHICH THE 
PROJECT LEADER AND LATER THE SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACH CAME INTO THE TARGET COUNTY 
WAS NOT VIEWED AS THREATENING COMPETITION
$URING THE PROJECT #2- INCORPORATED ADOLESCENT LITERACY INTO MANY OF THEIR ONGOING 
PROJECTS AND MADE FURTHER CAPACITY IN THIS AREA AN ORGANIZATIONAL PRIORITY )N  AND 
 STATELEVEL AND LOCALLEVEL PARTNERS IN -AINE CONTRACTED WITH #2- FOR ADDITIONAL 
WORK RELATED TO ADOLESCENT LITERACY 4HE PROJECT DIRECTOR WAS #2-BASED AND OTHER #2- 
STAFF ASSISTED WITH RESEARCH AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT 6ARIOUS %DUCATION 
!LLIANCE STAFF WERE INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT THROUGH ,!" CONTRACT MANAGEMENT QUALITY 
ASSURANCE APPLIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNETBASED !DOLESCENT 
,ITERACY IN THE #ONTENT !REAS SPOTLIGHT ON 4HE +NOWLEDGE ,OOM HTTPKNOWLEDGELOOM
ORGADLIT	 5PON THE PROJECT DIRECTORS RECOMMENDATION 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE HIRED 
,ENORE 3AXON AN INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT WITH A BACKGROUND IN READING TO BE THE 
SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACH WHO DELIVERED THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOL SITES 
AND LATER +EN 1UIMBY WHO PLAYED THE ROLE OF LITERACY COACH DURING THE &ALL OF 
)NITIAL 3TATE,EVEL 0ARTNERS 
4HE -AINEBASED PARTNERS IN THE INITIATIVE WERE FROM #)3% AND OTHER MORE TRADITIONALLY 
STRUCTURED PARTS OF -%$/% THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AND 
THE PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS WITHIN THE COUNTY -%$/%#)3% AND THE 
5NIVERSITY OF -AINE ARE DESCRIBED BELOW AND THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AND THE DISTRICTS 
AND SCHOOLS ARE DESCRIBED UNDER THE HEADING hLOCAL PARTNERSv WHICH FOLLOWS 
!T THE TIME THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT BEGAN LEADERSHIP AT -%$/% WAS 
ATYPICALLY STABLE FOR A STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 4HAT STABILITY WAS MANIFEST IN 
THE CONSISTENCY OF VISION AND FOCUS ON HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT (AMANN IN PRESS	 
$URING #OMMISSIONER !LBANESES TENURE 0ROMISING &UTURES HAD BEEN COMMISSIONED 
PUBLISHED AND IMPLEMENTED WITH SOME CREATIVE TARGETING OF FUNDS AS A SUPPORT 
STRUCTURE FOR HIGH SCHOOL REFORM #32$ FUNDS HAD BEEN RESERVED FOR HIGH SCHOOLS AND 
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
TIED TO 0ROMISING &UTURES THROUGH A FEDERAL WAIVER (AMANN  ,ANE  	 4HE 
COMMISSIONER HAD ALSO ESTABLISHED TWO CENTERSTHE #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY ON 3ECONDARY 
%DUCATION #)3%	 AND THE #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY ON ,ITERACY #),	THAT WERE PART OF 
-%$/% BUT OUTSIDE -%$/%S TRADITIONAL STRUCTURE AS CENTER STAFF REPORTED DIRECTLY 
TO THE COMMISSIONER 4HESE CENTERS WERE HOUSED AT THE -%$/% AND JOINTLY STAFFED 
BY -%$/% EMPLOYEES AND INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS 4HEIR FUNDING WAS LIMITED BUT 
INDEPENDENT FROM THE REST OF -%$/% AN ARRANGEMENT INTENDED TO MAKE THEM MORE 
RESPONSIVE AND m EXIBLE TO SCHOOL NEEDS AND WHICH PERMITTED LATER ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE 
-%$/% ON BEHALF OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT #)3% THE PRIMARY PARTNER ASSIGNED 
BY THE COMMISSIONER TO WORK WITH PROJECT STAFF WAS FUNDED BY THE -%$/% THROUGH 
INDEPENDENT NONPROl T ORGANIZATIONS INITIALLY THE -AINE -ATH AND 3CIENCE !LLIANCE 
THEN THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE	 
4HE -%$/% ALSO SUPPORTED THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT THROUGH ASSISTANCE 
ADVOCACY DISSEMINATION AWARENESS AND FUNDING USING THE REGIONAL LIAISON STRUCTURE 
&ROM THE BEGINNING 4OM *EFFERS THE REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE TARGET COUNTY WAS VERY 
HELPFUL IN SECURING SUPPORT POLICY CHANGES AND RESOURCES AND ENSURING COHERENCE 
BETWEEN THE PROJECT AND OTHER INITIATIVES SUCH AS THE LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT 
DEVELOPMENT MENTIONED EARLIER (E WAS IN FREQUENT CONTACT WITH THE DIRECTOR OF THE 
COUNTY CONSORTIUM #ATHERINE 2IVERS AND IN  WAS A CONTENTAREA MENTOR AT THE 
0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER !CADEMY THAT FOCUSED ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY
/VER TIME AS THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT BECAME BETTER KNOWN OTHER -%$/% 
STAFFERS WITH CONTENTAREA PORTFOLIOS WORKED WITH #)3% AND #), TO SUPPORT THE PROJECT 
4HIS BROADENING OF SUPPORT WITHIN -%$/% WAS COMPLEMENTED BY THE MOVEMENT OF 
FORMER -%$/% STAFFERS TO OTHER POSITIONS FROM WHICH THEY ADVOCATED FOR THE PROJECT 
&OR EXAMPLE A FORMER #)3% STAFF PERSON WHO HEADED A SCHOOL THAT ADOPTED 0ROMISING 
&UTURES EARLY BECAME THE DIRECTOR OF THE 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOL 0ROJECT A VANTAGE POINT 
FROM WHICH SHE SUPPORTED A FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS AN ENHANCEMENT OF THE 
0ROMISING &UTURES FRAMEWORK .ONETHELESS AS MEASURED BY TIME CONTRIBUTED OR ACTIONS 
TAKEN ON THE PROJECTS BEHALF IT WAS "OB 3IMPSON AND OTHER #)3% STAFF WHO WERE THE 
PRIMARY PROJECT PARTNERS AT THE STATE GOVERNMENT LEVEL
4HE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE SYSTEM WAS ALSO A KIND OF STATELEVEL PARTNER THOUGH IT 
STRADDLED NATIONAL STATE AND LOCAL SPHERES THROUGH ITS PARTICIPATION IN NATIONAL 
INITIATIVES LIKE THE .ATIONAL 7RITING 0ROJECT AND ITS OPERATION OF CAMPUSES WITHIN AND 
NEAR THE TARGET COUNTYS BOUNDARIES /NE OF ITS FACULTY MEMBERS *EFF 7ILHELM WAS A 
NATIONALLY PROMINENT ADOLESCENT LITERACY EXPERT "ECAUSE ONLY ONE CAMPUS IN THE SYSTEM 
OFFERS DOCTORAL DEGREES AND ONLY TWO OFFER MASTERS DEGREES ARRANGING GRADUATE LEVEL 
COURSEWORK FOR THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT REQUIRED COLLABORATING WITH CAMPUSES 
BEYOND THE COUNTY BORDERS (OWEVER THE REGIONAL CAMPUS WITHIN THE COUNTY COULD 
SUPPORT THE PROJECT AS A MEETING SITE AND RESOURCE IN OTHER WAYS EVEN THOUGH IT COULD 
NOT OFFER GRADUATE LEVEL COURSES 4HAT CAMPUS LIKE SEVERAL OTHERS IN THE 5NIVERSITY OF 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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-AINE SYSTEM OPERATED AS A SEMIINDEPENDENT COLLEGE AND SUPPORTED THE OFl CES OF THE 
COUNTY CONSORTIUM DESCRIBED BELOW	 4HE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE REGIONAL BRANCH 
OF THE UNIVERSITY AND THE CONSORTIUM VARIED OVER THE LIFE OF THE PROJECT DEPENDING ON A 
HOST OF VARIABLES INCLUDING CHANGES IN COLLEGE PERSONNEL AND PERCEIVED RESOURCE AND 
MISSION CONGRUENCE OR CONm ICT ON BOTH SIDES 4HE ROLE OF THE LOCAL CAMPUS AS A PARTNER 
IN THE PROJECT ALSO CHANGED AS ITS ROLE IN RELATION TO THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINES m AGSHIP 
CAMPUS WAS NEGOTIATED DURING A STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM REORGANIZATION TAKING PLACE SIMUL
TANEOUSLY WITH PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 3TILL REPRESENTATIVES OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
AT BOTH CAMPUSES WERE MEMBERS OF THE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL AND PARTICIPANTS IN 
PIECES OF THE APPLIED RESEARCH STUDY 
4HE m AGSHIP 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE CAMPUS WAS THE PRIMARY HIGHER EDUCATION PARTNER 
IN DEVELOPING THE PROJECTASSOCIATED TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT NOTABLY THE 
GRADUATE COURSES THAT OCCURRED EACH SUMMER   	 AND EXTENDED WELL 
INTO THE FOLLOWING ACADEMIC YEAR 4HE COURSE IS CURRENTLY SCHEDULED TO BE OFFERED 
AGAIN IN THE  SCHOOL YEAR AND BEYOND	 4HIS CAMPUS HAD ALREADY HOSTED A 
PIECE OF THE .ATIONAL 7RITING 0ROJECT AND THUS HAD CREATED A MECHANISM FOR OFFERING 
SUMMER INSTITUTES AT THE #OLLEGE OF %DUCATION )N ADDITION ADMINISTRATORS AT THIS 
CAMPUS PROVIDED TUITION RELIEF FOR TEACHERS FROM SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN THE PROJECT 
0ARTICIPATING IN THE PROJECT HELPED THE UNIVERSITY REALIZE ITS OUTREACH AGENDA )T ALSO 
ALLOWED *EFF 7ILHELM AND HIS DOCTORAL STUDENT 4HERESA #OOPER TO WORK WITH THE 
PROJECT DIRECTOR TO CODEVELOP AN INNOVATIVE UNIVERSITYSPONSORED TEACHER PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT APPROACH TO ADDRESS THE STATE WIDE VACUUM OF CONTENTAREA READING 
COURSES DIRECTED AT MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 4HE FACT THAT THE LOCAL ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY PROJECT CATALYZED THE l LLING OF A STATEWIDE NEED RETURNS US TO THE CONCURRENTLY 
LOCAL AND SYSTEMIC NATURE OF THIS PROJECT
,OCAL 0ARTNERS
4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUM WAS THE KEY LOCAL PARTNER FOR THE PROJECT 4HIS WAS TRUE BOTH 
INSTITUTIONALLY AND BECAUSE OF THE INDIVIDUAL EFFORTS OF ITS STAFF PARTICULARLY ITS DIRECTOR 
)NSTITUTIONALLY THE CONSORTIUM HANDLED MANY OF THE LOGISTIC ELEMENTS OF THE INITIATIVE 
RANGING FROM PROVIDING THE PROJECT DIRECTOR WITH LOCAL OFl CE SPACE TO COMPENSATING 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROVIDERS AND CONTENTAREA TEACHER MENTORS !S ONE FACULTY 
MEMBER EXPLAINED
h) DONT KNOW HOW ) WAS PAID ) MEAN ) GOT MY MONEY FROMx
;PAUSE=x) DID GET PAID THROUGH THE ;COUNTY CONSORTIUM= SO )M NO 
SURE HOW THEYx ;PAUSE=x WHERE THAT MONEY CAME FROM )T CAME FROM 
TUITIONTHERE WAS A TUITION AGREEMENT BETWEEN ;COUNTY CONSORTIUM= 
AND THE UNIVERSITYv
0HYSICALLY HOUSED ON THE LOCAL UNIVERSITY CAMPUS hTHE COUNTY CONSORTIUM IS A 
PARTNERSHIP OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF THE COUNTY THE LOCAL BRANCH OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY 
AND THE COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE )T WAS FOUNDED BY THE 3UPERINTENDENTS OF 3CHOOLS 
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
IN  WITH THE GOAL OF HELPING TO IMPROVE THE SCHOOLS IN THE COUNTYv ADAPTED FROM 
THE CONSORTIUM 7EB SITE ACCESSED 	 4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUMS STAFl NG VARIED 
DURING THE PROJECT DEPENDING ON GRANT FUNDING ALTHOUGH ITS DIRECTOR #ATHERINE 2IVERS 
REMAINED CONSTANT THROUGHOUT THE LIFE OF THE PROJECT !T ITS PEAK THE CONSORTIUM STAFF 
CONSISTED OF 2IVERS A CURRICULUM COORDINATOR +EN 1UINCY	 A TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR AND 
A SECRETARY BUT FOR MUCH OF THE PROJECT THE CONSORTIUM HAD ONLY 2IVERS ON FULLTIME 
PAYROLL 3HE REPORTED MONTHLY TO THE COUNTYS SUPERINTENDENTS
7HILE THE PROJECT WAS BEING DESIGNED AND PLANNED 2IVERS WAS THE NEW DIRECTOR 
OF THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM 0REVIOUSLY SHE HAD HELD A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATIONAL 
POSITIONS IN TWO DIFFERENT DISTRICTS IN THE COUNTY MOST RECENTLY AS ONE OF THE DISTRICTS 
SUPERINTENDENTS 3HE ALSO HAD A BACKGROUND AS A READING SPECIALIST (ER GOAL WAS TO 
ADVOCATE FOR AND BRING QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCES TO THE SCHOOLS 
IN THE COUNTY AND TO CONVENE THE SCHOOLS TO COLLABORATE ON VARIOUS PROJECTS 2IVERS 
INTENTIONALLY SPENT A LOT OF TIME ATTENDING MEETINGS OUTSIDE OF THE COUNTY TO RAISE HER 
AWARENESS OF WHAT WAS HAPPENING ELSEWHERE IN THE STATE AND IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES 
TO BRING BACK TO COUNTY SCHOOLS (ER BELIEF THAT WHENEVER MORE THAN ONE SCHOOL WAS 
INVOLVED THERE WERE GREATER CHANCES FOR FUNDING AND SUSTAINABILITY NEATLY COMPLEMENTED 
OTHER PARTNERS RATIONALES FOR PROMOTING A MULTISCHOOL PROJECT DESIGN 
7HEN 2IVERS WAS l RST APPROACHED BY "OB 3IMPSON AND *ULIE -ELTZER TO SUPPORT THE 
NASCENT PROJECT SHE WAS COORDINATING TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
COUNTY PARTICIPATION IN SEVERAL STATEFUNDED INITIATIVES AIMED AT ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
!T THAT TIME SHE WAS ALSO WRITING A LARGE GRANT WITH THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS TO BRING 
DISTANCE LEARNING TECHNOLOGY AND TRAINING TO THE COUNTY 2IVERS PERCEIVED THE PROPOSED 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT AS GOOD FOR LOCAL SCHOOLS AS IT GAVE HER A SUBSTANTIVE PREMISE 
THROUGH WHICH TO CONNECT WITH COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS SOMETHING SHE HAD NOT YET FOUND 
3HE WANTED THE CONSORTIUM TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR BRINGING THE PROJECT TO THE COUNTY 
!S PERHAPS THIS BRIEF PORTRAYAL OF HER hMULTIPLE HATSv SUGGESTS 2IVERS WAS ADROIT AS AN 
INTERMEDIARY AND HER DIRECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROJECT RANGED FROM LOGISTIC EG 
ARRANGING MEETING SPACES FOR PROJECT COORDINATION ACTIVITIES	 TO CONTENTORIENTED EG 
USING HER BACKGROUND IN READING AND HER LEARNING FROM THE PROJECT TO TEACH A TENWEEK 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CLASS IN 	 TO STRATEGIC PARTNERING WITH OTHERS TO TRAIN 
CONTENT AREA MENTOR TEACHERS WITHIN THE COUNTY	 
!T THE TIME OF THE PROJECT THE COUNTY WHERE THE PROJECT TOOK PLACE HAD FEWER THAN 
TEN HIGH SCHOOLS ALL BUT ONE OF WHICH WERE AFl LIATED WITH THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM 
'IVEN THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE TARGET COUNTY THE ONE NONAFl LIATED HIGH SCHOOL IS CLOSER 
TO RESOURCES IN A NEIGHBORING COUNTY AND PURSUES PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN 
COLLABORATION WITH SCHOOLS THERE	 4HE COUNTY HAD APPROXIMATELY A DOZEN LOCAL SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS RANGING IN SIZE FROM  SCHOOLS 3TAFl NG AT THE DISTRICT LEVEL VARIED AND WAS 
IMPACTED BY PRESSURES FOR CONSOLIDATION EXTERNAL GRANT FUNDING AND INTERNAL RESOURCE 
LIMITATIONS $URING THE THREE YEARS OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION IN THE SCHOOLS DISTRICT 
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PERSONNEL SHIFTED REGULARLYIN SEVEN OF THE DISTRICTS THE SUPERINTENDENCY CHANGED IN 
SOME WAY EG SHIFT FROM FULL TO PART TIME NEW PERSON COMBINED POSITION WITH THE 
HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL ROLE	 4HE HIGH SCHOOLS RANGED IN SIZE FROM  STUDENTS AND 
WERE FED BY  TO  PRIMARY SCHOOLS )N SOME DISTRICTS THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL HAD LARGE 
DISCRETION OVER OPERATIONS PROGRAM AND POLICY IN OTHERS IT WAS THE SUPERINTENDENT 
WHO MADE SUCH DECISIONS #OLLECTIVELY THE l VE SCHOOLS THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE PROJECT 
ENROLLED  HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
!LTHOUGH MANY WITHIN AND BEYOND THE COUNTY SHARED AN INTEREST IN SUPPORTING THE 
TARGET COUNTYS DEVELOPMENT TYPICALLY THERE HAD BEEN LOW PARTICIPATION BY LOCAL HIGH 
SCHOOLS IN -%$/%SUPPORTED HIGH SCHOOL INITIATIVES THAT WERE NOT LOCALLY FOCUSED 
EG THE 0ROMISING &UTURES#32$ PROGRAM	 )T IS LIKELY THAT FEW IF ANY OF THE LOCAL 
PARTNERS INVOLVED WITH THIS PROJECT WOULD HAVE PARTICIPATED HAD IT NOT BEEN A MULTI
SCHOOL AND GEOGRAPHICALLY FOCUSED PROJECT #OUNTY SCHOOLS WERE HISTORICALLY SKEPTICAL 
OF THE CHANCE TO PERIPHERALLY PARTICIPATE IN INITIATIVES THAT SEEMED TO BE MORE FOCUSED 
ELSEWHERE AS THE PROMISED LEVEL OF SUPPORT THAT TYPICALLY ACCOMPANIED PROPOSED 
PROJECTS RARELY MATERIALIZED DUE TO LACK OF RESOURCES TO SUSTAIN THINGS LOCALLY AND THE 
DISTANCES INVOLVED 4HIS FACTOR RAISES SEVERAL ISSUES ABOUT VIABILITY GEOGRAPHIC ENTITIES 
ENLIGHTENED SELFINTEREST AND SYNERGY WHEN ADDRESSING RURAL SCHOOL REFORM AGENDAS 
" &ROM !N )NITIAL )DEA TO !N !CTION 0LAN
&IGURE 3IGNIl CANT %VENTS
3UMMER   &UNDING FOR THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT l RST SOUGHT 
AS PART OF A MUCH LARGER PROPOSAL FOR THE FEDERAL .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 
2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY ,!"	 CONTRACT 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AT 
"ROWN 5NIVERSITY AND THE #ENTER FOR 2ESOURCE -ANAGEMENT #2-	 IN .EW 
(AMPSHIRE ARE PROPOSED AS COLEADERS OF THE EFFORT 
$ECEMBER   4HE ,!" CONTRACT IS OBTAINED
3PRING   4HE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK -ELTZER 	 
BECOMES THE FRAMEWORK USED FOR DESIGNING PROJECT COMPONENTS AND 
MEASURING PROJECT PROGRESS 4HE FOLLOWING YEAR THE ,!" PUBLISHES 
!DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 2ESOURCES ,INKING 2ESEARCH AND 0RACTICE -ELTZER 
	 WHICH ANNOTATES SOME OF THE RESEARCH THAT GROUNDS THE FRAMEWORK
3PRING  3UMMER   )NITIAL PLANNING MEETINGS ARE HELD WITH STAFF AT THE 
-%$/% #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY ON 3ECONDARY %DUCATION #)3%	
/CTOBER   #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE DESIGNATES A RURAL COUNTY AS THE SITE 
FOR THE PROPOSED ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVE
.OVEMBER   *ANUARY  4HE DETAILS OF THE COUNTYLEVEL INITIATIVE ARE 
SHAPED IN FOUR KEY PLANNING MEETINGS
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)N 3EPTEMBER  4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE SUBMITTED THE .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 
2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY PROPOSAL 4HAT PROPOSAL INVOLVED MORE THAN  APPLIED 
RESEARCH AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS AND HAD BEEN COAUTHORED BY STAFF AT THE 
%DUCATION !LLIANCE AND STAFF FROM PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDING #2- "OTH AUTHORS 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE DRAFTING OF THAT PROPOSAL	 4HE PROPOSED WORK WAS TO BE CARRIED OUT 
ACROSS THE NATION BUT PRIMARILY IN THE .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONTHAT IS 0UERTO 
2ICO THE 6IRGIN )SLANDS .EW 9ORK AND .EW %NGLAND INCLUDING -AINE 4HE SUBMITTED 
PROPOSAL 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE 	 DESCRIBED PLANS TO hDEVELOP RESEARCHBASED 
PRODUCTS THAT ASSIST SECONDARY SCHOOLS TO IMPLEMENT AND SUSTAIN A SYSTEMIC FOCUS ON 
CONTENT AREA LITERACY AND SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERSv 4HE TECHNICAL 
PROPOSAL ALSO STATED THAT !LLIANCE AND #2- STAFF WOULD hCOLLECT AND SHARE INFORMATION 
FROM RESEARCH AND PRACTICE ON CONTENTAREA LITERACY INSTRUCTION FOR SECONDARY STUDENTSv 
P 	 AND THAT SCHOOLS IN -AINE WOULD BE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IMPLEMENTATION SITES 
4HE PROPOSAL INCLUDED A LETTER OF SUPPORT FROM $UKE !LBANESE THEN -AINES COMMIS
SIONER OF EDUCATION WHO WROTE THAT THE -%$/% WOULD BE PLEASED TO COLLABORATE 
WITH 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE ON hCONTINUING TO PURSUE OUR HIGH SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT 
AGENDA WITH THE SUPPORTIVE INPUT OF OUR #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY IN 3ECONDARY %DUCATIONv AND 
hEXPAND;ING= OUR DEVELOPMENT WORK AROUND LITERACY WITH THE $EPARTMENTS #ENTER FOR 
)NQUIRY ON ,ITERACY ESPECIALLY AS IT RELATES TO DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS IN LOWPERFORMING 
SCHOOLSv P C	 )N $ECEMBER  WORD CAME THAT THE PROPOSAL HAD BEEN ACCEPTED 
BY /%2) 4HE TECHNICAL PROPOSAL TEXT AND !LBANESES LETTER OF SUPPORT WERE THE l RST 
WRITTEN MANIFESTATIONS OF WHAT WOULD SUBSEQUENTLY BECOME THE COUNTYLEVEL ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY INITIATIVE .O SCHOOLS OR EVEN REGIONS WITHIN -AINE HAD YET BEEN IDENTIl ED FOR 
THE INTERVENTION 2EGARDING THE COMMISSIONERS UNDERSTANDING AT THAT TIME OF THE PROJECT 
HE HAD JUST HELPED PRECIPITATE A #)3% STAFFER LATER RECOUNTED 
9OU KNOW ) DONT THINK THE COMMISSIONER WHEN HEx SHARED WITH THE 
,!" THAT HE THOUGHT THIS WAS A PRIORITY OF -AINEx ) DONT BELIEVE IT 
WAS ANY DEEP THOUGHTOUT PROCESS ) THINK IT WAS AN OFFTHECUFF h'EE 
WE GOTTA DO SOMETHING ABOUT LITERACY IN OUR SCHOOLSv .O PLAN 3O 
THERE WERE NO EXPECTATIONS FROM THE COMMISSIONER WHEN HE BASICALLY 
SAID ;TO #)3%= YOU KNOW h(ERES AN OPPORTUNITY ) DONT KNOW IF ITS 
SOMETHING YOU WANT TO ENGAGE IN OR NOT )LL LEAVE THAT UP TO YOUv
4HE l RST FUNDED YEAR OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT HAS BEEN APTLY CHARACTERIZED AS 
A PLANNING DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN PERIOD 4HIS WAS TRUE IN TERMS OF PREPARATION FOR 
THE EVENTUAL ONSITE PROJECT AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCHBASED TOOLS THAT WOULD 
SUPPORT ONSITE IMPLEMENTATION $URING YEAR ONE PROJECT STAFF ENGAGED IN AN INTENSIVE 
REVIEW OF THE EXTANT RESEARCH ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY 4HE PROJECT LEADER SYNTHESIZED THE 
REVIEW INTO THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK -ELTZER 	 AUTHORED THE 
BOOK !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 2ESOURCES ,INKING 2ESEARCH AND 0RACTICE -ELTZER 	 AND 
PROVIDED THE CONTENT FOR THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN THE #ONTENT !REAS hSPOTLIGHTv ON THE 
+NOWLEDGE ,OOM PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 7EB SITE LAUNCHED IN THE FALL OF  SEE 
HTTPKNOWLEDGELOOMORGADLIT ACCESSED 	 
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4HE +NOWLEDGE ,OOM ANOTHER PROJECT SUPPORTED BY THE ,!" CONTRACT hSPOTLIGHTSv 
TOOLS RESEARCH SCHOOLBASED STORIES AND POLICY RELATED TO hHOT TOPICSv IN EDUCATION !T 
THE TIME CONTENTAREA LITERACY AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL WAS PERCEIVED BY THE +NOWLEDGE 
,OOM DEVELOPMENT TEAM TO BE SUCH A TOPIC 4HE DEVELOPMENT OF THE !DOLESCENT 
,ITERACY IN THE #ONTENT !REAS SPOTLIGHT WAS A TEAM EFFORT COLED BY #2- AND %DUCATION 
!LLIANCE STAFF 4HE CONTENT WAS EXTERNALLY REVIEWED BY EXPERTS IN THE l ELD )N ADDITION 
THE DEVELOPMENT TEAM HELD A SERIES OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE WORKSHOPS TO INTRODUCE 
THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK -ELTZER 	 AS WELL AS HOW TO USE THE 
SPOTLIGHTS INTERACTIVE TOOLS INFORMATION AND EXAMPLES TO INFUSE LITERACY DEVELOPMENT 
INTO CONTENTAREA LEARNING 4HESE PILOTING WORKSHOPS WERE CONDUCTED NATIONALLY 
REGIONALLY AND INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE PROJECTS TARGET COUNTY AT THE END OF  AND IN 
THE SPRING AND FALL OF  )N -AINE WORKSHOPS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE COUNTY WERE 
COSPONSORED WITH PARTNERSBOTH #)3% AND THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM 4HE 7EB SITE THUS 
JOINED THE BOOK -ELTZER 	 AND THE FRAMEWORK AS TOOLS AVAILABLE TO TEACHERS AT THE 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
4HE FRAMEWORK SUBSEQUENTLY GUIDED -ELTZERS PLANNING DESIGN OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
AND STAFF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COUNTYLEVEL INITIATIVE )N LATER YEARS THE FRAMEWORK 
ALSO SERVED AS A COMMUNICATION TOOL FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
THROUGHOUT -AINE SERVED AS THE BASIS FOR SEVERAL OTHER ORGANIZATIONS DESIGN EFFORTS 
AND WAS RECOGNIZED NATIONALLY BY EDUCATORS WORKING ON THIS ISSUE 7HILE CLEARLY 
WELCOMED NEITHER PARTNER ORGANIZATION HAD ANTICIPATED SUCH A FAVORABLE RECEPTION 
WHEN THE FRAMEWORK WAS BEING DEVELOPED 4HIS ENTHUSIASM SERVES AS ONE INDICATOR 
OF HOW ADOLESCENT LITERACY BECAME A hHOTTERv TOPIC NATIONALLY THAN IT HAD BEEN AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT 
#ONCURRENT WITH THIS FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT -ELTZER AND OTHERS HAD SEVERAL MEETINGS
WITH -%$/%BASED EDUCATORS IN -AINE TO PLAN THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IMPLEMENTATION
-ELTZER SUMMARIZED THESE MEETINGS IN THE *ULY  QUARTERLY REPORT TO /%2) 
4WO PLANNING MEETINGS !PRIL AND *UNE 	 AND ADDITIONAL PHONE
EMAIL CONTACT WITH THE -AINE $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION STAFF MEMBERS 
WHO RUN THE #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY INTO 3ECONDARY %DUCATION IN -AINE 
LAID FURTHER GROUNDWORK FOR BOTH THE RESEARCH PROJECT AND THE STATEWIDE 
FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY WHICH WILL BEGIN IN THE FALL OF  
4HROUGH #)3% STAFF ;THE #OMMISSIONER= WAS UPDATED ABOUT THE PROJECT 
WHICH WAS ESTABLISHED BECAUSE ADOLESCENT LITERACY IS ONE OF HIS 
PRIORITIES 4HE #OMMISSIONER PROVIDED DIRECTION AND INPUT WHICH IS 
BEING INCORPORATED INTO PLANNING 7E HAVE ALSO WORKED HARD TO 
COORDINATE THE WORK WITH OTHER SECONDARY INITIATIVES UNDERWAY IN -AINE
4HE RECEPTION FROM EDUCATORS AT #)3% WAS VARIED AND OFTEN CAUTIOUS AT THIS STAGE 
4HIS CAUTIOUSNESS IS WORTH HIGHLIGHTING )T INDICATES THAT WITHOUT l NAL SITES SELECTED 
IT MAY HAVE BEEN HARD TO TAKE THE PROJECT SERIOUSLY 4HE SMALL #)3% TEAM ALREADY FELT 
OVERWHELMED 4HEY SAW THE PROJECT AS SOMETHING THAT HAD BEEN hPASSED OFF TO THEMv 
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
BY THE COMMISSIONER BECAUSE HE hTRUSTED THEMv AND BECAUSE THEY WERE THE ONES 
RESPONSIBLE FOR HIGH SCHOOL REFORM SO hIT FELL IN THEIR TERRITORYv )NITIALLY HOWEVER IT FELT 
LIKE AN EXTRA TASK ADDED TO AN ALREADY BUSY AGENDA
$URING  4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE STAFF WERE ALSO INVOLVED IN DOCUMENTING 
#)3% STAFFS INTERACTION WITH HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATORS ACROSS -AINE PARTICULARLY WITH 
REGARD TO THE FEDERAL #32$ PROGRAM (AMANN  ,ANE  	 IN THAT DOCUMENTED 
INTERACTION THERE WAS VERY LITTLE REFERENCE TO ADOLESCENT LITERACY GENERALLY OR THE 
PROPOSED PROJECT SPECIl CALLY 4HE ONE #)3% STAFF PERSON WHO INITIALLY SEEMED CONl DENT 
AND ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT THE PROJECT A STAFFER WITH A STRONG COMBINED %NGLISH ,ANGUAGE 
!RTS AND CURRICULUM BACKGROUND	 LEFT TO TAKE ANOTHER POSITION IN THE SUMMER OF  
(ER POSITION REMAINED VACANT FOR SEVERAL MONTHS 4HE PERSON WHO l LLED HER POSITION 
WAS NOT DESIGNATED TO BE PART OF THE #)3% TEAM #)3%S INITIAL HESITANCY CONTRASTS WITH 
THE ATTITUDES OF THESE SAME #)3%BASED EDUCATORS WHO WITH TIME TO BETTER LEARN AND 
UNDERSTAND THE PROJECT BECAME ENTHUSIASTIC ADVOCATES INCORPORATING ITS INSIGHTS AND 
IMPLICATIONS INTO TRAININGS REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS AND PLANNING )N A $ECEMBER  
INTERVIEW "OB 3IMPSON #)3%S LIAISON TO THE PROJECT REMEMBERED THAT IN  h) THINK 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY WAS VIEWED AS OUTSIDE OF OUR ;#)3%= AGENDA NOT AS A PART OF THE 
AGENDAv (E THEN NOTED THAT THREE YEARS LATER 
) THINK ITS VIEWED AS ONE OF THE MAJOR PIECES OF OUR AGENDA PARTICULARLY 
A MAJOR PIECE OF OUR FUTURE AGENDA ) THINK THE FACT THAT OUR SUMMER 
ACADEMY WHICH IS REALLY OUR PREMIERE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
VEHICLE HERE IN THE STATE MOVED FROM A CONVERSATION ABOUT WHOLE
SCHOOL REFORM AND MULTIPLE INITIATIVES IN WHICH TO CHANGE THE SCHOOL TO 
A FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY AND DEVELOPING SCHOOLWIDE LITERACYx ) 
THINK ;THIS= SPEAKS VOLUMES AS TO THE CHANGE IN PERCEPTION
)N THE AUTUMN OF  #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE DECIDED THAT THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
PROJECTS l ELD IMPLEMENTATION WOULD BE FOCUSED IN A SINGLE HIGH NEED RURAL COUNTY 
THAT HAD PRODUCED ONE OF THE WEAKEST EDUCATIONAL RECORDS IN THE STATE /NE EXPLANATION 
HE OFFERED WAS THAT THIS COUNTY HAD NOT HAD A LOT OF THE HIGH QUALITY ONSITE PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT THAT WOULD BE hGOOD FOR THEM TO GETv !NOTHER WAS THAT IF A PROGRAM 
COULD BE SHOWN TO WORK IN THE TARGET COUNTY THEN SURELY IT COULD WORK ELSEWHERE IN 
-AINE 4HREE YEARS INTO THE PROJECT THIS LATTER CHARACTERIZATION WAS STILL REMEMBERED AS 
PEJORATIVE AND WAS RESENTED BY SEVERAL COUNTY EDUCATORS WHO WERE INVOLVED WITH THE 
PROJECT
4HE AUTUMN  SITE DECISION WAS COMMUNICATED TO THE #)3% TEAM AND OTHERS IN 
-%$/% AND VIEWED SOMEWHAT SKEPTICALLY IN BOTH QUARTERS !S "OB 3IMPSON RECALLED 
;4HERE WAS A SENSE THAT THE TARGET COUNTY= HAD RECEIVED A LOT OF 
RESOURCES AND HADNT DONE ANYTHING CONSTRUCTIVE WITH THEM ANYWAY SO 
WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO PUT MORE RESOURCES IN THERE !ND ) THINK FROM 
THE #)3% PERSPECTIVE ISx WE HAD OUR OWN AGENDA#32 AND LOOKING AT 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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HIGH SCHOOL REFORM AS A WHOLEAND WHY WOULD WE WANT TO INVEST ANY 
OF OUR LIMITED STAFF RESOURCES INTO THIS PARTICULAR PROJECT )N FACT THERE 
WAS GREAT RELUCTANCE TO DO THAT) WAS COUNSELED NOT TO DO THATv
.ONETHELESS THE COMMISSIONER HAD DESIGNATED THE PARTICULAR COUNTY AS THE SITE OF 
THE PROJECT "OB 3IMPSON OF #)3% THEN CALLED A MEETING THE l RST OF A SERIES OF FOUR 
CRITICAL MEETINGS THAT OCCURRED DURING THE FALL OF  AND THE EARLY WINTER OF  
4HIS MEETING OCCURRED IN .OVEMBER  IN "ANGOR AND INVOLVED -ELTZER 3IMPSON 
#ATHERINE 2IVERS OF THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AND ANOTHER -%$/% STAFFER WHO THROUGH 
AN EARLIER GRANT FROM THE 'ATES &OUNDATION WAS WORKING TO PROMOTE THE TECHNOLOGY 
LITERACY OF ADMINISTRATORS IN THE COUNTY (IGHLIGHTING THE VARIATION IN INITIAL RECEPTIVITY 
TO THE PROJECT #ATHERINE 2IVERS LATER RECALLED h*ULIE PRESENTED THE PROJECT VERY WELL BUT 
) COULD TELL SHE FELT SHE HAD TO CONVINCE MEx) KNEW THIS WOULD BE A GOOD PROJECT FOR 
US AND IF "ROWN WANTED TO WORK WITH US ) WAS DETERMINED THAT IT WAS GOING TO HAPPEN 
3O SHE REALLY DIDNT NEED TO CONVINCE MEv 2IVERS RESPONSE ECHOED THAT OF THE UNIVERSITY 
PARTNERS WHO IN CONTRAST WITH OTHER PARTNERS SHARED LITERACY EXPERTISE AND WERE EAGER 
TO GET ON BOARD WITH THE PROPOSED ADOLESCENT LITERACY INITIATIVE
4HE SECOND KEY MEETING TOOK PLACE AT A SCHOOL IN THE COUNTY IN $ECEMBER  )T 
WAS -ELTZERS l RST VISIT THERE !T THIS MEETING SHE MET WITH MOST OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS 
AND SOME OF THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPALS FROM THE DISTRICTS THAT WERE SERVED BY THE 
CONSORTIUM 4HIS MEETING OCCURRED IN THE AFTERNOON FOLLOWING AN ALREADY SCHEDULED 
MORNING TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP ARRANGED BY A -%$/% STAFFER THAT INCLUDED 
A PRESENTATION OF THE +NOWLEDGE ,OOM 7EB SITE 4HE 7EB SITE WAS PRESENTED AS A TOOL 
THAT EDUCATIONAL LEADERS COULD USE TO l ND INFORMATION ABOUT A VARIETY OF EDUCATIONAL 
ISSUES INCLUDING ADOLESCENT LITERACY	 AND TO DEMONSTRATE THE QUALITY OF THE TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE THE ,!" WOULD BE PROVIDING )N THE AFTERNOON SUPERINTENDENTS LISTENED TO THE 
PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT AND MADE A LIST OF CONDITIONS FOR THEIR PARTICIPATION 
3CHOOLS HAD TO AGREE NOT ONLY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROJECT OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS BUT 
ALSO TO PARTICIPATE IN THE APPLIED RESEARCH STUDY REQUIRED UNDER THE ,!" CONTRACT AS A 
COMPONENT OF THE PROJECT 4HE SUPERINTENDENTS REQUESTED THAT
  4HERE BE NO EXTRA ASSESSMENT INVOLVED FOR STUDENTS BECAUSE OF THE PROJECT
  4EACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT BE PROVIDED AT A REASONABLE COST WITHIN THE 
COUNTY AND THAT IT BE PRACTICALhTHINGS TEACHERS CAN REALLY USE YOU KNOW NOT 
UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS SPOUTING A LOT OF THEORYv
  4HIS PROJECT HELP WITH TEACHER CREDENTIALING
  0ROJECT STAFF WORK ONSITE AT SCHOOLS AS OPPOSED TO A CENTRALIZED LOCATION THAT 
WOULD MEAN LOTS OF EXTRA DRIVING TIME FOR TEACHERS	
  0RINCIPALS NOT HAVE TO TAKE ON ANY EXTRA WORK AS A RESULT OF HAVING THE PROJECT  
AT THEIR SCHOOL
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&ROM THE BEGINNING THE SUPERINTENDENTS VIEWED THE PROJECT AS A POTENTIAL POSITIVE 
BUT ALSO AS EXTRA WORK 4HERE WERE CLEARLY MIXED FEELINGS ABOUT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 
STEREOTYPED AS A RICH PRIVATE UNIVERSITY THAT WANTS hTO COME LOOK AT US AND TELL US 
WHAT TO DOv	 PARTICIPATING IN A RESEARCH PROJECT HAVING TO PROVIDE RELEASE TIME FOR THE 
TEACHERS TO CONVENE AND THE LACK OF DIRECT RESOURCES IE FUNDS	 FROM THE PROJECT )N 
ADDITION THEY WERE SKEPTICAL OF THE COMMISSIONERS REASONS FOR SENDING THE PROJECT 
TO THE COUNTY IE CARING ABOUT THE QUALITY OF TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN 
THE COUNTY	 AND DOUBTED THAT THE STATE WOULD ACTUALLY PROVIDE A LITERACY COACH FOR THE 
PROJECT THROUGH THE COUNTY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONSORTIUM AN IDEA THAT WAS 
PART OF THE PROJECT PITCH	 !S ONE OF THE SUPERINTENDENTS LATER TOLD -ELTZER h7E l GURED 
WE GAVE YOU AN EARFUL )F YOU LISTENED AND DID SOMETHING AND ACTUALLY CAME BACK WE 
WOULD THINK ABOUT SIGNING ONv 
4HE THIRD KEY MEETING TOOK PLACE AT THE CAPITAL IN !UGUSTA IN *ANUARY  )T WAS 
ATTENDED BY #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE -ELTZER 2IVERS 3IMPSON *EFFERS A STAFF MEMBER 
FROM THE #), #), ADDRESSED + LITERACY NEEDS STATEWIDE	 AND A STAFF MEMBER FROM 
THE !DULT "ASIC %DUCATION PROGRAM WHO WORKED AND LIVED IN THE TARGET COUNTY !T THAT 
MEETING #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE SAID THAT THE STATE WOULD FUND AN ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
COACH WHO WOULD WORK WITH TEACHERS AND SUPPORT CHANGE EFFORTS AT ALL OF THE PROJECT 
SCHOOLS 4HIS PERSON WAS SEPARATE FROM THE SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACH SUPPORTED 
THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT BY THE ,!" AT "ROWN TO WORK WITH THE TEAMS AT EACH SCHOOL TO 
DEVELOP IMPLEMENT AND MONITOR THEIR LITERACY ACTION PLANS	 4HE LITERACY COACH WOULD 
BE AN ADDITIONAL STAFF PERSON AT THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AND WOULD HAVE EXPERTISE IN 
READING AND LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AT THE SECONDARY LEVEL 4HE IDEA FOR THIS COACH WAS 
TO WORK DIRECTLY WITH TEACHERS AND ASSIST WITH FOLLOWTHROUGH AT SCHOOLS THROUGHOUT 
THE PROJECT 4HIS PERSON WOULD WORK APPROXIMATELY  DAYS PER MONTH AT EACH SCHOOL 
AND BE THE LOCAL PROJECT LIAISON 6ARIOUS IDEAS FOR HOW TO STRUCTURE THIS POSITION WERE 
DISCUSSED AT THE MEETINGnIT COULD BE GRANT FUNDED A DISTINGUISHED EDUCATOR POSITION 
OR AN ADJUNCT #)3% STAFF MEMBER WORKING ON SITE IN THE COUNTY OR SUPPORTED BY THE 
ANTICIPATED INCREASE IN STATE FUNDING TO REGIONAL CONSORTIA .O CONSENSUS WAS REACHED 
AT THE MEETING ON HOW THIS POSITION WOULD BE FUNDED AND ULTIMATELY IT NEVER WAS 
(OWEVER -%$/% DID SUBSTANTIVELY SUPPORT THE PROJECT IN A VARIETY OF OTHER WAYS THAT 
WERE LESS REGIONSPECIl C
4HE FOURTH KEY MEETING INVOLVED -ELTZER 2IVERS AND FACULTY MEMBERS INCLUDING 
*EFF 7ILHELM AND THE DEAN AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE 0REVIOUS DISCUSSIONS AND 
PRELIMINARY DESIGN MEETINGS HAD OCCURRED BETWEEN -ELTZER AND FACULTY MEMBERS !T 
THE MEETING WITH THE DEAN IT WAS AGREED THAT THE #OLLEGE OF %DUCATION WOULD ADD TWO 
NEW CONNECTED GRADUATE COURSES THAT WOULD BE OFFERED THAT SUMMER AND THROUGH FOUR 
FOLLOWUP CLASSES THROUGHOUT THE ACADEMIC YEAR 4HE COURSES WOULD MEET IN THE COUNTY 
AT ANOTHER CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM	 UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE .ATIONAL 7RITING 
0ROJECT &ORMAL COURSE PROPOSAL AND APPROVAL WOULD TAKE PLACE OVER THE FOLLOWING YEAR 
AND THEN THEY COULD BECOME PERMANENT PROGRAM ADDITIONS -ELTZER WOULD WORK WITH 
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THE GRADUATE OUTREACH COORDINATOR AND THE STATE TO GET APPROVAL FOR THESE COURSES AS 
CONTENTAREA CERTIl CATION COURSES THIS TASK WAS BEYOND THE PURVIEW OF THE UNIVERSITY	 
4HE UNIVERSITY WOULD GIVE A TUITION REBATE TO THE SCHOOLS FROM THE COUNTY WHOSE 
TEACHERS ENROLLED IN THE COURSE 4HIS ARRANGEMENT WOULD BE HANDLED THROUGH THE COUNTY 
CONSORTIUM WHICH WOULD CONTRACT DIRECTLY WITH THE 7RITING 0ROJECT TO PROVIDE THE l RST 
ROUND OF THE SUMMER INSTITUTE AND FOLLOWUP SESSIONS THROUGHOUT THE  SCHOOL 
YEAR 
2IVERS AGREED THAT SHE WOULD WORK WITH THE STATE TO JOINTLY SUPPORT THE COURSE AND 
THE FUNDING OF CONTENTAREA TEACHER MENTORS TO ENSURE APPLICABILITY TO TEACHERS ACROSS 
THE CURRICULUM !T THIS MEETING IT WAS REITERATED THAT THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WOULD BE RELEVANT TO THE NEEDS OF CONTENTAREA CLASSROOM TEACHERS NOT JUST TEACHERS 
OF %NGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS -ELTZER AGREED TO CODESIGN AND COTEACH THE COURSE WITH THE 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY TO ENSURE IT WAS WELL ALIGNED WITH THE PROJECT AND THAT FOLLOW UP AT 
THE SCHOOL SITES WAS COHERENT FOR TEACHERS 4HE UNIVERSITY WOULD CONSIDER THE TEACHING 
OF THE COURSE IN FOLLOWING YEARS AS PART OF FACULTY COURSE LOADS AS LONG AS ENROLLMENT 
FOR THE COURSE WAS STEADY !FTER THE l RST SUMMER THE COURSE WOULD BE OPEN TO TEACHERS 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE 4HIS WAS A SIGNIl CANT AMOUNT TO ACCOMPLISH WITH ONE MEETING AND 
ALL PARTIES HONORED THEIR VARIOUS COMMITMENTS !FTER THIS FOURTH MEETING EVERYTHING WAS 
IN PLACE FOR -ELTZER AND 2IVERS TO GO BACK TO SUPERINTENDENTS IN THE TARGET COUNTY AND 
RECRUIT SCHOOLS TO PARTICIPATE
)6 -OBILIZATION 4HE 0LAN "ECOMES A 
&ULLm EDGED 0ROJECT &EBRUARY  *UNE 	
4HIS SECTION DESCRIBES THE l RST PHASES OF THE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AT THE SCHOOL LEVEL 
THROUGH THE ,!" "OARD OF 'OVERNORS MEETING IN 0ORTLAND  MONTHS LATER 4HIS PHASE 
OF THE PROJECT INVOLVED INVITING ELIGIBLE SCHOOLS TO PARTICIPATE DEVELOPING THE 5NIVERSITY 
OF -AINES NEW GRADUATE COURSES AND MONTHLY ONSITE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SESSIONS 
FACILITATED BY ,ENORE 3AXON THE .EW (AMPSHIREBASED SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACH 
HIRED BY 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE 4HIS PERIOD ALSO SPANS A CHANGE IN COMMISSIONERS AT 
THE STATE LEVEL 
&IGURE  3IGNIl CANT %VENTS
!PRIL -ONTHLY ONSITE MEETINGS AT FOUR PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS ARE 
INITIATED 
*UNE 4HE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL MEETS FOR THE  
l RST TIME 
!UGUST 4HE INTENSIVE COMPONENT OF THE NEWLY CREATED CREDIT GRADUATE 
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY TAKES 
PLACE 
3EPTEMBER ! l FTH SCHOOL JOINS THE PROJECT 
&ALL 4HE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETS IN 3EPTEMBER AND .OVEMBER 
/CTOBER 4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUM HIRES A FULLTIME CURRICULUM 
COORDINATOR +EN 1UINCY (E WILL SERVE AS THE LOCAL LIAISON FOR THE PROJECT 
4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUM ALSO HIRES ,ENORE 3AXON TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL 
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CONTENTAREA READING BEYOND WHAT  
THE ,!" CONTRACT SUPPORTS	 
&EBRUARY ! MEETING OF THE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL CONSIDERS POSSIBLE 
TIE INS BETWEEN THE COUNTYLEVEL ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT AND OTHER 
STATEWIDE SECONDARY SCHOOL INITIATIVES 
&EBRUARY 7ITH A CHANGE IN GOVERNORS #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE LEAVES 
HIS OFl CE AFTER EIGHT YEARS OF SERVICE 4HE NEW COMMISSIONER 3UE 'ENDRON 
IS A FORMER STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE YEAR AND KINDERGARTEN TEACHER #)3% 
CONTINUES AS THE MAIN STATELEVEL PROJECT LIAISON
-AY 0ROJECT PARTNERS PLAN FOR THE *UNE 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY 
"OARD OF 'OVERNORS MEETING IN 0ORTLAND THAT FEATURES THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
PROJECT
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-ULTI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! 'ETTING THE 3CHOOLS /N "OARDn0ARTNER 2OLES IN 3CHOOLLEVEL 
$ECISIONS TO 0ARTICIPATE
-ELTZER AND 2IVERS FOLLOWED UP ON THE $ECEMBER  CONVERSATIONS WITH 
SUPERINTENDENTS FROM THE COUNTY DURING THE WINTER AND EARLY SPRING OF  ! SERIES 
OF ONSITE MEETINGS WERE HELD THAT FOCUSED ON RECRUITING SCHOOLS FOR THE TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE PROJECT -ELTZER SHARED INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROJECT INCLUDING THE 
REQUIREMENTS AND BENEl TS OF PARTICIPATION AND A DESCRIPTION OF HOW THE PROJECT ALIGNED 
WITH -AINES 0ROMISING &UTURES INITIATIVE 4HIS INFORMATION WAS REPEATED AT GROUP AND 
INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS HELD BY THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM %FFORTS WERE NECESSARILY NUANCED AS 
THE GOAL WAS TO NOT ONLY BROKER A FORMAL AGREEMENT WITH SCHOOL AND DISTRICT LEADERS BUT 
ALSO TO SUCCESSFULLY ENGAGE THE TEACHERS WHO WOULD BECOME MEMBERS OF THE LITERACY 
TEAMS 4HE SUPERINTENDENTS OF THREE SCHOOLS SIGNED ON AFTER ADDITIONAL PRESENTATIONS AND 
FOLLOWUP PHONE CALLS TO THE PROJECT LEADER 4HREE OTHER SCHOOLS ASKED PROJECT STAFF TO 
MAKE FURTHER ONSITE VISITS AND ENGAGE IN ADDITIONAL CONVERSATIONS /NE OF THESE WOULD 
SIGN ON AND THEN WITHDRAW OVER THE SUMMER !NOTHER HIGH SCHOOL WHICH BECAME THE 
l FTH SITE	 SIGNED ON AT THE END OF !UGUST AT THE URGING OF THE SUPERINTENDENT WHO SAW 
THE PROJECT AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO FOCUS ON INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT AT THE HIGH SCHOOL 
LEVEL "ECAUSE THIS l FTH HIGH SCHOOL STARTED hLATEv IT DID NOT HAVE THE BENEl T OF A TEAM 
OF TEACHERS WHO HAD PARTICIPATED IN THE  5NIVERSITY OF -AINE SUMMER CLASS )N 
ADDITION THE SCHOOLS PRINCIPAL AND TEACHERS WERE NOT INITIALLY SUPPORTIVE OF THE PROJECT 
BECAUSE THE DECISION TO PARTICIPATE WAS MADE BY THE NEW SUPERINTENDENT 
3ECURING SCHOOLBASED OWNERSHIP OF THE PROJECT AT ALL SITES REQUIRED ONGOING NEGOTIATION 
WITH TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS THROUGHOUT THE  ACADEMIC YEAR 7HILE THE 
DYNAMICS OF HOW EACH SCHOOL CAME TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY DESIGN 
STUDY IS NOT THE FOCUS OF THIS PAPER IT IS WORTH NOTING THAT THE l VE SCHOOLS THAT DECIDED 
TO PARTICIPATE VARIED IN SIZE LOCATION AND DECISIONMAKING PROCESSES EVEN THOUGH 
ALL WERE SMALL	 "ECAUSE THEY VARIED THE STRATEGIES THEY PURSUED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 
PROJECT ALSO VARIED 
4HE LARGER POLICY CONTEXT FOR DECIDING TO PARTICIPATE WAS COMPLEX 0RIOR TO THIS PROJECT 
THERE WERE NO SIGNIl CANT EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES PURSUED COLLABORATIVELY AMONG COUNTY 
HIGH SCHOOLS AND FEW INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLBASED INITIATIVES (OWEVER BY  HIGH 
SCHOOLS THAT AGREED TO PARTICIPATE HAD BEEN OR WERE ABOUT TO BE INVOLVED IN A SUDDEN 
m URRY OF EXTERNALLYBASED INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS 4HESE WOULD INCLUDE 
PARTICIPATION IN #32$ IMPLEMENTATION OR GRANT WRITING TWO OF THE l VE PARTICIPATING 
SCHOOLS	 A PLACEBASED EDUCATION PROJECT SPONSORED BY THE 2URAL %DUCATION 4RUST 
ONE PARTICIPATING SCHOOL	 A SCHOOL COLLABORATIVE PROPOSAL THROUGH THE 'REAT -AINE 
3CHOOLS 0ROJECT FOUR OF THE l VE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS	 THE STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY 
INITIATIVE TWO OF THE l VE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS	 AND #)3%S 0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER 
!CADEMY TWO PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS SENT TEAMS THE l RST SUMMER OF THE PROJECT	 )N 
ADDITION DURING THE SPRING OF  NEW STATEWIDE GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS #HAPTER 
	 WERE CONSIDERED BY THE LEGISLATURE THE DEADLINE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL 
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COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT PLANS WAS SET FOR THE END OF  AND NEW TEACHER QUALITY 
MANDATES AS PART OF .#," WERE SOON TO BE PUT INTO PLACE !LSO ALL OF THE COUNTY SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS HAD SIGNED ON TO A COUNTY CONSORTIUMCOORDINATED GRANTFUNDED DISTANCE 
LEARNING INITIATIVE
4HIS SPEAKS TO SEVERAL ISSUES RELATED TO TIMING AND SCHOOL REFORM .OBLE  3MITH 	 
AND TO hWINDOWS OF LOCAL EDUCATIONAL POLICYMAKING OPPORTUNITYv (AMANN 	 
4HE NEW DIRECTOR OF THE LOCAL CONSORTIUM WAS SUCCESSFUL IN BRINGING RESOURCES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES TO COUNTY SCHOOLS 4HIS HAD THE DIRECT EFFECT OF SUDDENLY AND PRECIPITOUSLY 
RAISING THE PREVIOUSLY LOW LEVEL OF ACTIVITY !LTHOUGH SEVERAL OF THE INITIATIVES CAME 
WITH TRAINING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT COACHES IT WAS EXPECTED 
THAT THE EXISTING STAFF WOULD BE ABLE TO TAKE ON THESE NEW ACTIVITIES WITHOUT HIRING ANY 
ADDITIONAL SCHOOLBASED STAFF 4HIS EXPECTATION HAD THE EFFECT OF PULLING TEACHERS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS OUT OF THE BUILDING AND CLASSROOMS MUCH MORE THAN IN THE PAST !LTHOUGH 
THE PROPOSED PROJECTS WERE POTENTIALLY EXCITING AND CAPACITY BUILDING TEACHERS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS BECAME OVERWHELMED AND FRUSTRATED AS EACH COMPETED FOR TIME ON THE 
CALENDAR ,ATER IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS WOULD 
REPEATEDLY ASSERT THEIR BELIEF IN THE IMPORTANCE OF THE LITERACY WORK AND ECHO THE FEELING 
EXPRESSED BY ONE ADMINISTRATOR h4HERE IS SO MUCH GOING ONxWE ARE TRYING TO DO 
EVERYTHING BUT ) AM NOT SURE IF WE ARE DOING ANYTHING WELLv 
!LSO DURING THIS PERIOD THE COUNTY BECAME AN EDUCATIONAL PRIORITY AT THE STATE LEVEL 
PART OF THE PORTFOLIO OF A #)3% TEAM MEMBER AS WELL AS THE FOCUS OF THE REGIONAL 
LIAISON	 .#," AND ITS ASSOCIATED LIST OF SCHOOLS NOT MAKING ADEQUATE YEARLY PROGRESS 
!90	 HAD AGAIN HIGHLIGHTED THE STRUGGLES OF SEVERAL COUNTY SCHOOLS &URTHERMORE THE 
STATE BECAME AWARE THAT NONE OF THE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS HAD MADE SIGNIl CANT PROGRESS 
IN DEVELOPING THEIR LOCAL COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT PLANS 4HE CONSORTIUM AND -%$/% 
STAFF TRIED A NUMBER OF STRATEGIES TO PROVIDE SCHOOLS WITH SOME ASSISTANCE IN THIS AREA 
4HERE WAS ALSO A RENEWED EFFORT ON THE PART OF THE 2URAL 3CHOOL AND #OMMUNITY 4RUST 
AND THE 'ATES-ITCHELL 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS 0ROJECT TO DIRECT MORE RESOURCES TO COUNTY 
SCHOOLS !LL OF THESE EFFORTS WERE WELL INTENTIONED AND MEANT TO BE COMPLEMENTARY !LL 
ALSO INVOLVED OUTSIDE PROJECT STAFF WORKING WITH SCHOOLS ON AN EPISODIC BASIS -ANY 
INVOLVED THE SAME PARTNERS AS THOSE INVOLVED IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT !LL OF 
THESE PROJECTS REPRESENTED OPPORTUNITIES YET PRESENTED PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS WITH A NEW 
CHALLENGE BECAUSE THOUGH SIMILARLY INTENDED THEY WERE NOT SPECIl CALLY ALIGNED WITH 
THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT 
!S PART OF THIS BUZZ OF NEW ACTIVITY BETWEEN -ARCH AND !UGUST  l VE SCHOOLS 
SIGNED ON TO THIS PROJECT AND AGREED TO SUPPORT TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TO 
PROVIDE RELEASE TIME FOR TEAM MEETINGS AND TO FOCUS ON LITERACY SUPPORT ACROSS THE 
CONTENT AREAS )NITIAL MEETINGS WITH LITERACY TEAMS COLLECTION OF BASELINE DATA INCLUDING 
TEACHER AND STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES INTRODUCTION TO PROJECTRELATED TOOLS INCLUDING THE 
+NOWLEDGE ,OOM	 RECRUITMENT FOR THE UPCOMING TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN INITIAL LITERACY ACTION PLAN OUTLINE BEGAN AT FOUR OF THE l VE SCHOOLS 
DURING THE SPRING OF  AND AT THE l FTH IN THE FALL OF  
4HE ORIGINAL PROJECT TEMPLATE ASSUMED A CONTEXTRESPONSIVE PROJECT DESIGNTHAT IS 
LOCAL TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS WOULD HELP SHAPE SPECIl C STRATEGIES AND LOGISTICS 
FOR MEETING NEEDS OF THEIR STUDENTS AND WOULD BUILD ON EXISTING SCHOOL CAPACITIES TO 
SUPPORT LITERACY 3EE &IGURE  FOR MORE REGARDING PROJECT DESIGN AND EXPECTATIONS 
OF SCHOOLS	 4HIS MEANT THAT THE SCHOOLS ULTIMATELY DEVELOPED l VE SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT 
MODELS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE PROJECT IN THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS #OORDINATING l VE 
EMERGING MODELS OF PARTICIPATION INVOLVED INTENSIVE MONITORING BY VARIOUS PARTNERS
THAT IS THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM #2- AND 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE $EPENDING ON 
VANTAGE POINT THE SAMPLE OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS CAN BE VIEWED AS HOMOGENOUS 
OR HETEROGENEOUS /N THE ONE HAND ALL WERE RURAL ALL HAD SIMILAR ENROLLMENT 
DEMOGRAPHICS ALL FACED SUBSTANTIAL RESOURCE CONSTRAINTS AND ALL WERE SUBJECT TO THE 
SAME MENU OF -AINE EDUCATION POLICIES AND LAWS /N THE OTHER HAND EACH HAD 
DIFFERENT LITERACY TEAM CONl GURATIONS INSTITUTIONAL HISTORIES STRUCTURES SCHEDULES 
AND CAPACITIES RATES OF TEACHER AND LEADERSHIP TURNOVER AND RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR 
CONSTITUENT COMMUNITIES 4HESE DIFFERENCES RAISED QUESTIONS FOR THE PROJECT DEVELOPERS 
ABOUT SAMPLING AND THE ABILITY TO GENERALIZE THE APPLIED RESEARCH DESIGN 7AS IT MORE 
IMPORTANT THAT THE l VE SCHOOLS ALL ENACT THE SAME PROGRAM THE SAME WAYWHICH MIGHT 
NOT BE FEASIBLE OR DESIRABLEOR THAT THEY ALL BE SUPPORTED TO EQUALLY ENGAGE WITH THE 
RESEARCH GROUNDED COMPONENTS OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY FRAMEWORK 4HE SCHOOLBASED 
TEAMS WERE ADAMANT THAT THEY ONLY AGREED TO PARTICIPATE BECAUSE THE ,!" PROMISED THAT 
PROJECT STAFF WOULD BE CONDUCTING THE INITIATIVE hWITH THEMv NOT hTO THEMv 7E RETURN TO 
THESE THEMES IN THE l NAL SECTION OF THIS DOCUMENT
&IGURE  $ISCUSSION 0OINTS WITH 0ROSPECTIVE 3CHOOLS
0OSSIBLE 3CHOOL$ISTRICT "ENEl TS OF "EING 0ARTNERS IN THE 3TUDY .OVEMBER 	
s !CTIVE AND INCREASED SUPPORT FOR STUDENT SUCCESS IE IF THE SCHOOL ADDRESSES 
LITERACY A KEY TO SUCCESS IN ALL CONTENT AREAS THEN STUDENTS WILL LEARN MORE 
IN THE CONTENT AREAS	
s 3UBSTANTIAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN CONTENTAREA LITERACY BASED ON BEST 
PRACTICES
s #URRENT FREE RESEARCHBASED MATERIALS AND RESOURCES THROUGHOUT THE )NITIATIVE
s 0ROFESSIONAL COACHINGONGOING ASSISTANCE WITH TROUBLESHOOTING OR PROBLEM 
SOLVING
s !DDITIONAL SCHOOLWIDE TRAINING IN IE SYSTEMIC INITIATIVES ACTION RESEARCH      
AND DATA ANALYSIS	
s /PPORTUNITY TO BE IN THE NATIONAL SPOTLIGHT
s #ONNECTIONS TO OTHER ONGOING INITIATIVES
s )MPROVED STUDENT PERFORMANCE
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-ULTI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0ART OF THE AGREEMENT MADE WITH PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS WAS TO HAVE  OF THEIR CONTENT 
AREA TEACHERS PARTICIPATE IN CONTENTAREA READING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DURING THE 
l RST TWO YEARS OF THE PROJECT )N !UGUST OF   TEACHERS FROM THE PROJECT SCHOOLS 
PARTICIPATED IN THE l RST ROUND OF THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINES SUMMER COURSETHE LARGEST 
NUMBER OF TEACHERS FROM THE COUNTY TO SIMULTANEOUSLY PARTICIPATE IN A SINGLE GRADUATE 
COURSE TO DATE 'ROUPS OF  TEACHERS FROM EACH OF THE FOUR ORIGINAL SCHOOLS PLUS ONE 
TEACHER FROM THE l FTH SCHOOL ATTENDED 
4HIS INSTITUTE WITH ITS FOUR FOLLOWUP DAYS THROUGHOUT THE  ACADEMIC YEAR 
NETTED PARTICIPANTS SIX GRADUATE CREDITS UPON COMPLETION OF ALL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
COURSE CREDIT REQUIRED PARTICIPATION IN FOLLOWUP SESSIONS DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR	 
*EFF 7ILHELM AND 4HERESA #OOPER OF THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE TAUGHT THE INSTITUTE WITH 
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM -ELTZER AND TWO CONTENTAREA TEACHER MENTORS FROM OUTSIDE OF THE 
COUNTY 4HE COURSE WAS OFFERED THAT l RST SUMMER THROUGH THE COLLABORATIVE SPONSORSHIP 
OF THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE THE ,!" THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AND -%$/% JUST EIGHT 
MONTHS AFTER ITS APPROVAL BY THE DEAN OF THE #OLLEGE OF %DUCATION 
4HE INSTITUTE CURRICULUM REm ECTED BOTH FACULTY MEMBERS TOPIC AREAS OF EXPERTISE AND 
THEIR PERSONAL EXPERIENCES WITH THE .ATIONAL 7RITING 0ROJECT )T ALSO BORE THE IMPRINT OF 
-ELTZER A CODEVELOPER &IVE BIG IDEAS SHAPED THE INSTITUTE 
  )T SHOULD MODEL INQUIRYBASED UNIT DESIGN
  )T SHOULD BE INTENSIVE
  )T SHOULD INCLUDE FOLLOW UP THROUGHOUT THE ACADEMIC YEAR
  )T SHOULD FOCUS ON LITERACY DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE CONTENT AREAS
  )T SHOULD INCORPORATE TEACHER ACTION RESEARCH
"OTH THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY &RAMEWORK -ELTZER  	 AND THE .ATIONAL 3TAFF 
$EVELOPMENT #OUNCILS 	 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES WERE EXPLICITLY 
HEEDED IN THE INSTITUTE DESIGN #OMPLEMENTING THE INSTITUTE DESIGN #ATHERINE 2IVERS 
WORKED WITH "OB 3IMPSON AND 4OM *EFFERS TO l ND STATE FUNDING FOR INSTRUCTION COSTS AND 
WITH THE LOCAL UNIVERSITY TO HOST THE COURSE
2EGARDING THE l RST COHORT OF SUMMER PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS ONE OF THE PROFESSORS FROM 
THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE REMEMBERED 
) WOULD SAY THERE WAS NO ONE WHO POSITIONED THEMSELVES AS EAGERLY 
COMING ) WOULD SAY THAT THE PEOPLE WHO CAME THAT l RST SUMMER HAD 
BEEN IDENTIl ED SOMEHOW AS SCHOOL LEADERS 4HEY WERE VERYx 7ELL 
NO 3OME OF THEM WERE IDENTIl ED AS SCHOOL LEADERS SOME OF THEM 
CAME BECAUSE THEY NEEDED CREDITS TO GET CERTIl ED OR RECERTIl ED 3OME 
OF THEM CAME BECAUSE THEY WERE OFFERED A STIPEND ) THINK 4HERE WAS 
SOME SORT OF EXTRINSIC MOTIVATION BECAUSE ) REMEMBER THINKING AT l RST 
4HIS IS THE GROUP THAT WAS THE MOST WILLING !ND WERE GOING TO HAVE 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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TO SEE THIS AGAIN NEXT SUMMER ) WAS HORRIl ED ) WAS VERY NERVOUS 
"UT OVER THE COURSE OF WORKING WITH THEM THEY BECAME VERY HIGHLY 
ENGAGED AND IT WAS A JOY ) MEAN REALLY BOTH SUMMERS WERE ABSOLUTELY 
JOYOUS ) JUST REALLY LIKED DOING THE WORK WITH THEM ) FELT LIKE IN A LOT 
OF SITUATIONS THEY WERE TEACHERS WHO WERE SO UNDERFUNDED UNDER
APPRECIATED HAD RECEIVED LITTLE OR NO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT THAT 
THEY FELT WAS DIRECTLY RELATED TO WHAT THEY DID SO THEY WERE LIKE IT 
WAS LIKE POURING WATER ON m OWERS IN THE DESERT OR SOMETHING THEY 
JUST BLOSSOMED )T WAS JUST A REAL PRIVILEGE TO WORK WITH THEM IN THAT 
SITUATION ) THINK
#OMMENTS ILLUSTRATING PARTICIPANTS SATISFACTION WITH AND ENTHUSIASM FOR THE COURSE WERE 
SHARED WITH THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY ADVISORY COUNCIL IN 3EPTEMBER  !MONG THE 
SHARED RESPONSES WERE 
) CAME INTO THIS WITH AN h) HOPE ) CAN USE SOMETHINGv ATTITUDE ) LEAVE 
FEELING LIKE THIS WAS ONE OF THE MORE USEFUL THINGS ) HAVE DONE IN A LONG 
TIME
4HIS WAS WITHOUT A DOUBT ONE OF THE MOST PROFOUND EXPERIENCES OF MY 
PROFESSIONAL CAREER ) AM SO EXCITED TO START SCHOOL THIS YEAR AND TRY 
SOME NEW STRATEGIES
" 4IMING IS %VERYTHING 0ROl LES OF +EY 0ERSONNEL AND ,EVERAGING 
%XPERTISE AT 0ARTNER )NSTITUTIONS
!LTHOUGH IT WAS THE ENGAGEMENT OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS THAT MOST MATTERED FOR 
THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT TO SUCCEED FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS STORY ABOUT THE 
COLLABORATIVE MOBILIZATION EFFORT FOUR KEY IMPLEMENTATION PERSONNEL ARE IMPORTANT 
TO HIGHLIGHT 4HESE INDIVIDUALS WERE IN PLACE AT THE VARIOUS PARTNERSHIP ENTITIES THAT 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE MOMENTUM OF THE PROJECT BEGINNING IN THE SPRING AND SUMMER OF
 4HEY ARE BRIEm Y DESCRIBED HERE BECAUSE EACH PLAYED AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN 
LAUNCHING THE PROJECT AND FURTHER SHAPED THEIR INSTITUTIONS COMMITMENT TO THE 
PARTNERSHIP #ATHERINE 2IVERS WAS ALSO A hKEY PLAYERv BUT SHE HAS ALREADY BEEN 
PROl LED CONSEQUENTLY HER INFORMATION IS NOT REPEATED BELOW	
!T THE STATE LEVEL 4OM *EFFERS -%$/%S COUNTY LIAISON WAS NEW TO HIS ROLE WHEN THE 
PROJECT STARTED &ROM THE BEGINNING HE WAS VERY INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH THE PROJECT 
LEADER AND THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM TO SUPPORT AND CONNECT INITIATIVES AT COUNTY SCHOOLS 
(E WAS A CONDUIT OF INFORMATION BETWEEN THE COUNTY AND THE STATE AND MADE SURE 
THAT PROJECT STAFF WERE UPDATED ON STATELEVEL POLICY CURRENTS THAT MIGHT INm UENCE THE 
PROJECT !LTHOUGH HE DID NOT SEE HIMSELF AS A hLITERACY PERSONv *EFFERS RECOGNIZED THE 
CONNECTION BETWEEN READING AND LEARNING ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS AND LATER SERVED AS 
A CONTENTAREA MENTOR AT THE  0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER !CADEMY THAT FOCUSED 
ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY (E ALSO STEERED MORE THAN  FROM -%$/% TOWARD THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EMERGING STATEWIDE CONTENTAREA LITERACY TEACHER MENTOR NETWORK 
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
THROUGH THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE GRADUATE COURSE (E DESCRIBED THIS SUCCESS AS BY FAR THE 
LARGEST AMOUNT OF RESOURCES THAT HE hEVER MOVEDv SAYING BOTH THAT FUNDING DECISIONS 
ARE MORE TYPICALLY DETERMINED AT THE COMMISSIONER LEVEL AND THAT HIS NEXT BIGGEST 
hFUNDING SUCCESSv FOR A DIFFERENT PROJECT	 WAS IN THE  RANGE
!T THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AFTER THE PROJECT HAD ALREADY BEEN LAUNCHED #ATHERINE 
2IVERS WAS ABLE TO RECRUIT +EN 1UINCY AS A CURRICULUM COORDINATOR 1UINCY BECAME 
A KEY RESOURCE TO THE PROJECT PARTICULARLY WHEN ANTICIPATED STATE FUNDS TO l LL THE 
LITERACY COACH POSITION DID NOT MATERIALIZE 7ITH CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE 
AND A CREDIBLE REPUTATION WITH EDUCATORS AT SEVERAL OF THE LOCAL HIGH SCHOOLS WHO 
KNEW HIM BECAUSE OF HIS INVOLVEMENT IN AN EARLIER CAREER PREPARATION INITIATIVE	 HIS 
DUTIES QUICKLY INCLUDED SUPPORTING THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT 3OON HE BEGAN 
ATTENDING THE LITERACY TEAM MEETINGS AT EACH SCHOOL 4HE CONSORTIUM SPONSORED HIM TO 
FORMALLY INCREASE HIS UNDERSTANDING OF LITERACY BY ATTENDING CONTENTAREA PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT ON THE TOPIC DURING THE  SCHOOL YEAR AND THEN PARTICIPATING IN THE 
5NIVERSITY OF -AINES CREDIT COURSE IN  ,ATER WHEN PART OF HIS JOB WAS TO SUPPORT 
PLACEBASED EDUCATION PROJECTS AT TWO SCHOOLS HE WAS ABLE TO INTEGRATE THE PLANNED USE 
OF LITERACY SUPPORT STRATEGIES INTO THOSE PROJECTS AT THE DESIGN PHASE #)3% HIRED HIM TO 
BECOME TRAINED AS ONE OF THE STATEWIDE CONTENTAREA LITERACY TEACHER MENTORS THROUGH 
THE STATEWIDE LITERACY INITIATIVE BEGUN AT THE  0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER !CADEMY 
)N THE SUMMER OF  WHEN HIS FORMAL POSITION AT THE CONSORTIUM ENDED DUE TO LACK 
OF FUNDING 1UINCY WAS HIRED BY THE ,!" TO BE THE LITERACY COACH FOR THE FALL OF  
(E WAS THEN INDEPENDENTLY HIRED BY THREE OF THE SCHOOLS THROUGH THE CONSORTIUM TO 
CONTINUE THAT ROLE INTO THE SPRING OF  (E ALSO TAUGHT A WELLATTENDED WEEK 
CONTENTAREA LITERACY COURSE OFFERED THROUGH THE CONSORTIUM IN THE SPRING OF  
AT ONE OF THE PROJECT SCHOOLS (IS INCREASED CAPACITY TO SERVE THE COUNTY SCHOOLS IN 
THE AREA OF CONTENTAREA LITERACY DEVELOPMENT IS AN OUTCOME OF THE PARTNERSHIP EFFORT 
EMBODIED BY THE PROJECT !LSO THE CONSISTENCY OF HIS CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PROJECT 
OFFERED UNDER VARIOUS IDENTITIES AND GUISES CURRICULUM COORDINATOR THEN LITERACY 
COACH THEN INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT	 ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE LAST DECADE OF HIGH 
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS IN -AINE WHICH OFTEN FEATURED KEY INDIVIDUALS CONTINUOUS 
PARTICIPATION UNDER VARYING JOB TITLES AND INSTITUTIONAL AFl LIATIONS
!T THE UNIVERSITY LEVEL 4HERESA #OOPER BECAME A KEY PROJECT SUPPORTER 3HE WAS A 
VETERAN HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATOR AND A DOCTORAL STUDENT UNDER *EFF 7ILHELM WITH WHOM 
SHE HAD COAUTHORED A BOOK #OOPER WAS CENTRALLY INVOLVED IN -AINES COMPONENT OF 
THE .ATIONAL 7RITING 0ROJECT AND IS A -AINE NATIVE WHO STARTED HER TEACHING CAREER IN 
THE TARGET COUNTY #OOPER COTAUGHT THE CREDIT GRADUATE COURSE THE l RST YEAR AND AFTER 
THAT TAUGHT MORE AND MORE OF IT HERSELF 7HEN *EFF 7ILHELM LEFT THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE 
#OOPER TOOK ON FULL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE COURSE AND HAS BEEN CRUCIAL TO ITS VIABILITY 
THROUGH THE TIME OF THIS WRITING #OOPER SERVED ON THE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL AND 
AS THE PROJECT ENDED CONTINUED TO PLAY AN ADVISORY ROLE TO ONGOING EFFORTS TO SUSTAIN A 
FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY AT THE STATE LEVEL
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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/NE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ,!" CONTRACT TO THE PROJECT WAS TO PAY FOR THE SCHOOL 
IMPLEMENTATION COACH WHO WOULD MEET WITH SCHOOL TEAMS ON SITE AND SUPPORT THE 
DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SITEBASED LITERACY INITIATIVES 4HIS INTENSIVE 
POSITION HAD TO BE l LLED BY SOMEONE WHO KNEW THE RELEVANT CONTENT AND COULD ALSO
WORK WITH SCHOOLBASED TEAMS ,ENORE 3AXON THE INDIVIDUAL HIRED FOR THE POSITION 
HAD A STRONG CONTENTAREA READING BACKGROUND EXTENSIVE TEACHING AND CONSULTING 
EXPERIENCE A SOLID FOUNDATION IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY A GOOD SENSE OF HUMOR AND 
UNCOMMON PERSISTENCEALL OF WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE KEY ATTRIBUTES &OR MORE THAN 
THREE SCHOOL YEARS 3AXON SPENT ONE WEEK EACH MONTH IN THE COUNTY HOLDING TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE SESSIONS AT EACH OF THE l VE SCHOOLS 3AXON ALSO MET MONTHLY WITH -ELTZER FOR 
PLANNING AND DEBRIEl NG (ER CONSISTENT PRESENCE WAS CRUCIAL TO THE l DELITY AND VIABILITY 
OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 3HE TOO WAS PRESSED INTO ADDITIONAL PROJECT RELATED ROLES 
THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM TWO PROJECT HIGH SCHOOLS AND OTHER SCHOOLS IN THE COUNTY FOUND 
EXTRA RESOURCES TO HIRE HER FOR ADDITIONAL TASKS RELATED TO THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT 
4HESE FOUR INDIVIDUALS THUS l LLED MULTIPLE ROLES AND WERE BROADLY PERCEIVED AS ASSETS
BY THE SCHOOLS THE ,!" THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AND THE STATE &OR EXAMPLE *EFFERS 
WORKED CLOSELY WITH 2IVERS AND 1UINCY AND LATER RECRUITED MATH AND SCIENCE CONTENT 
AREA LITERACY MENTORS FROM ACROSS THE STATE FOR VARIOUS STATELEVEL EXTENSIONS OF THE 
PROJECT 1UINCY WAS INITIALLY HIRED BY THE CONSORTIUM THEN THE STATE THEN THE ,!" AND
THEN SOME OF THE SCHOOLS #OOPER WAS HIRED BY THE CONSORTIUM INITIALLY THEN BY THE 
UNIVERSITY AND THEN BY THE STATE 3AXON WAS EMPLOYED BY THE ,!" PART TIME AND WAS ALSO
HIRED BY THE CONSORTIUM TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND BY SOME OF
THE COUNTY SCHOOLS 5LTIMATELY THE STATE HIRED HER THROUGH A PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
WITH #2- TO PROVIDE STATEWIDE CAPACITY BUILDING AND MENTOR TRAINING 4HE EXPERTISE OF 
EACH OF THESE FOUR WAS THUS LEVERAGED TO EXPAND THE PROJECTS REACH AND DEEPEN ITS WORK
AT INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS 4HEIR STORIES ILLUSTRATE HOW THE SCHOOLS AND PROJECT PARTNERS 
EXPLOITED TIMING AND EXPERTISE 4HE SCHOOLS WERE HAPPY TO WORK WITH A LIMITED hCAST OF 
CHARACTERSv WHO WERE CONSISTENT AND hKNEW US AND WHAT WE WERE TRYING TO DOv !LL FOUR 
INDIVIDUALS PRESENTED AT THE *UNE  ,!" "OARD OF 'OVERNORS MEETING IN 0ORTLAND
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
# %STABLISHING AND 3USTAINING THE 7ORKn4HE 2OLES OF 0OLICY 
AND 0ARTNERS
!T AN !PRIL  MEETING WITH THE ,!" $IRECTOR #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE IDENTIl ED HIS 
ASPIRATION THAT THE COUNTY PROJECT BECOME A NATIONAL MODEL 2EFERENCING ,!" WORK WITH 
THE FEDERAL #32$ PROGRAM AND WITH THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT HE DESCRIBED TAKING 
THE LESSONS OF THESE TWO PROJECTS TO OTHER -AINE SCHOOL SITES AS A hHIGH NEEDv !LTHOUGH 
HE LAID THE GROUNDWORK AT THIS MEETING THE MAJOR STATEWIDE DISSEMINATION OF THE PROJECT 
WOULD TRANSPIRE UNDER HIS SUCCESSOR
)N -AY  -ELTZER WAS CONCERNED ABOUT THE GROWING NUMBER OF POLICY AGENDAS 
DISTRACTING FROM THE FOCUS OF THE PROJECT 4O AVOID THIS DISTRACTION AND GAIN WIDER PROJECT 
AWARENESS AND SUPPORT SHE FOUNDED THE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL 3HE WROTE IN THE *ULY 
,!" QUARTERLY REPORT 
4HE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL MET FOR THE l RST 
TIME IN *UNE 4HE COUNCIL HAS REPRESENTATIVES FROM -%$/% INCLUDING 
#)3% FROM THE TARGET COUNTY SCHOOLS AND OTHER -AINE SCHOOLS FROM 
TWO CAMPUSES OF THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE FROM THE ,!" AND FROM THE 
COUNTY CONSORTIUM 
4HIS COUNCIL CONTINUED TO MEET TWO OR THREE TIMES PER YEAR THROUGHOUT THE LIFE OF THE 
PROJECT AND PLAYED A KEY ADVISORY ROLE TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND STATE PLANNING EFFORTS 
SEEKING TO ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY &ROM ITS l RST CONVENING THE ADVISORY 
COUNCIL SERVED MULTIPLE PROJECT FUNCTIONS AND PERFORMED A VARIETY OF TASKS THE NATURE 
OF WHICH CHANGED OVER TIME 4HE COUNCIL INITIALLY WORKED TO IMPROVE THE PROJECTS 
VISIBILITY AND GAIN ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FROM EDUCATORS OUTSIDE THE TARGET COUNTY !S IS 
DETAILED IN THE NEXT SECTION COUNCIL MEMBERS PLAYED BOTH CATALYTIC AND COMPLEMENTARY 
ROLES RELATIVE TO THE EMERGING STATEWIDE EMBRACE OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY CHAMPIONED 
BY #OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON AND #)3% !LL WERE MEMBERS OF A VARIETY OF TASK FORCES AND 
ORGANIZATIONS AND THEY USED MEETINGS OF THESE TO WIDEN AWARENESS ABOUT AND OBTAIN 
SUPPORT FOR THE PROJECT !S THE CONSORTIUM DIRECTOR POINTED OUT SHE WAS CONSTANTLY 
LINKING THE PROJECT AND ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS AN IMPORTANT TOPIC AT EVERY STATE LOCAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL MEETING SHE ATTENDED 4HEIR COMBINED SUCCESS WAS EMBODIED BY THE 
ADAPTATION OF THE 0ROMISING &UTURES IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY TO INCLUDE EXPLICIT ATTENTION 
ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS
4HE AGENDA FOR THE l RST COUNCIL MEETING &IGURE 	 INCLUDED SEVEN ITEMS THAT TOGETHER 
CLARIFY HOW THIS MEETING LIKE LATER ONES	 WAS A VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATION AND PUBLICITY 
ABOUT THE PROJECT AS WELL AS FOR STRATEGIZING ABOUT MAKING THE MOST OF THE PROJECTS 
MULTIPARTNER ARCHITECTURE ,IKE LATER AGENDAS EG THE -AY   MEETING AGENDA	 
THIS l RST MEETING INCLUDED AN EXPLICIT FOCUS ON hCONNECTING THE PROJECT TO RELATED 
INITIATIVESv 
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&IGURE  !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL -EETING !GENDA *UNE  	
!GENDA
s 5PDATE ON PROJECT ACTIVITIES TO DATE
s $ISCUSSION OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT
s $ISCUSSION OF PARTNERS ROLES
s #LARIl CATION OF FUNDING SOURCES
s 0UTTING ADEQUATE PERSONNEL RESOURCES INTO PLACE
s $ISCUSSION OF NEXT YEARS ACTIVITIES
s #ONNECTING THE PROJECT TO RELATED INITIATIVES
-EMBERS OF THE COUNCIL EXPRESSED INTEREST IN BEING PART OF AN EMERGING STATEWIDE 
CONVERSATION ABOUT ADOLESCENT LITERACY AND WERE ABLE TO NETWORK ACROSS DIFFERENCES 
AT THE MEETINGS 4HE MEMBERSHIP WAS HETEROGENEOUS AND INCLUDED STATE GOVERNMENT 
STAFFERS HIGHER EDUCATION FACULTY LOCAL PROGRAM COORDINATORS SCHOOLBASED EDUCATORS 
AND EXTERNALLY BASED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPERS FROM ACROSS -AINE !LL INVITATIONS TO SERVE 
ON THE COUNCIL WERE ACCEPTED !TTENDANCE AT MEETINGS VARIED BY LOCATION BUT REMAINED 
FAIRLY CONSTANT DESPITE THE DISTANCES MEMBERS NEEDED TO TRAVEL INCLEMENT WEATHER 
AND THE ABSENCE OF ANY COMPENSATION OR TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT FOR PARTICIPATING 7ITH 
THE HELP OF 2IVERS SOME MEMBERS SUCCESSFULLY USED DISTANCE EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY TO 
ATTEND MEETINGS THAT WERE TOO FAR TO ATTEND IN PERSON 4HIS REPRESENTS ONE OF THE PROJECTS 
MOST SUCCESSFUL USES OF TECHNOLOGY 
4HE  SCHOOL YEAR WAS THE l RST FULL YEAR OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION AT THE 
SCHOOL SITES $URING THAT YEAR 3AXON HELD  ONSITE MEETINGS WITH SCHOOLBASED 
LITERACY TEAMS AND -ELTZER VISITED SCHOOLS THREE TIMES EACH AND PRESENTED A PROJECT 
UPDATE TO COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS IN -ARCH  4HE *ULY  ,!" QUARTERLY REPORT 
NOTED THAT DURING THE WINTER AND SPRING OF  PROJECT STAFF hCONTINUED TO CONDUCT 
CUSTOMIZED ONSITE SESSIONS INCLUDING MINIWORKSHOPS WITH THE LITERACY LEADERSHIP 
TEAMS AND TO MEET WITH ADMINISTRATORS AT PROJECT SCHOOLS TO ENSURE CONTINUED PROJECT 
ALIGNMENT WITH AND RESPONSIVENESS TO SCHOOL AND STATE PRIORITIES AND MANDATESPROJECT 
AND ;COUNTY CONSORTIUM= STAFF CONDUCTED STUDENT FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS AT FOUR OF THE 
l VE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLSv
!S PROJECT PARTNERS THE JOINT PRIMARY ROLE OF #2- AND 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE WAS 
TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 4HROUGH THE COMBINED EFFORTS OF -ELTZER AND 3AXON 
CUSTOMIZED MONTHLY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SESSIONS WERE PLANNED AND IMPLEMENTED 
WITH EACH OF THE SCHOOLBASED LITERACY TEAMS 4HESE SESSIONS WERE DESIGNED TO ENHANCE 
THE CAPACITY OF EACH SCHOOLBASED TEAM TO DEVELOP AND CARRY OUT LITERACY ACTIVITIES 
AT EACH SCHOOL THAT WOULD IMPROVE THE ACADEMIC LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AND CONTENT 
AREA LEARNING OF STUDENTS %ACH SCHOOL TEAM RECEIVED SUPPORT TO PLAN IMPLEMENT AND 
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
MONITOR A SITEBASED LITERACY INITIATIVE THAT ADDRESSED IDENTIl ED STUDENT NEEDS 4EAM 
MEMBERS PARTICIPATED IN MINIWORKSHOPS AND RECEIVED AND DISCUSSED RESOURCES RELATED 
TO TEAM PRIORITIES SUCH AS DESCRIPTIONS OF VOCABULARY IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES BEFORE 
DURING AND AFTER READING COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN EFFECTIVE 
SCHOOLWIDE SUSTAINED SILENT READING INITIATIVE 4HE SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACH 
3AXON	 ALSO PROVIDED TRAINING TO TEAMS IN THE USE OF PROTOCOLS FOR LOOKING AT STUDENT 
WORK PEER COACHING AND PLANNING FOR LITERACY SUPPORT WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF CONTENT 
AREA INSTRUCTION )N RESPONSE TO TEACHER REQUESTS THE ,!" PROVIDED AN ELECTRONIC TEACHER 
FORUM THAT ALLOWED TEACHERS FROM DIFFERENT SCHOOLS TO COMMUNICATE AND SUPPORT ONE 
ANOTHER 7HILE 3AXON TOOK THE LEAD IN DELIVERING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE SCHOOL 
TEAMS THE ,!" UNDER -ELTZERS GUIDANCE ALSO TOOK ON OTHER ROLES INCLUDING ASSISTING 
THE STATE OF -AINE ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY ISSUES CONVENING THE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL 
DESIGNING AND FACILITATING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES RELATED TO LEADERSHIP AND 
ASSESSMENT COMMUNICATING WITH PARTNERS AND COMPLETING APPLIED RESEARCH
4HERE WERE TWO TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS AND TWO CONFERENCE 
PRESENTATIONS THAT ALSO OCCURRED IN OR NEAR THE COUNTY DURING  &IRST FOUR FOLLOW
UP SESSIONS FROM THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINES SUMMER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE 
WERE HELD ON 3ATURDAYS OVER THE COURSE OF THE SCHOOL YEAR 3ECOND AT THE CONSORTIUMS 
REQUEST -ELTZER HELPED TO COORDINATE ADDITIONAL TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WITHIN THE COUNTY TO THOSE WHO COULD NOT OR CHOSE NOT TO TAKE THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINES 
ADVANCED ADOLESCENT LITERACY INSTITUTE -ELTZER TOLD 2IVERS THAT 3AXON WAS WILLING TO 
PUT TOGETHER A SESSION CONTENTAREA READING WORKSHOP THAT WOULD BE OPEN TO COUNTY 
MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 2IVERS AGREED TO COVER THE COST OF THIS COURSE WITH 
STATE MONEY 4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUM CONTRACTED WITH 3AXON TO OFFER ANOTHER VERSION OF 
THIS COURSE AGAIN DURING THE  SCHOOL YEAR
4HE +NOWLEDGE ,OOM PROVIDED ANOTHER WAY TO MERGE THE INTERESTS AND CONCERNS 
OF TEACHERS IN THE COUNTY WITH THOSE OUTSIDE IT 0OSTINGS ON THE h!SK AN %XPERTv TOOL 
INDICATED THAT SOME COUNTY TEACHERS SAW THIS AS AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO OBTAIN LITERACY
RELATED INFORMATION DURING THE l RST YEAR OF THE PROJECT (OWEVER IT WAS MUCH LESS 
USED THAT YEARAND THROUGHOUT THE PROJECTTHAN WAS PREDICTED 4HIS WAS ALSO THE 
CASE WITH AN ELECTRONIC TEACHER FORUM REQUESTED BY THE TEACHERS AND SET UP BY 4HE 
%DUCATION !LLIANCE DEVELOPED AS AN ONLINE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY !LTHOUGH 
THERE ARE NO DEl NITIVE EXPLANATIONS FOR THIS LOW USAGE SEVERAL POSSIBILITIES EXIST A	 
TEACHERS LIKE THE IDEA OF USING TECHNOLOGY IN THEORY BUT THAT INTEREST DOES NOT CARRY 
OVER INTO PRACTICE AND B	 INTERNETBASED PROJECT SUPPORTS INTENDED TO RESOLVE SOME OF 
THE ISOLATION PROBLEMS ENDEMIC TO RURAL SCHOOL SITES DID NOT 0ROJECT STAFF ALSO OFFERED 
WELLATTENDED PRACTICAL WORKSHOPS ON EFFECTIVE VOCABULARY STRATEGIES AND ON USE OF 
THE +NOWLEDGE ,OOM AT A CONSORTIUMSPONSORED EDUCATION CONFERENCE IN /CTOBER 
 4HESE ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED THROUGH THE CONSORTIUM WERE OPEN TO 
TEACHERS FROM SCHOOLS ACROSS THE COUNTY REGARDLESS OF THEIR SCHOOLS PARTICIPATION IN THE 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT )NTEREST AS MEASURED BY ATTENDANCE WAS HIGH BY STAFF AT 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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BOTH PARTICIPATING AND NONPARTICIPATING SCHOOLS PERHAPS INDICATING THAT EDUCATORS IN 
THE COUNTY RECOGNIZED ATTENTION TO ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A RELEVANT REGIONAL CONCERN
4WO ISSUES RELATED TO THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE GRADUATE COURSE WERE PURSUED DURING 
THE  ACADEMIC YEAR ONE UNSUCCESSFULLY $ESPITE LOBBYING BY PROJECT STAFF 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND -%$/% STAFF THE COURSE WAS NOT APPROVED AS CONTENTAREA 
COURSEWORK FOR TEACHER CREDENTIALING PURPOSES (OWEVER THE COURSE WAS APPROVED 
FOR AT LEAST TWO YEARS AND THE COORDINATOR OF GRADUATE OUTREACH MADE SURE THAT IT COULD 
COUNT AS AN ELECTIVE COURSE FOR ALL OF THE EDUCATION MASTERS PROGRAMS OFFERED THROUGH 
HER OFl CE 4O ENSURE THE DEVELOPMENT OF A STATEWIDE CADRE OF CONTENTAREA LITERACY 
TEACHER MENTORS FUNDING WAS FOUND FOR TWELVE MENTORS  %NGLISH  SOCIAL STUDIES  
MATH AND  SCIENCE	 TO STAFF THE TWO  OFFERINGS OF THE GRADUATE COURSE ONE IN THE 
COUNTY AND ONE ON THE UNIVERSITYS m AGSHIP CAMPUS 4HE FUNDS FOR THE MENTORS CAME 
FROM THE 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS 0ROJECT AT THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE AND STATECONTROLLED 4ITLE 
)) FUNDS FOR MATH AND SCIENCE LEVERAGED BY *EFFERS AT THE -%$/% &IVE OF THE TWELVE 
 MENTORS CAME FROM PROJECT SCHOOLS 4HIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW -ELTZER AND 2IVERS 
WORKED CLOSELY THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT TO ENSURE THAT MORE GENERAL RESOURCES PROVIDED 
BY THE STATE WERE USED STRATEGICALLY TO INCREASE CAPACITY WITHIN THE COUNTY
4HE INSTITUTE BENEl TED FROM SERENDIPITOUS TIMING 7ILHELM AND #OOPER WHO HAD BOTH 
BEEN INVOLVED IN THE .ATIONAL 7RITING 0ROJECT HAD DEVELOPED A LIST OF THINGS THEY LIKED 
ABOUT THE NATIONAL PROJECT AND THINGS THEY WISHED WERE DIFFERENT 4HIS NEW COURSE 
INTRIGUED THEM BECAUSE IT OFFERED A CHANCE AT CORRECTING SOME OF THE LIMITATIONS OF 
TRADITIONAL UNIVERSITY COURSEWORK !S #OOPER WHO ULTIMATELY TOOK OVER INSTRUCTION OF 
THE COURSE EXPLAINED
7HEN *ULIE CAME *EFF AND ) HAD WORKED TOGETHER ON THE ;.ATIONAL= 
7RITING 0ROJECT FOR ABOUT l VE YEARS 4HERE WERE THINGS ABOUT IT THAT 
WE REALLY LIKED AND THERE WERE THINGS ABOUT IT THAT WERE NECESSITIES 
OF THE UNIVERSITY SCHEDULE OR WHATEVER THAT WE WOULD CHANGE IF WE 
COULD !ND THEN SUDDENLY THIS OPPORTUNITY TO DESIGN PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT TO BE OFFERED THROUGH THE UNIVERSITY BUT OUTSIDE THE 
CONSTRAINTS OF THE UNIVERSITY LET US THINK ABOUT THINGS THAT WE WOULD 
CHANGE IF WE COULD 3O THE l RST THING THE l RST MOST IMPORTANT THING 
WAS THE BREAKING THE CLASS UP BETWEEN SUMMER INSTITUTE AND THEN 
FOLLOWUP TIME "ECAUSE ONE OF THE THINGS WE HAD SAID A LOT ISxTHAT IF 
YOURE REALLY LEARNING SOMETHING THATS SIGNIl CANTLY NEW YOU NEED TIME 
TO PRACTICE IN A SUPPORTED WAY WHICH PEOPLE NEVER GET IN UNIVERSITY 
COURSES
4O ADDRESS THE ONGOING NEED FOR PROJECT STAFF TO CONNECT THE PROJECT TO OTHER INITIATIVES 
AT THE SCHOOL COUNTY AND STATE LEVEL -ELTZER ADAPTED AN APHORISM TO REITERATE THE 
CENTRALITY OF LITERACY DEVELOPMENT TO ACADEMIC SUCCESS IN HIGH SCHOOL AND BEYOND 3HE 
REPEATED OFTEN h,ITERACY IS NOT SOMETHING ELSE ON THE PLATE ,ITERACY IS THE PLATEv "Y THE 
END OF THE PROJECT PARTICIPANTS AND PARTNERS WERE ADDING THIS TO THEIR OWN DESCRIPTIONS 
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OF THE PROJECT %VEN DURING THE  SCHOOL YEAR PROJECT STAFF MADE THIS 
CONNECTION EXPLICITLY AND OFTEN &OR EXAMPLE THEY OVERTLY HIGHLIGHTED THE CONNECTION 
BETWEEN LITERACY AND STATED SCHOOL NEEDS SUCH AS ASSESSMENT OR TECHNOLOGY WHEN 
TALKING WITH SCHOOL TEAMS 7HEN TALKING WITH #)3% AND OTHER -%$/% PARTNERS PROJECT 
STAFF REITERATED THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ACADEMIC LITERACY DEVELOPMENT AND 0ROMISING 
&UTURES #HAPTER  THE -AINE ,EARNING 2ESULTS THE -AINE ,EARNING WITH 4ECHNOLOGY 
)NITIATIVE AND THE MANDATE TO DEVELOP COMPREHENSIVE LOCAL ASSESSMENT PLANS )N *UNE 
 PROJECT STAFF PRESENTED SIMILAR MESSAGES AT THE !DULT "ASIC %DUCATION #ONFERENCE 
IN /RONO
3TAYING ON MESSAGE IN SUCH A WAY EVENTUALLY PAID OFF 4HE FOLLOWING YEAR 	 
THE -ITCHELL'ATES 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS PROJECT INCLUDED ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS ONE OF 
THREE FOCUS STRANDS ALONG WITH TWO OTHER THEMES RELEVANT TO RURAL SCHOOLING TECHNOLOGY 
AND PLACEBASED EDUCATION	 THAT PROPOSALS NEEDED TO ADDRESS )N *ANUARY  THE 
APPROVED 2&0 FOR THE FOURTH WAVE OF #32$ GRANTEES LIMITED TO MIDDLE SCHOOLS AND HIGH 
SCHOOLS INCLUDED THE NEW REQUIREMENT OF A SCHOOLWIDE LITERACY ACTION PLAN 
$URING THE  SCHOOL YEAR THE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL MET THREE TIMES 
0RIMARY TOPICS INCLUDED
  -AKING CONNECTIONS TO OTHER PARTNERS AND INITIATIVES THROUGHOUT -AINE 
EG #ENTER FOR )NQUIRY ON ,ITERACY 0ROMISING &UTURES -AINE ,EARNING WITH 
4ECHNOLOGY )NITIATIVE ADULT EDUCATION	
  #ONNECTING THE PROJECT TO EXISTING TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES STATE ASSESSMENT 
MANDATES SUPPORT FOR PRIORITY SCHOOLS IN THE REGION THE ./!! PROJECT A LOCAL 
PLACEBASED EDUCATION PROJECT AT ONE OF THE PROJECT SCHOOLS	 ALTERNATIVE TEACHER 
CERTIl CATION AND THE COLLABORATIVE 'ATES-ITCHELL PROPOSAL WHICH BECAME THE 
'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS 0ROJECT	
  -AXIMIZING THE OPPORTUNITY FOR THE  AND  PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
COURSES OFFERED THROUGH THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE TO ESTABLISH A STATEWIDE 
NETWORK OF CONTENTAREA TEACHERS WITH ADVANCED LITERACY TRAINING 
  /FFERING UPDATES AND FEEDBACK REGARDING THE PROJECT IN THE COUNTY 
#OUNCIL MEMBERS ALSO STRATEGIZED ABOUT HOW TO ADDRESS THE GAP LEFT BY THE CONTINUED 
LACK OF A FULLTIME LITERACY COACH FOR PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS AND DISCUSSED CONNECTIONS 
TO MIDDLE SCHOOLS AND HIGHER EDUCATIONTEACHER EDUCATION !T THE -AY MEETING 
ATTENDED BY THE ,!"S PROGRAM AREA LEADER FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL REDESIGN TEACHERS AND 
ADMINISTRATORS FROM ALL PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS DISCUSSED THEIR EXPERIENCE WITH THE PROJECT 
THUS FAR 4HIS SET THE STAGE FOR THE *UNE  ,!" "OARD OF 'OVERNORS MEETING WHICH 
FOCUSED STATELEVEL AND REGIONAL ATTENTION ON THE PROJECT
6 )NSTITUTIONALIZATION 4HE 0ROJECT $EVELOPS A 
,IFE OF )TS /WN 
)N THE SPRING OF  THE ,!" "OARD OF 'OVERNORS AND THE DIRECTOR OF THE ,!" CONTRACT 
AT 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE DECIDED TO HOLD THEIR *UNE  QUARTERLY MEETING IN 0ORTLAND 
-AINE AND TO FEATURE THE COUNTY ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT AS THE POINT OF FOCUS 4HIS 
MEETING WAS AN IMPORTANT MILESTONE IN THE TRAJECTORY OF THE PROJECT &ROM THAT POINT TO 
THE END OF THE ,!" TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN -AY  THE PROJECT BEGAN TO SERVE AS AN 
IMPETUS FOR ADOLESCENT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT ELSEWHERE IN -AINE AND AS AN INCREASINGLY 
IMPORTANT EXEMPLAR OF THE CONSCIENTIOUS ENACTMENT OF THE ,!" CONTRACT )N THE l NAL 
TWO YEARS OF THE PROJECT BOTH AUTHORS OF THIS DOCUMENT AND A NUMBER OF INVOLVED 
INTERMEDIARIES AND PRACTITIONERS PRESENTED ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT AT A VARIETY OF STATEWIDE 
AND NATIONAL VENUES SUCH AS THE -AINE 3CHOOL -ANAGEMENT !SSOCIATION THE -AINE 
0RINCIPALS !SSOCIATION THE 3OUTHERN -AINE 0ARTNERSHIP 3PRING &ORUM THE .ATIONAL 2URAL 
%DUCATION !SSOCIATION THE .ATIONAL !SSOCIATION OF 3ECONDARY 3CHOOL 0RINCIPALS THE 
)NTERNATIONAL 2EADING !SSOCIATION AND THE !MERICAN %DUCATIONAL 2ESEARCH !SSOCIATION 
&IGURE  3IGNIl CANT EVENTS
*UNE   4HE PROJECT IS HIGHLIGHTED AT THE ,!" "OARD OF 'OVERNORS   
MEETING IN 0ORTLAND #OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON ATTENDS
3UMMER   4HE NEXT TWO ITERATIONS OF THE GRADUATE LEVEL SUMMER 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE THROUGH 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE ARE 
ORGANIZED  ONE TAKES PLACE WITHIN THE COUNTY AND THE OTHER A FEW     
HOURS AWAY 
 !CADEMIC 9EAR  -ONTHLY ONSITE MEETING WITH TEACHER LITERACY  
TEAMS CONTINUE 
 !CADEMIC 9EAR  4HREE MEETINGS OF THE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT 
!DVISORY #OUNCIL ARE HELD 
 !CADEMIC 9EAR  4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUM AGAIN HIRES 3AXON TO  
PROVIDE TEACHER WORKSHOPS ON CONTENTAREA READING AND ASSESSMENT AND 
BEGINS ORGANIZING hBOOK TALKSv ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY USING RESOURCES 
SUGGESTED  BY PROJECT STAFF
 !CADEMIC 9EAR  /NE PROJECT SCHOOL CONTRACTS FOR ADDITIONAL ON
SITE TEACHER COACHING FROM 3AXON AND 1UINCY ! PARTICIPATING DISTRICT 
HIRES PROJECT STAFF TO CONDUCT A WORKSHOP WITH + TEACHERS ON USING  
TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT
-ULTI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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
3UMMER   4HE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE AGAIN OFFERS THE GRADUATE LEVEL 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE BUT NOT AT A SITE 
WITHIN THE COUNTY 
*ULY   0ROJECT STAFF PLAY LARGE ROLES IN DESIGNING AND FACILITATING THE 
STATEWIDE 0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER !CADEMY WHERE TEAMS FROM  
SCHOOLS FROM ACROSS THE STATE FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT    
FOR FOUR DAYS 
!UTUMN   4HE ,!" HIRES 1UINCY AS LITERACY COACH FOR ALL l VE PROJECT 
HIGH SCHOOLS
!UTUMN   0RINCIPALS FROM THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS ASK PROJECT STAFF      
FOR SUPPORT IN IMPROVING THEIR INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP n THREE WORKSHOPS 
TAKE PLACE 0ROJECT STAFF ARE HIRED BY -%$/% TO COLEAD LEADERSHIP FOR 
LITERACY WORKSHOPS TO SUPPORT PRINCIPALS STATEWIDE
$ECEMBER   !DOLESCENT LITERACY FEATURED IN $ECEMBER 0ROMISING  
&UTURES STATEWIDE ONEDAY WORKSHOP LED BY #)3% #OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON 
TELLS THE  ASSEMBLED EDUCATORS THAT SHE CONSIDERS ADOLESCENT LITERACY   
A STRATEGIC PRIORITY 
$ECEMBER   4HE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETS IN $ECEMBER AND TWO 
ADDITIONAL MEMBERS WHO WORK AS LITERACY COACHES AT SCHOOLS OUTSIDE THE 
COUNTY ACCEPT AN INVITATION TO JOIN
*ANUARY   #)3% ADDS ADOLESCENT LITERACY CRITERIA IN THE NEW #32$ 2&0
7INTER   !LTHOUGH THE ,!" IS NO LONGER FUNDING THE LITERACY COACH    
ROLE THREE PROJECT SCHOOLS OBTAIN FUNDING TO KEEP 1UINCY AS THEIR LITERACY 
COACH &UNDING GOES THROUGH THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM
7INTER   4HE CONSORTIUM COORDINATES TWO WEEK EVENING COURSES ON 
CONTENTAREA READING AT TWO DIFFERENT COUNTY LOCATIONS #)3% FUNDS COURSE 
DEVELOPMENT BOOKS FOR PARTICIPANTS AND GUEST APPEARANCES BY CONTENT 
AREA MENTOR TEACHERS 4HE CONSORTIUM HIRES 1UINCY TO TEACH IN ONE LOCATION 
AND 2IVERS TEACHES IN THE OTHER
7INTER   #2- STAFF #)3% STAFF -%$/% STAFF AND 53- FACULTY 
COLLABORATE TO DESIGN A COURSE FOR MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS 
STATEWIDE TO ADDRESS STCENTURY LEARNING NEEDS INCLUDING LITERACY 
DEVELOPMENT -AY   ,!" SPONSORED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ENDS     
4HE LAST MEETING OF THE 0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL TAKES PLACE 
3UMMER   ! FOURTH YEAR OF THE SUMMERPLUSACADEMICYEAR ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY PROJECT GRADUATE COURSE BEGINS IN !UGUST LED BY THE 5NIVERSITY OF 
-AINE 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY
3UMMER   5NDER THE DIRECTION OF #)3% THE 0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER 
!CADEMIES AGAIN FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY &OR THE l RST TIME #)3% OFFERS 
A h,EVEL ))v 0ROMISING &UTURES SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR TEACHER TEAMS FROM 
-AINE HIGH SCHOOLS THAT HAVE ALREADY DEMONSTRATED A COMMITMENT TO 
IMPROVING ADOLESCENT LITERACY !LL OF THE PROJECT SCHOOLS ARE ON THE SELECT 
LIST INVITED TO PARTICIPATE
! 4HE *UNE TH 7ATERSHED AND "EYOND
h.OBODY AT THE STATE LEVEL OWNED THIS ;PROJECT= UNTIL *UNE  ;=v 
 A PROJECT PARTNER
/N *UNE   IN 0ORTLAND -AINE TWO STATE COMMISSIONERS OF EDUCATION AND AN 
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER WERE JOINED BY TEACHER UNION REPRESENTATIVES FROM .EW 9ORK 
#ITY AND THE !MERICAN &EDERATION OF 4EACHERS A -ASSACHUSETTSBASED SUPERINTENDENT 
A 04/ REPRESENTATIVE FROM 2HODE )SLAND MEMBERS OF THE -AINE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 
#OUNCIL AND OTHERS TO LEARN ABOUT THE NASCENT ADOLESCENT LITERACY EFFORT THAT HAD 
BEEN BEGUN l ELD IMPLEMENTATION LESS THAN  MONTHS EARLIER 4HE PRESENTERS INCLUDED 
-ELTZER 3AXON 2IVERS *EFFERS A TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST FROM 2HODE )SLAND AND TEACHERS 
OF MATH SCIENCE AND %NGLISH	 FROM THREE RURAL HIGH SCHOOLS INVOLVED IN THE INITIATIVE 
4HIS MEETING WAS CONCURRENTLY LOCAL AND TRANSLOCALTHAT IS IT INVOLVED EDUCATORS 
FROM THE TARGET SCHOOLS BUT ALSO EDUCATORS AND EDUCATIONAL LEADERS FROM ELSEWHERE 
IN THE STATE AND THROUGHOUT THE REGIONAND BROUGHT TOGETHER PARTNERS AND INTERESTED 
OTHERS TO PRESENT AND DISCUSS THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT THUS FAR 0REPARATION 
FOR THAT MEETING MEANT THAT PROJECT STAFF HAD TO CAJOLE COUNTY TEACHERS ADMINISTRATORS 
AND PROJECT PARTNERS TO COME TO 0ORTLANDA LONG DRIVE FOR THOSE WHO LIVED IN THE 
TARGET COUNTY 4HE RESULTING ATTENTION CATAPULTED THE PROJECT FROM RELATIVE OBSCURITY TO 
PROMINENCE 
#OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON IMPRESSED BY WHAT SHE HEARD ANNOUNCED THAT SHE WANTED TO 
l ND WAYS TO REPLICATE THE PROJECTS SUCCESS THROUGHOUT THE STATE 3HE CHARGED #)3% WITH 
INTEGRATING SUPPORT FOR ADOLESCENT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT INTO ITS WORK WITH HIGH SCHOOLS 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE ,ATER IN  THE DIRECTOR OF THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTES 'REAT -AINE 
3CHOOLS PROJECT '-3	 WHO HAD ALSO ATTENDED THE *UNE  MEETING	 SENT THE FOLLOWING 
EMAIL TO THE PROJECT LEADER h#OULD YOU FOLKS WRITE A STORY ON !D LIT FOR THE #)3%'-3 
NEWSLETTER 7% SHOULD -!+% 4(% #!3% FOR !D ,IT IN -AINE AND TELL THE STORY OF WHATS 
HAPPENING ALREADY .EED THIS !3!0 &RIDAYv /CT   EMAIL TO PROJECT DIRECTOR 
CAPITALS IN ORIGINAL	 
#OMMISSIONER 'ENDRONS INTEREST IN ADOLESCENT LITERACY HELD STEADY $URING THE 
 SCHOOL YEAR SHE ASKED #)3% TO WORK WITH #2- STAFF ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE ,!" PROJECT TO DEVELOP A STATEWIDE PLAN FOR ADOLESCENT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT 
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
!LTHOUGH MUCH OF THE RESULTING PLAN WAS NOT IMMEDIATELY IMPLEMENTED DUE TO FUNDING 
LIMITATIONS TWO KEY COMPONENTS WERE PUT INTO PLACE IN  &IRST IN THE SPRING #)3% 
ASKED PROJECT STAFF TO PRESENT TWO WORKSHOPS AT THE 3OUTHERN -AINE 0ARTNERSHIP 3PRING 
&ORUM DESCRIBING CONTENTAREA LITERACY STRATEGIES AND HOW TO DEVELOP A SCHOOLWIDE 
LITERACY PLAN 3ECOND DURING THE SUMMER #)3% CONTRACTED WITH #2- TO HAVE PROJECT
ASSOCIATED STAFF DESIGN AND FACILITATE THE  0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER !CADEMY AND 
TO SPONSOR CONTENTAREA LITERACY TEACHER MENTORS TO BE COPRESENTERS THUS CONTINUING 
TO BUILD -AINES CAPACITY STATEWIDE 4HE 5NIVERSITY OF 3OUTHERN -AINE ALSO ASKED 
PROJECT STAFF TO PRESENT ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY AT A REGIONAL $INE AND $ISCUSS SESSION IN 
-AY  4HE SESSION WAS OVERSUBSCRIBED AND INTERESTED TEACHERS HAD TO BE TURNED 
AWAY !DOLESCENT LITERACY HAD BECOME A HOT TOPIC ACROSS THE STATE #)3% STAFF ASKED THE 
PROJECT DIRECTOR TO ASSIST THEM WITH IDEAS FOR INCORPORATING A REQUIREMENT FOR SCHOOL
WIDE LITERACY ACTION PLANS INTO THE 2&0 FOR THE NEXT ROUND OF #32$ APPLICATIONS A 
REQUIREMENT LATER INCORPORATED INTO THE l NAL DRAFT 
9ET EVEN AS THE PROJECTS SUCCESS GENERATED EXCITEMENT THERE WAS A STRATEGIC SHIFT AWAY 
FROM THE TARGET COUNTY IN TERMS OF STATELEVEL ADVOCACY EFFORTS )N $ECEMBER  THE 
 EDUCATORS ASSEMBLED FOR #)3%S ONEDAY 0ROMISING &UTURES (IGH 3CHOOL 3UMMIT 
HAD A CHANCE TO SEE PRESENTATIONS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY FROM TWO LARGE HIGH SCHOOLS 
THAT WERE SUBSTANTIVELY LESS RURAL THAN ANY OF THE PROJECT SCHOOLS !S A #)3% STAFF MEMBER 
EXPLAINED IT
4HE FACT THAT ITS IN ;THE TARGET COUNTY= AND THEYRE VERY SMALL SCHOOLS 
REALLY MAKES IT MORE DIFl CULT TO SELL TO LARGE SCHOOL SYSTEMS 4HIS IS 
WHAT WE OUGHT TO DO -ANY LARGE SCHOOL SYSTEMS ARE LARGER THAN ALL OF 
;THE TARGET= COUNTYS SCHOOL SYSTEMS COLLECTIVELY 3O THE SCALE ISSUE IS 
THE NEGATIVE THERE "UT ) DO THINK THAT AS )VE SAID BEFORE THAT THE ROLE 
OF #)3% BEING INDEPENDENT WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT GIVES US THAT UNIQUE 
OPPORTUNITY TO BEGIN TO SEE HOW WE CAN SHAPE POLICY DIRECTIONS
!T THE SAME $ECEMBER  EVENT #OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON TOLD THE AUDIENCE THAT 
SHE CONSIDERED ADOLESCENT LITERACY A STRATEGIC PRIORITY AND MENTIONED OR REFERENCED 
hLITERACYv MORE THAN  TIMES IN HER SPEECH *EFF 7ILHELM RETURNED TO -AINE TO OFFER 
A KEYNOTE ADDRESS TITLED h$IFFERENTIATED )NSTRUCTION AND ,ITERACY $EVELOPMENTv /N 
SURVEYS COLLECTED AT THE SUMMIT THE TWO MOST REQUESTED TOPICS FOR THE  0ROMISING 
&UTURES 3UMMER !CADEMY WERE hDIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONv AND hADOLESCENT LITERACYv
)N JUST FOUR YEARS ADOLESCENT LITERACY A TERM NOT RECOGNIZED BY MOST -AINE EDUCATORS IN 
 HAD BECOME A FAMILIAR AND IMPORTANT TERM IN THE EDUCATIONAL LEXICON OF MIDDLE 
AND HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATORS STATEWIDE 
!S THE PROJECT FORMALLY CONCLUDED IN -AY  THE STATEWIDE MOBILIZATION APPEARED 
POISED TO CONTINUE WITH BOTH #OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON AND #)3% LEADING THE WAY AND 
THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE INTENDING TO CONTINUE TO OFFER ITS INTENSIVE SUMMER COURSE !S 
#OOPER EXPLAINED THOUGH IT HAD BEEN STARTED WITH JUST A TWOYEAR COMMITMENT h4HAT 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY
COURSE SORT OF DEVELOPED A LIFE OF ITS OWNv )N TURN 3IMPSON IDENTIl ED #)3%S CENTRAL 
TASKS IN  AND  AS hA KIND OF COMMUNICATED DIRECTION AND SOME PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEOPLEv RELATED TO ADOLESCENT LITERACY AND PROMISED TO 
MAKE ADOLESCENT LITERACY THE FOCAL POINT OF REQUESTS FOR PROPOSALS AND SCHOOL GATHERINGS 
LIKE THE 0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER !CADEMIES )N  #)3% AND THE 5NIVERSITY OF 
-AINE COORDINATED SCHEDULES TO ENSURE THAT THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY COURSE DID NOT 
CONm ICT WITH THE 0ROMISING &UTURES SUMMER ACADEMY SCHEDULE 
/THER STATEWIDE LINKAGES AND PROJECT EXTENSIONS WERE POSSIBLE !N ADULT EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST ON THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY ADVISORY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDED TO -%$/% 
STAFF COORDINATING -AINES CONTENT STANDARDS REVIEW THAT hTHE !D,IT PROJECT CAN INFORM 
THE ,EARNING 2ESULTS REVIEW PROCESS IN AREAS OF CONTENT METHODOLOGY BEST PRACTICES 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY CONNECTIONSv 4HIS INDIVIDUAL ALSO IDENTIl ED 
PROSPECTIVE TIES BETWEEN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY MOBILIZATION AND VARIOUS ADULT 
EDUCATION EFFORTS )N THE SPRING OF  PROJECT STAFF MET WITH -,4) AND #)3% STAFF TO 
EXPLORE EXPLICIT CONNECTIONS BETWEEN STATEWIDE TECHNOLOGY LITERACY AND LEADERSHIP 
INITIATIVES
)N THE FALL OF  4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE CONSOLIDATED THE ,!" PROGRAM OF WORK 
COMPLETING A NUMBER OF PROJECTS THAT HAD BEEN FUNDED FOR THE l RST THREE YEARS OF THE 
CONTRACT 4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WAS CONTINUED WHICH GAVE IT A HIGHER PROl LE 
WITHIN THE ,!" PROGRAM AND FROM THE FEDERAL FUNDER )%3 )T DID NOT DRAMATICALLY 
INCREASE THE FUNDS AVAILABLE TO THE PROJECT HOWEVER AS THE ,!" CONTRACT LIKE ALL FEDERAL 
REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY CONTRACTS WAS LEVEL FUNDED
4HE MOBILIZATION IN THE TARGET COUNTY TOO WAS POISED TO CONTINUE BUT PERHAPS MORE 
AMBIVALENTLY 3PECULATING IN $ECEMBER  ABOUT THE FUTURE OF THE COUNTY PROJECT A 
#)3% STAFFER EXPLAINED IN AN INTERVIEW 
) THINK THE ;TARGET= COUNTY LEADERSHIPSCHOOL DISTRICTS SUPERINTENDENTS 
PRINCIPALS SCHOOL BOARDSNEED TO EMBRACE THIS AS PART OF THEIR 
SYSTEM )TS NOT SOMETHING THAT CAN BE SUPPORTED FROM THE EXTERIOR 
FROM OUTSIDEx)F IN THIS PERIOD OF TIME THEY HAVENT SEEN THE VALUE OF IT 
TO SUPPORT IT HAVENT BEEN ABLE TO BEGIN TO THINK ABOUT THE LOGISTICS OF 
THE PERSONALITIES SUPPORTED THEN ) THINK IT WOULD BE A PROJECT THAT WILL 
CONTINUE TO HELP INFORM WHATS HAPPENING IN THE STATE OF -AINE BUT 
THERES NOT GOING TO BE A SOLUTION FOR THE ;TARGETED= COUNTY %VENTUALLY 
EVERYTHING HAS TO BE LOCAL
!T THE -AY  l NAL MEETING OF THE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL ALL l VE HIGH SCHOOLS 
REPORTED PLANS TO CONTINUE THEIR EFFORTS AT IMPLEMENTING THE PROJECT 4HE PROJECT STAFF 
HAD WORKED WITH 2IVERS AND OTHERS TO ENSURE THAT CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
OPTIONS WOULD BE AVAILABLE TO TEACHERS IN PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS AS WELL AS OTHERS IN 
THE COUNTY SEE &IGURE 	 9ET DESPITE THE SCHOOLS AND THE CONSORTIUMS INTENTIONS TO 
4(% %$5#!4)/. !,,)!.#% AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
CONTINUE THE WORK PERSISTENT FUNDING VULNERABILITIES THE RISK OF LOSING TRAINED STAFF THE 
LIMITED LOCAL PROJECT SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND THE TURN OF THE STATES ATTENTION AWAY 
FROM THE COUNTY AS A PILOT SITE ALL MEANT THAT ANY LONGTERM INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE 
PROJECT OR STAYING POWER OF CHANGES MADE ON THE CLASSROOM LEVEL BY LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL 
TEACHERS WERE FAR FROM SECURE
4HE PROJECTS MULTIPARTNER STRUCTURE AND ITS CONSTANT EFFORTS TO ALIGN PROJECT ACTIVITIES 
WITH RELATED INITIATIVES DID CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE LOCAL CONTINUATIONEXTENSION OF 
THE PROJECT !T THE END OF -AY  THREE OF THE FOUR PROJECT HIGH SCHOOLS THAT ALSO 
HAD FUNDING SUPPORT THROUGH THE 'ATES-ITCHELL 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS GRANT PLANNED TO 
USE SOME OF THEIR FUNDS TO CONTINUE ONSITE LITERACY COACHING FOR TEACHERS 4HE COUNTY 
CONSORTIUM WAS ALSO WORKING ON PLANS TO SUPPORT SUBSEQUENT COUNTYLEVEL SHARING
DISSEMINATION EFFORTS 
&IGURE  )DENTIl ED 3USTAINABILITY 3TRATEGIES FOR THE #OUNTY )NITIATIVE -AY 	
0ROFESSIONAL $EVELOPMENT /PTIONS \  3CHOOL 9EAR
 #ONTENT!REA 2EADING 3TRATEGIES 7ORKSHOPS
;4HE COUNTY CONSORTIUM= WILL AGAIN OFFER A SESSION CONTENTAREA READING 
STRATEGIES WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS AND ED TECHS )F THERE IS SUFl CIENT INTEREST 
THE WORKSHOP WILL BE OFFERED IN TWO LOCATIONS AND WILL BEGIN IN 3EPTEMBER 
AND RUN EVERY TWO WEEKS 3EPTEMBER THROUGH .OVEMBER #ATHERINE 2IVERS 
AND +EN 1UINCY WILL BE THE INSTRUCTORS $EPENDING ON INTEREST 2IVERS WILL 
HOLD "OOK 4ALKS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS AROUND THE COUNTY 
 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE #OURSE THIS SUMMER IN ;OUT OF COUNTY LOCATION= 
5- WILL AGAIN BE OFFERING THE !DVANCED !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY )NSTITUTE 
THIS SUMMER WITH FOLLOW UPS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR 4HERESA #OOPER WILL BE 
TEACHING THE COURSE
 0ROMISING &UTURES ,EVEL )) )NSTITUTE AT 4HOMAS #OLLEGE 
*ULY  IN 7ATERVILLE  *ULIE -ELTZER AND COLLEAGUES WILL BE DESIGNING 
AND FACILITATING THIS INSTITUTE WITH #)3%
 ,ITERACY #OACH
3CHOOLS ARE CURRENTLY CONTRACTING WITH +EN 1UINCY ,ENORE 3AXON ;ANOTHER 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPER= AND OTHERS TO ASSIST THEM WITH CONTINUING THE WORK 
AT THEIR SCHOOLS
 /THER WORKSHOPS COURSES AND SUPPORT ARE ALSO AVAILABLE
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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" -ORE AND ,ESS 4HAN )NTENDED
!S AGREED THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE OFFERED TWO ITERATIONS OF THE SUMMER ADVANCED 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY INSTITUTE DURING THE SUMMER OF  ONE IN COUNTY AND ONE ABOUT 
TWO HOURS AWAY 3IXTY TEACHERS ENROLLED IN THE CLASSES l FTEEN OF THESE WERE FROM THE 
COUNTY &IVE TEACHERS FROM THE PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS WHO HAD ATTENDED THE PREVIOUS 
YEAR WERE PAID TO BE MENTORS JOINING SEVEN OTHER TEACHERS FROM AROUND THE STATE 
/NE SCHOOL WHICH HAD ONLY SENT ONE TEACHER THE PREVIOUS YEAR SENT A TEAM OF l VE 
TEACHERS WHILE THREE OTHER PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS SENT A SECOND hROUNDv OF TEACHERS 4HE 
5NIVERSITY OF -AINE OFFERED THE GRADUATE COURSE AGAIN IN THE SUMMER OF  BUT NOT 
IN THE COUNTY 4HE  OFFERING WAS WELL ATTENDED BY TEACHERS OUTSIDE THE COUNTY BUT 
ONLY ONE ADDITIONAL TEACHER FROM A PROJECT SCHOOL PARTICIPATED TWO TEACHERS FROM ONE 
OF THE SCHOOLS SERVED AS CONTENTAREA MENTORS ! TOTAL OF  TEACHERS TOOK THE COURSE 
DURING THE l RST FOUR TIMES IT WAS OFFERED SLIGHTLY LESS THAN HALF OF THOSE WERE FROM THE 
COUNTY AND  OF THOSE WERE FROM PROJECT SCHOOLS )T WAS THE LARGEST SECONDARY TEACHER 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE EVER LAUNCHED IN THE COUNTY AND SOME OF THE 
TEACHERS WENT ON TO ENROLL IN GRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMS BECAUSE OF THEIR INVOLVEMENT 
WITH THIS COURSE 
$URING THE l RST TWO YEARS OF THE PROJECT ALL l VE SCHOOLS MET THEIR AGREEMENT TO 
HAVE  OF THEIR CORE CONTENTAREA TEACHERS ATTEND CONTENTAREA READING TEACHER 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 4HIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH ATTENDANCE AT THE 5NIVERSITY 
OF -AINES COMPREHENSIVE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE AND THE 
MORE BASIC VERSIONS OFFERED BY THE SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACH IN COLLABORATION WITH 
THE PROJECT DIRECTOR AND THE CONSORTIUM DIRECTOR DURING  AND 
!LSO IN  THE CONSORTIUM DIRECTOR BEGAN OFFERING hBOOK TALKSv ABOUT LITERACY 
RELATED BOOKS SUCH AS #HRIS 4OVANIS ) 2EAD )T "UT ) $ONT 'ET )T AND +YLENE "EERS 
7HEN +IDS #ANT 2EAD 7HAT 4EACHERS #AN $OSELECTIONS SUGGESTED BY THE PROJECT 
DIRECTOR FOR THIS PURPOSE )N  ADDITIONAL TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WAS OFFERED AT TWO COUNTY SITES BY CURRENT AND FORMER COUNTY CONSORTIUM STAFF DURING 
THE SPRING OF  BUT NOT AS GRADUATE COURSEWORK 4WENTYl VE TEACHERS FROM BOTH 
PARTICIPATING AND NONPARTICIPATING SCHOOLS ATTENDED THE WEEK COURSE #)3% PROVIDED 
FUNDING FOR BOOKS AND FOR CONTENTAREA MENTOR TEACHERS TO ASSIST THE COURSE LEADERS 
0ARTICIPATING TEACHERS RECEIVED CONTACT HOUR CREDITS WHICH WERE NEEDED TO COMPLY  
WITH .O #HILD ,EFT "EHIND REQUIREMENTS 
0ROJECT STAFF CONTINUED TO MEET ON SITE WITH LITERACY TEAMS EACH MONTH THROUGHOUT THE 
 AND  SCHOOL YEARS 0ROJECTWIDE GOALS SEE &IGURE 	 WERE 
SHARED AND PURSUED BY ALL l VE SCHOOL TEAMS DURING THE TWO SCHOOL YEARS 3EVERAL ISSUES 
BECAME INCREASINGLY CLEAR AS THE PARTICIPANTS FOCUSED ON DEEPENING REl NING AND 
GROWING THE WORK DURING THESE YEARS -ANY TEACHERS NEEDED MORE DEVELOPED PLANNING 
LESSONUNIT DESIGN ASSESSMENT ANDOR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT SKILLS TO EFFECTIVELY 
IMPLEMENT THEIR LITERACY SUPPORT STRATEGIES 4HEREFORE THE PROJECT INCREASED THE NUMBER 
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
OF MINIWORKSHOPS PROVIDED AT THE SCHOOLS AND IN THE FALL OF  THE ,!" PAID FOR 
+EN 1UINCY TO BECOME A LITERACY COACH !LSO THE PRINCIPALS AT THE SCHOOLS l RST DECLINED 
AND THEN REQUESTED ASSISTANCE FROM -ELTZER TO IMPROVE THEIR CLASSROOM OBSERVATION 
AND INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS )N RESPONSE SHE MET WITH PRINCIPALS AS A GROUP THREE 
TIMES DURING THE  ACADEMIC YEAR !LTHOUGH THE PROJECT HAD BEEN LAUNCHED 
WITH AN AGREEMENT THAT NO NEW STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT DATA WOULD BE COLLECTED BY THE 
END OF THE  SCHOOL YEAR SEVERAL TEAMS FELT THAT HAVING READING ASSESSMENT 
DATA WOULD BE HELPFUL 3O THE CONSORTIUM DIRECTOR ASSISTED SCHOOLS IN CONDUCTING PRE
AND POSTREADING ASSESSMENT FOR NINTH GRADERS DURING THE  SCHOOL YEAR 4HE 
,!" PROVIDED FUNDING FOR THIS AND FOR DIAGNOSTIC READING KITS AND TRAINING DURING THE FALL 
OF  THUS IMPROVING EACH SCHOOLS CAPACITY TO DIAGNOSE AND ADDRESS STUDENT READING 
ISSUES
&IGURE  !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT 'OALS n
)N ALL l VE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT SCHOOLS IN ALL CONTENT AREAS
s 3TUDENTS IN GRADES n WILL READ AND WRITE MORE
s 4EACHERS WILL PROVIDE MORE READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION
s 4EACHERS WILL COLLABORATE TO IMPROVE READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION AND 
TO INCREASE THE EFFECTIVE USE OF READING WRITING SPEAKING LISTENING AND 
THINKING ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT CONTENTAREA LEARNING
s 3TUDENTS IN GRADES n WILL BECOME MORE MOTIVATED AND PROl CIENT READERS 
AND WRITERS WHO CAN AND DO USE READING AND WRITING EFFECTIVELY TO LEARN 
AND TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES ANDOR FOR RECREATION IN AND OUT OF SCHOOL
s ,ITERACY TEAMS WILL COLLECT EVIDENCE THAT DEMONSTRATES THAT THEIR LITERACY 
ACTION PLAN IS LINKED TO IMPROVED STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
.OTE 7HILE THESE ITEMS REFER ONLY TO READING AND WRITING IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT 
EFFECTIVE READING AND WRITING INSTRUCTION INCLUDES THE PURPOSEFUL USE OF 
SPEAKING AND LISTENING STRATEGIES AND PROMOTES THE USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF 
HIGHER ORDER THINKING SKILLS 
4HOUGH DEPLOYMENT OF AN ONSITE LITERACY COACH HAD BEEN PART OF THE PROJECT DESIGN 
FROM THE BEGINNING THAT POSITION WAS ONLY INTERMITTENTLY l LLED DURING THE PROJECT 
4EACHERS WHO TOOK THE SUMMER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COURSE HAD TO IDENTIFY AND 
MEET FOUR TIMES WITH A PEER COACH (OWEVER THAT EFFORT DID NOT REACH MOST OF THE 
COUNTY TEACHERS PARTICIPATING IN THE INITIATIVE $URING THE  SCHOOL YEAR 
PROJECT STAFF TRIED TO HELP SCHOOLS COMPENSATE FOR THE LACK OF A COACH BY SUPPORTING 
TEACHERS TO DO PEER COACHING AT TWO OF THE SCHOOLS AND PEER WORKSHOPS AT ONE SCHOOL 
AND BY SUGGESTING INCREASED USE OF THE +NOWLEDGE ,OOM AND THE ELECTRONIC TEACHER 
FORUM +EN 1UINCY ATTENDED THE MONTHLY LITERACY TEAM MEETINGS WITH ,ENORE 3AXON 
AT EACH SCHOOL ,ATER WHEN FUNDING FOR HIS POSITION AT THE CONSORTIUM RAN OUT IN THE 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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SUMMER OF  HE SERVED AS A CONTENTAREA MENTOR AT #)3%S  0ROMISING &UTURES
3UMMER !CADEMY AND THEN WITH ,!" FUNDING BECAME A FORMALLY DESIGNATED LITERACY 
COACH FOR THE PROJECT DURING THE FALL OF  4HE PROJECT WAS THUS l NALLY THOUGH 
TEMPORARILY ABLE TO OFFER TEACHERS ONSITE COPLANNING MODELING AND COACHING IN THE 
USE OF THE LITERACY SUPPORT STRATEGIES HIGHLIGHTED THROUGH PROJECT ASSOCIATED PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT INCLUDING ONSITE MINIWORKSHOPS 7HEN THE ,!"S FUNDING OF THE COACH 
ROLE ENDED IN $ECEMBER OF  THREE SCHOOLS OPTED TO CONTINUE INDEPENDENT FUNDING 
OF HIS WORK THROUGH THE CONSORTIUM INTO THE SPRING OF  1UINCY WAS ALSO HIRED BY 
THE CONSORTIUM TO TEACH ONE OF THE TWO WEEK CONTENTAREA READING COURSES OFFERED 
DURING THE SPRING OF  THE OTHER COURSE WAS TAUGHT BY THE CONSORTIUM DIRECTOR	 
1UINCYS MULTIPLE TITLES AND ROLES IN THE PROJECT ARE A REMINDER BOTH OF HOW SUCCESSFULLY 
THE PROJECT WAS ABLE TO COBBLE TOGETHER TASKS AND FUNDING TO CONTINUE MOVING FORWARD 
AND OF HOW DEPENDENT THE PROJECT WAS ON A VERY SMALL LIST OF KEY INDIVIDUALS 1UINCY 
DISCUSSED HIS PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IN A *ANUARY  INTERVIEW
) WOULD GO IN AND REALLY JUST KIND OF OBSERVE AND THEN TALK A LITTLE 
AFTERWARDS h(OWD IT GO 7HAT MIGHT BE DIFFERENT 7HAT OBSERVATIONS 
DID ) HAVE WITH ;REGARD TO= ENGAGEMENT AND MOTIVATION OF STUDENTSv 
3O PROBABLY AFTER THREE OR FOUR WEEKS OF THAT ) REALIZED THAT WASNT 
EVEN GOING TO BE ENOUGH )T NEEDED TO BE FURTHER MY ROLE NEEDED TO 
BE A LITTLE BIT FURTHER DEl NED AS FAR AS WHAT ) WAS SEEINGTHAT TEACHERS 
WERENT ADEQUATELY PREPARING TO USE THE STRATEGIES 4HEY WERENT REALLY 
THINKING LONG TERM ABOUT WHERE THEY l T INTO BEFORE DURING AND AFTER 
/R WHAT THEIR OBJECTIVES WERE TO USE ALL OF THESE STRATEGIES )T WAS A HIT 
OR MISS TYPE THING AND ) WAS UNDER THE IMPRESSION THAT TEACHERS WERE 
DOING IT GENERALLY ONLY WHEN ) WAS GOING TO BE PRESENTx !T THAT POINT 
WE KNEW THE PROJECT WAS NEARING AN END 7E HAD A YEAR OR SO LEFT 
!ND THE QUESTIONS STARTED TO RISE ABOUT THE SUSTAINABILITY 7HAT ARE 
TEACHERS DOING (OW MUCH BUYIN IS THERE IF THIS IS WHAT WERE SEEING 
"UT ) KNEW SPECIl CALLY ;AT THAT ONE SCHOOL= THE BUYIN WAS A LITTLE BIT 
DIFFERENT 7E HAD A LOT OF SHIFT IN ADMINISTRATION WE LOST A PRINCIPAL 
WE LOST A SUPERINTENDENT WE LOST SEVERAL STAFF PEOPLEx3O THERE WAS A
LACK OF CONTINUITY REALLY WITH THE TEAM 3O ) THINK ) SAT DOWN WITH *ULIE
;-ELTZER= !ND ) KNEW THE COACHING PIECEx!ND ) GUESS IT WAS EVIDENT 
THAT n ) THINK THEY NEEDED MORE SUPPORT &OR SOME TEACHERS IT WAS 
AN ISSUE OF COMFORT LEVEL 4HEYD BEEN EXPOSED TO STRATEGIES 4HEY HAD 
HAD SIX GRADUATE CREDIT HOURS IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT YET THE 
APPLICATION OF THAT WASNT ALWAYS THERE 3O WE CONTINUED WITH THAT !ND 
) THINK IT WAS FAIRLY SUCCESSFUL
4HE PROJECT ADVISORY COUNCIL CONTINUED TO MEET PERIODICALLY DURING THE  AND 
 SCHOOL YEARS BUT ITS ROLE SUBTLY BEGAN TO CHANGE )N ADDITION TO ADVISING 
THE PROJECT THE COUNCIL BECAME A MEANS FOR COMMUNICATING AND PLANNING ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY EFFORTS ACROSS THE STATE )N THE FALL OF  AT A MEETING WITH THE DIRECTOR OF THE 
'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS AND OTHER #)3%-%$/% STAFF THE COUNCIL WAS ASKED TO GENERATE 
A LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS ABOUT ADOLESCENT LITERACY SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT FOR STATE 
PERSONNEL 
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
!T THE SAME TIME THE COUNCILS ORIGINAL ADVISING ROLE CONTINUED )N THE SPRING OF  
PROJECT STAFF MET WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM EACH OF THE l VE SCHOOLS TO DISCUSS PROJECT 
PROGRESS AND REQUESTS FOR SCHOOL VISITS FROM OUTSIDE THE COUNTY )N THE FALL OF  
THE COUNCIL EXPLORED STATEWIDE AND INCOUNTY SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGIES THAT WOULD HELP 
MAINTAIN MOMENTUM ON THE ISSUE WITHIN THE COUNTY !T THE COUNCILS l NAL MEETING 
IN -AY  MEMBERS HEARD REPRESENTATIVES FROM EACH PARTICIPATING SCHOOL DISCUSS 
PLANS TO SUSTAIN THE WORK BEGUN UNDER THE AEGIS OF THE PROJECT &OLLOWING THAT MEETING 
INFORMAL COLLABORATIVE PLANNING TO SUPPORT THOSE EFFORTS CONTINUED AMONG MEMBERS OF 
THE COUNCIL
# #OMPETING ,OCAL !GENDAS
"Y THE  SCHOOL YEAR SEVERAL PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS WERE IMPLEMENTING OTHER 
CHANGES NOT NECESSARILY ALIGNED WITH THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT EG PURSUING AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO BE A PILOT SITE FOR A GRANTFUNDED PLACEBASED EDUCATION PROGRAM	 )N FOUR 
OF THE SCHOOLS THE SUCCESSFUL AND UNPRECEDENTED	 JOINT APPLICATION FOR A COLLABORATIVE 
GRANT AS PART OF THE 'ATES-ITCHELL 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS 0ROJECT MEANT THAT A COLLECTIVE 
FOCUS ON LOCAL ASSESSMENT DEVELOPMENT WOULD INTENSIFY DURING THE  AND 
 SCHOOL YEARS ALTHOUGH THERE WAS ALSO A PROSPECT THAT THE 'REAT -AINE 
3CHOOLS AFl LIATION COULD ULTIMATELY EXTEND THE WORK OF THE PROJECT AT SOME OF THOSE 
SCHOOLS	 )N  SCHOOLS COUNTYWIDE WERE PREOCCUPIED WITH SERIOUS FUNDING 
CUTS UNDER THE STATES PROPOSED ESSENTIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES MODEL AND TEACHER 
MORALE WAS DOWN )N A *ANUARY  INTERVIEW +EN 1UINCY IDENTIl ED THAT THE SMALLEST 
PARTICIPATING SCHOOL WAS FACING MORE THAN  OF PROSPECTIVE CUTS WHILE ONE OF 
THE LARGER ONES WAS FACING A  CUT
4WO PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS HAD NEW PRINCIPALS WHO WERE FOCUSING ON GETTING THINGS 
TOGETHER AND FOR WHOM THE LITERACY PROJECT WAS A hNICE SUPPORTv BUT NOT A CENTRAL FOCUS 
4WO OTHER SCHOOLS CONTINUED TO FACE SERIOUS CONSOLIDATION THREATS AND THE l FTH SCHOOL 
WAS UNDER ENORMOUS PRESSURE TO RAISE TEST SCORESA FOCUS THAT TEACHERS DID NOT VIEW AS 
CONSISTENT WITH THE LITERACY PROJECT -EANWHILE THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM WAS FORCED TO 
REDUCE STAFF AS SEVERAL GRANTS RAN OUT RESTRICTING ITS ABILITY TO PROVIDE EXTENSIVE PROJECT 
COORDINATION AND SUPPORT #ONSORTIUM SUPPORT WAS STILL EVIDENT BUT DURING THE 
 SCHOOL YEAR THAT SUPPORT WAS SOLELY CONTINGENT ON THE EFFORTS OF #ATHERINE 2IVERS 
6) 2EVISITING -ULTI0ARTY #OLLABORATION !S )T 
2ELATES TO !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY (IGH 3CHOOL 
2EFORM AND 2URAL %DUCATION
)N -AY  THE ,!"S ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT IN A RURAL -AINE COUNTY ENDED 
4HAT DID NOT MEAN THAT PROJECTPRECIPITATED ADOLESCENT LITERACY ACTIVITIES IN THE COUNTY 
ENDED NOR THAT PROJECT PARTICIPANTS NEWLY DEVELOPED EXPERTISE WAS LOST OR NO LONGER 
VALUED .OR DID IT MEAN THAT #)3% AND -%$/% DROPPED THEIR ENTHUSIASTIC EMBRACE 
FOR ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A KEY COMPONENT OF HIGH SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT NOR EVEN 
THAT )%3 MONIES m OWING TO THE ,!" CEASED TO SUPPORT THE PROJECT )%3 CONTINUES TO 
SUPPORT THE PROJECT THROUGH THE END OF THE .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL 
,ABORATORY CONTRACT IN $ECEMBER  BUT THE l NAL SIX MONTHS OF FUNDING PAYS FOR DATA 
ANALYSIS AND REPORT WRITING NOT ACTION IN THE l ELD	 3TILL THE -AY  PROJECT ENDING 
DATE MEANT THAT THE INTERINSTITUTIONAL OPERATING LOGIC OF THE PROJECT CHANGED AND THAT 
MAJOR RESOURCES FOR ADOLESCENT LITERACY WERE GONE 0OST-AY  NO SINGLE PERSON 
OR INSTITUTION l LLED THE ROLE OF PROJECT LEADER -ELTZERS ROLE	 .OR WAS THERE A SCHOOL 
IMPLEMENTATION COACH WORKING WITH LITERACY TEAMS ON A MONTHLY BASIS 3AXONS ROLE	 
&ROM A PROBLEMDIAGNOSIS AND STRATEGYOFACTION STANDPOINT THE CONCLUSION OF THE ,!"
FUNDED PROJECT MEANT AN END TO A CLEAR EXTERNAL MESSAGE THAT ADOLESCENT LITERACY SHOULD 
BE THE CENTRAL FOCUS OF WHOLESCHOOL CHANGE EFFORTS /N THE OTHER HAND THE PROJECT HAD 
MOBILIZED PEOPLE AND INSTITUTIONS TO CONCUR THAT ADOLESCENT LITERACY IS A CHALLENGE THAT 
UNDERPERFORMING RURAL HIGH SCHOOLS AND OTHER HIGH SCHOOLS	 NEED TO ADDRESS !CCORDING 
TO "OB 3IMPSON 
7ITHOUT THE ;COUNTY ADOLESCENT LITERACY= PROJECT AND THE INITIATIVES THAT 
) THINK SUPPORTED IT;THE= 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE AND THEN #)3% TAKING 
ON A GREATER ROLExTHE NEW COMMISSIONER SEEING IT AS AN IMPORTANT 
LEVERAGE POINT FOR CHANGE 3HE SPEAKS ABOUT IT PASSIONATELYx7ED BE 
AT A DIFFERENT POINT TODAY WITHOUT THAT PROJECT )T KEPT THE CONVERSATION 
ALIVE IN -AINE )T CREATED A CONVERSATION IN -AINE AND SUSTAINED IT
7E DO NOT KNOW WHAT WILL HAPPEN NEXT 0ROJECTIONS ABOUT THE PROJECTS LEGACY WOULD 
MOST LIKELY BE DIFFERENT FROM A LOCAL STANDPOINT VERSUS A STATE OR REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE 
$ESPITE THE UNCERTAINTY IT IS STILL POSSIBLE TO DERIVE SOME IMPORTANT LESSONS FROM THE 
EXPERIENCES OF THE PROJECT ABOUT ADOLESCENT LITERACY SYSTEMIC HIGH SCHOOL REFORM 
AND RURAL EDUCATION 3OME OF THE LESSONS ARE CONTEXT RELATEDFOR EXAMPLE IT WAS 
POSSIBLE TO HAVE HIGH SCHOOLS IN THIS HISTORICALLY UNDERRESOURCED AND UNDERPERFORMING 
REGION MAINTAIN A SUSTAINED FOCUS ON IMPROVING CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION OVER MULTIPLE 
CONSECUTIVE YEARS /THERS WERE EASIER TO GENERALIZE &OR EXAMPLE ATTENTION TO 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY DEVELOPMENT WAS AN ISSUE FOUND TO BE SALIENT ACROSS ALL INSTITUTIONS 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
THAT MAKE UP AN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM INCLUDING STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION 
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION PHILANTHROPIES LOCAL CONSORTIA REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL 
LABORATORIES EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING ORGANIZATIONS AND SCHOOLS
)MPLICATIONS 2EGARDING !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY
! CONTRIBUTION OF THIS PROJECT IS TO ILLUSTRATE THE NUMBER OF COMPLEMENTARY ROUTES 
THROUGH WHICH PURPOSEFUL ATTENTION TO ADOLESCENT LITERACY CAN BE PROMOTED &OR 
EXAMPLE WITHIN THE COUNTY PARTNERS LEVERAGED RESOURCES IN VARIOUS COMBINATIONS 
TO DEVELOP AND OFFER  DIFFERENT TYPES OF TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OVER THE 
COURSE OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT
  4WO 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE COURSES 
  /NLINE PROFESSIONAL TOOLS SUCH AS THE +NOWLEDGE ,OOMS !DOLESCENT       
,ITERACY IN THE #ONTENT !REAS SPOTLIGHT AND THE ELECTRONIC TEACHER FORUM 
  7ORKSHOPS AT THE ANNUAL COUNTY EDUCATION CONFERENCE 
  /NSITE TEACHER COACHING 
  #ONTENTAREA READING WORKSHOPS OFFERED BY PROJECT STAFF DURING        
AND 
  #ONTENTAREA READING COURSES OFFERED BY CONSORTIUM STAFF DURING 
  #USTOMDESIGNED WORKSHOPS FOR TEACHERS AND ADMINISTRATORS TO ADDRESS     
TOPICS SUCH AS DIAGNOSTIC READING ASSESSMENT AND LEADERSHIP FOR LITERACY 
  "OOK TALKS 
  $INE  $ISCUSS EVENTS 
  /NSITE MINIWORKSHOPS FOCUSED ON THE USE OF PARTICULAR LITERACY SUPPORT 
STRATEGIES CONNECTED TO SCHOOLS LITERACY ACTION PLANS
-ANY OF THESE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES EG THE +NOWLEDGE ,OOM 
!DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN THE #ONTENT !REAS SPOTLIGHT THE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE COURSES 
$INE  $ISCUSS EVENTS	 WERE ALSO AVAILABLE IN COMPARABLE FORM TO TEACHERS OUTSIDE 
OF THE COUNTY ANDOR THOSE FROM NONPARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS $URING THE COURSE OF 
THE PROJECT PARTNERS COLLABORATED TO OFFER SIX ADDITIONAL FORMS OF CONTENTAREA READING 
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OUTSIDE OF THE COUNTY BUT OPEN TO COUNTY TEACHERS
SCHOOLS THE  AND  5NIVERSITY OF -AINE COURSE THE 0ROMISING &UTURES 3UMMER 
!CADEMIES IN  AND  #)3%S  ADOLESCENT LITERACY h,EVEL ))v INSTITUTE 
OTHER PRESENTATIONS AND WORKSHOPS OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE STATE THE NEW ST #ENTURY 
4EACHING AND ,EARNING COURSE IN  AND SESSIONS AT THE 3OUTHERN -AINE 0ARTNERSHIP 
3PRING &ORUM IN  AND  !LTHOUGH SOME OF THESE VENUES AND FORMATS FOR 
TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXISTED PRIOR TO THE PROJECT MOST HAD NOT PREVIOUSLY 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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ADDRESSED THE TOPIC OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY OR CONTENTAREA READING ISSUES AND MANY 
WERE DEVELOPED DURING ANDOR AS A DIRECT RESULT OF THE PROJECT 4HESE PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES ARE TANGIBLE OUTCOMES OF THE PROJECT AND ARE NOW l RMLY 
SITUATED WITHIN PARTNERS ONGOING STRUCTURES
3INCE THE START OF THIS PROJECT ADOLESCENT LITERACY HAS BECOME A hHOTv TOPIC BOTH IN 
-AINE AND NATIONALLY $ESPITE THIS INCREASING ATTENTION IN MOST SECONDARY EDUCATION 
CIRCLES IN THE 5NITED 3TATES A FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A STRATEGY FOR WHOLE SCHOOL 
CHANGE IS NOT A FAMILIAR ONE /UR REVIEW OF THE DATA SUGGEST THAT ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
INITIATIVES IN ANY LOCALE MIGHT AS A l RST STEP NEED TO OVERCOME SKEPTICISM AND A LACK OF 
FAMILIARITY WITH THE GOALS UNDERLYING LOGIC MODELS AND EMPHASES OF SUCH INITIATIVES
)N ADDITION COMPREHENSIVE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECTS SUCH AS THE ONE DESCRIBED 
HERE MAY NEED TO GO THROUGH A hGETTING TO READYv PERIOD BEFORE PROJECT ACTIVITIES BEGIN 
IN EARNEST &OR THIS PROJECT INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING TEACHER TRAINING INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND TEACHER READINESS PROVED OPTIMISTIC !T THE TIME THE PROJECT BEGAN THERE WAS 
NO ADVANCED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ON THE TOPIC OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY AVAILABLE 
ANYWHERE IN -AINE %ARLY PROJECT ENERGIES WERE DEVOTED TO CREATING THIS CAPACITY 
THROUGH THE LOCAL CONSORTIUM !S ANTICIPATED MANY TEACHERS REQUIRED ADDITIONAL ONSITE 
ASSISTANCE TO SUCCESSFULLY ADAPT LESSON PLANNING TO INCLUDE EXPLICIT LITERACY INSTRUCTION 
0ROJECT STAFF FOUND THAT TEACHERS SOMETIMES NEEDED MORE FOUNDATIONAL SUPPORT l RSTFOR 
EXAMPLE INSTRUCTION IN HOW TO DEVELOP EFFECTIVE LESSON PLANS OR DIRECT MODELING OF A 
LITERACY STRATEGY WITH STUDENTSBEFORE BEING ABLE TO SUCCESSFULLY USE AND ADAPT LITERACY 
STRATEGIES TO MEET THE NEEDS OF UNDERPERFORMING LEARNERS 4HE ORIGINAL PREMISE THAT 
BOTH COURSEWORK AND ONSITE TEACHER COACHING WOULD BE NECESSARY TO SUPPORT SHIFTS IN 
CLASSROOM TEACHING AND LEARNING PROVED CORRECT 
4HE CONSISTENT PRESENCE OF A SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION COACH SHARED BY THE PARTICIPATING 
SCHOOLS WAS A KEY INGREDIENT "Y HAVING A REm ECTIVE RESPONSIVE DESIGNMONTHLY 
MEETINGS AT EACH SCHOOL PRECEDED BY CAREFUL PLANNING AND FOLLOWED UP BY CAREFUL 
REVIEWAND A COACH ADROIT ENOUGH TO ADAPT HER COACHING TO l T SPECIl C CIRCUMSTANCES 
THE EMPHASIS ON LITERACY COULD BE PURSUED CONSISTENTLY AND INSISTENTLY "ECAUSE 3AXON 
STAYED WITH THE PROJECT FOR ITS DURATION SHE COULD DEVELOP A RAPPORT AND ESTABLISH 
CREDIBILITY WITH LITERACY TEAM MEMBERS "Y DOING SO SHE WAS ABLE TO OVERCOME SOME 
OF THE GENERAL RELUCTANCE TO TRY YET ANOTHER INTERVENTION AND SPECIl C SKEPTICISM ABOUT 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A SCHOOLCHANGE FRAMEWORK PARTICULARLY WHEN PROPOSED BY 
OUTSIDERS 
)N SOME WAYS THIS PROJECT PROVIDED l VE PILOT SITES TO CHECK THE VIABILITY OF THE 
!DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK -ELTZER 	 AS A GUIDING BLUEPRINT FOR 
DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE SCHOOLWIDE LITERACY INITIATIVES )T IS STILL TOO EARLY AT THE TIME OF 
THIS WRITING *UNE 	 TO SPEAK DEl NITIVELY ABOUT THE PROJECTS IMPACT ON STUDENT 
OUTCOMES AND SMALL RURAL SCHOOL GRADE COHORTS MAKE VALID YEARTOYEAR COMPARISONS 
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DIFl CULT	 (OWEVER IT MAY NOT BE TOO SOON TO APPLY ADDITIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF 
PROJECT SUCCESS SUGGESTED BY #UBAN 	 SUCH AS hPOPULARITYv hLONGEVITYv AND 
hADAPTABILITYv !GAINST THESE CRITERIA AND AS MEASURED BY BOTH ITS GROWING ADOPTION 
BEYOND THE COUNTY BY SCHOOLS AND EDUCATORS POSITIONED IN OTHER STRUCTURES LIKE #)3% 
AND THE 'ATES-ITCHELL 'REAT -AINE 3CHOOLS PROJECT	 AND INTEREST FROM INITIALLY SKEPTICAL 
SCHOOLS WITHIN THE COUNTY THE LOGIC AND USEFULNESS OF THE FRAMEWORK CAN BE SEEN AS 
VIABLE 4HE PROJECTS MORE THAN YEAR DURATION WITHIN THE COUNTY ALSO REPRESENTS THE 
LONGEST HIGH SCHOOL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERVENTION IN THE COUNTYS HISTORY 4HAT 
THE l VE PARTICIPATING HIGH SCHOOLS WERE ABLE TO SUSTAIN THEIR PARTICIPATION USING l VE 
DIFFERENT SELFDEVELOPED IN CONSULTATION WITH THE SCHOOL COACH	 MODELS SUGGESTS THAT THE 
FRAMEWORK CAN BE PURSUED IN VARYING WAYS 
)MPLICATIONS FOR 3YSTEMIC %DUCATIONAL 2EFORM
4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT CAN ALSO BE INVESTIGATED FOR ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR SYSTEMIC 
HIGH SCHOOL REFORM AND SUSTAINABLE SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT )N THE l RST SECTION OF THIS 
PAPER REFERENCING $ESIMONE 	 WE SUGGESTED THAT ADOLESCENT LITERACY MIGHT 
CONSTITUTE A hFOURTH WAVEv OF REFORM A WAVE FOCUSING ON TEACHING AND LEARNING 
RATHER THAN CURRICULUM THE l RST WAVESTANDARDS	 CONSTITUENT RESPONSIVENESS THE 
SECOND WAVEPARENT AND COMMUNITY INCLUSION	 OR RESTRUCTURING THE THIRD WAVE
COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL REFORM	 4HE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS AN ADDITIONAL 
DOMAIN THAT HIGH SCHOOL REFORM NEEDS TO ADDRESSEXPLICIT CHANGES IN TEACHING 
STRATEGIES 3TUDENT OUTCOMES ARE UNLIKELY TO CHANGE WITHOUT SOME CHANGE IN THE 
TEACHING THEY EXPERIENCE 
4HERE IS AN IMPORTANT STORY SUGGESTED BY THE EXPERIENCE CREATING A MULTIPLEENTITY 
PARTNERSHIP ON BEHALF OF THIS PROJECT &INK 	 OBSERVES THAT IT IS DIFl CULT FOR 
INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS TO MAINTAIN THEIR INNOVATION ABSENT CHANGE IN THE LARGER SYSTEM IN 
WHICH THEY EXIST ,IKEWISE 3TRINGl ELD AND 9AKIMOWSKI3REBNICK 	 ACKNOWLEDGE 
THAT SCHOOL REFORM UNALIGNED WITH SYSTEM REFORM FAILS TO SOLVE SYSTEMORIGINATING 
PROBLEMS 4HE ULTIMATE EMBRACE OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT BY PERSONNEL AT #)3% 
AND THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE PERSONNEL WHO HAD BEEN KEY ADVOCATES OF THE 0ROMISING 
&UTURES HIGH SCHOOL REFORM FRAMEWORK IS SIGNIl CANT 4HEIR ENDORSEMENT SUGGESTS THAT 
INCLUDING A FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY CAN BE PART OF THE ESSENTIAL WORK OF HIGH SCHOOL 
REFORM 4HROUGH THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PROJECT PROJECT PARTNERS AT #)3% -%$/% THE 
-ITCHELL )NSTITUTE AND ELSEWHERE LEARNED OF A GAPA MISSING EXPLICIT FOCUS ON CHANGING 
TEACHING ACROSS THE CONTENT AREASTHAT THEIR PREVIOUS 0ROMISING &UTURES IMPLEMENTATION 
EFFORTS HAD NOT ADDRESSED 4HEY CHANGED THEIR EFFORTS BECAUSE OF THIS AND THEREBY 
CHANGED THE CONTEXT IN WHICH HIGH SCHOOLS OPERATE IN -AINE 4HIS WAS A SYSTEMIC 
CHANGE BROUGHT ABOUT AND SUPPORTED BY A VARIETY OF PARTNERS 
0ROJECT PARTICIPANTS WERE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT FOR 
A VARIETY OF REASONS 4HE UNIT OF CHANGE WITHIN WHICH THEY OPERATED VARIED ACCORDING 
TO POSITION MODUS OPERANDI AND PRECEDENT &OR EXAMPLE WHETHER IN THE INTRODUCTION 
-ULTI0ARTY -OBILIZATION FOR !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY IN A 2URAL !REA ! #ASE 3TUDY OF 0OLICY $EVELOPMENT AND #OLLABORATION
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TO 0ROMISING &UTURES HIS LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR THE ,!" TECHNICAL PROPOSAL OR HIS 
RATIONALIZATION FOR SELECTING THE TARGET COUNTY #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE WAS OPERATING 
AT A WHOLE STATE SCALE )T IS LIKELY THAT ONE KEY REASON FOR HIS INTEREST IN THE PROJECT WAS 
ITS CONNECTIONS TO STATELEVEL EDUCATIONAL GOALS )F THE DIFFERENT PARTNERS WHO JOINED IN 
THE PROJECT OPERATED AT DIFFERENT SCALES AND WERE INTERESTED IN THE PROJECT FOR DIFFERENT 
REASONS A LOGICAL QUESTION EMERGES (OW DID THE ACTIVITIES OF THE MULTIPLE DIFFERENT 
ENTITIES REMAIN COHERENT (ERE IS WHERE THE BRANDING OF THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT 
AND THE CONCOMITANT GOAL OF PROMOTING ADOLESCENT LITERACY MATTERED 4HE PROMOTION OF 
ADOLESCENT LITERACY BY #OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON LIKELY ADDED COHERENCE FOR EDUCATORS 
AND POLICYMAKERS 4HE VARYING TASKS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIFFERENT PARTNERS WERE 
ABLE TO BE CONNECTED TO A MULTIDIMENSIONAL MULTIFACETED LARGER WHOLE n A FOCUS ON 
IMPROVING ADOLESCENT LITERACY 0ROJECT PARTICIPANTS WERE OBVIOUSLY MORE MOTIVATED 
BY SOME ELEMENTS OF THE PROJECT THAN OTHERS AND BY SOME PORTIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK 
THAN OTHERS (OWEVER THEY JUSTIl ED AND CONNECTED THEIR ACTIONS NOT TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL 
RATIONALES BUT TO THE LARGER RATIONALE OF IMPROVING ADOLESCENT LITERACY WITHIN THE CONTEXT 
OF SCHOOLS 4HUS FOR EXAMPLE #)3%S TASK OF PROMOTING 0ROMISING &UTURES MAY HAVE 
DIFFERED FROM THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM DIRECTORS ORGANIZING OF A BOOK GROUP BUT BOTH 
COULD CONCUR THAT THE NEED TO FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY WAS A SHARED PREMISE THAT 
CONNECTED THEIR WORK 4HAT HELPED THEIR SEPARATE ACTIONS BE COMPLEMENTARY INSTEAD OF 
INCHOATE
3O HOW DOES THIS INTERVENTION SHED LIGHT ON OTHER PROSPECTIVE EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS 
THAT EXPECT INVOLVED ENTITIES TO ADOPT NEW ROLES AND TAKE ON NEW TASKS /NE 
EXPLANATION FOR WHY SO MANY PARTNERS WERE ULTIMATELY WILLING TO COLLABORATE ON THIS 
PROJECT IS THAT IN ITS COMPLEX STRUCTURE THEY FOUND COMPELLING INDIVIDUAL TASKS AS WELL AS 
A SHARED COMMON GROUND THAT PROVIDED A VEHICLE FOR THEIR EFFORTS TO ALIGN WITH ANDOR 
COMPLEMENT THE DIFFERENT EFFORTS OF OTHER PARTNERS 0ARTNERS WERE WILLING TO CONTRIBUTE 
TO THE GENERAL PROPOSITION WITHIN REASON AS LONG AS THEY COULD IDENTIFY HOW THEIR MORE 
PARTICULAR NEEDS OR WISHES COULD BE ADVANCED )DENTIFYING SHARED AND COMPLEMENTARY 
INTERESTS IS THEREFORE A KEY COMPONENT OF DEVELOPING AND SUSTAINING COMPLICATED MULTI
ENTITY EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
!T THIS POINT IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THE ROLE OF STATELEVEL LEADERSHIP IN THIS CASE "OTH 
COMMISSIONERS WERE ONLY MODESTLY INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT IN TERMS OF INVESTED TIME 
AND RE	DIRECTED RESOURCES 9ET EACH TOOK A PERSONAL INTEREST IN THE PROJECT AND SPOKE OF 
IT FAVORABLY IN STRATEGIC PUBLIC SETTINGS !BSENT THE EFFORTS OF #OMMISSIONER !LBANESE 
THIS PROJECT MIGHT NEVER HAVE EXISTED AT LEAST NOT IN THE TARGET COUNTY )N LATE  
#OMMISSIONER 'ENDRON DIRECTED #)3% TO EXPLICITLY LINK ADOLESCENT LITERACY SUPPORT AND 
DEVELOPMENT WITH ITS EXISTING MISSION TO SUPPORT HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL REFORM IN 
-AINE 4HIS DIRECTIVE TOO RESHAPED THE PROJECT GIVING IT MORE OF A STATEWIDE EMPHASIS 
AND PERHAPS LESS OF A LOCAL ONE
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"OTH SCHOOL AND NONSCHOOL BASED PARTNERS INTERACTED WITH THE PROJECT EPISODICALLY 
(OW MANY AND WHAT TYPES OF MEETINGS GENERATED ACTION ON THE PART OF PARTICIPANTS AND 
PARTNERS WAS BASED ON THREE FACTORS 	 TRUST FAMILIARITY AND FOLLOW THROUGH 	 MUTUAL 
INTEREST AND SHARED FOCUS AND 	 OUTSIDE RECOGNITION RECOMMENDATION OR PRESSURE 
!N EXAMPLE OF EACH FOLLOWS -ANY PROJECT PARTNERS TOOK ACTION WHEN THEY FELT THEY 
HAD DEVELOPED ENOUGH OF A RELATIONSHIP WITH PROJECT STAFF TO ASK THEM FOR RESOURCES AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 4HIS TENDED TO COME ABOUT AFTER MULTIPLE MEETINGS DURING WHICH 
THE PROJECT STAFF MEMBER WAS hTESTEDv hQUESTIONEDv AND hASKED TO RESPONDv BEFORE THE 
TESTER WAS WILLING TO RECIPROCATE &OR THESE PARTICIPANTS AND PARTNERS UNTIL IT WAS CLEAR 
THAT PROJECT STAFF WERE COMMITTED TO LISTENING WORKING WITH THEM AND PROVIDING USEFUL 
INFORMATION THERE WAS LITTLE REASON TO ACT 
!LTERNATIVELY THERE WERE PARTNERS AND PROJECT PARTICIPANTS WHO TOOK ACTION EAGERLY WHEN 
l RST PRESENTED WITH THE PROJECT ANDOR THEIR POSSIBLE ROLE IN IT 3EVERAL TEACHERS AND 
SOME ADMINISTRATORS SAW IMMEDIATELY THAT THE PROJECT COULD HELP THEM ADDRESS ISSUES 
IN THE CLASSROOM AND QUICKLY AGREED TO PARTICIPATE ,IKEWISE ONE UNIVERSITY FACULTY 
MEMBER RECOGNIZED THE PROJECT AS AN OPPORTUNITY TO CUSTOM DESIGN TEACHER PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT THAT WOULD INCLUDE ACTION RESEARCH AND A FOCUS ON INQUIRY WHILE MODELING 
THE EFFECTIVE USE OF LITERACY SUPPORT STRATEGIES 3UCH PEOPLE NEEDED NO FURTHER INCENTIVE 
TO PARTICIPATE (ERE THE SALIENT MOTIVATING FACTOR FOR ACTION WAS AN OVERLAP BETWEEN 
THE PROJECTS PROBLEM DIAGNOSES AND STRATEGIES AND THOSE THE PARTNER HAD THROUGH OTHER 
MEANS DETERMINED WOULD BE USEFUL
4HE THIRD TYPE OF PARTNER MOTIVATION CAME FROM OUTSIDE PRESSURE OR ENCOURAGEMENT 
TO PARTICIPATE 5NLIKE THE l RST EXAMPLE THIS TYPE OF MOTIVATION WAS NOT THE RESULT OF 
A CULTIVATED RELATIONSHIP WITH PROJECT STAFF !ND UNLIKE THE SECOND EXAMPLE THESE 
INDIVIDUALS WERE NOT MOTIVATED BY A RECOGNIZED CONGRUENCE IN INTENTIONS AND AGENDAS 
&OR THE THIRD GROUP IT WAS THE SUGGESTION OF A TRUSTED AND OR POWERFUL THIRD PARTY EG 
THE COMMISSIONER	 THAT COMPELLED ACTION 0ERHAPS AS A VARIATION ON THIS THEME SOME 
WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THE PROJECT LATER IN ITS EXISTENCE APPEARED TO BE MOTIVATED BY A 
FEAR OF BEING LEFT OUT !N ANALYSIS OF THE THREE RESPONSES TO EPISODIC INTERACTION WITH 
THE PROJECT SUGGESTS A PRAGMATIC APPROACH FOR OTHERS HOPING TO CATALYZE PARTNERSHIP 
COOPERATION IN RELATION TO SIMILAR PROJECTS )T IS PREDICTABLE THAT DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
RECRUITMENT WILL BE VIABLE ACCORDING TO THE PERSONA AND EXPERIENCE OF THE PROSPECTIVE 
RECRUIT AND THE STAGE IN THE PROJECTS DEVELOPMENT
4HE PROJECT ALSO HAD AN IMPACT ON THE PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL IDENTITIES OF MANY 
OF THE PEOPLEAND ORGANIZATIONSINVOLVED &OR EXAMPLE IT ALLOWED SOME PEOPLE TO 
DEVELOP ADDITIONAL EXPERTISE AND GAIN VISIBILITY TO BECOME KNOWN AS A hLITERACY PERSONv 
A VALUABLE IDENTITY IN SOME CONTEXTS /THERS BECAME MENTORS THROUGH THE PROJECT OR 
BECAME AFl LIATED WITH STATEWIDE EFFORTS IN THE AREA OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY IDENTITIES THAT 
WERE NEWLY DEVELOPED AS A RESULT OF THE PROJECT 0RIOR TO THE PROJECT MOST PROJECT STAFF 
WERE NOT WELL KNOWN IN -AINE AND SEVERAL KEY LOCAL INTERMEDIARIES FOR THE PROJECT EG 
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+EN 1UINCY 4HERESA #OOPER AND #ATHERINE 2IVERS	 WERE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH THE TOPIC 
OF LITERACY "Y THE END OF THE PROJECT THIS HAD CHANGED AS THESE INDIVIDUALS HAD PLAYED 
FEATURED ROLES IN LOCAL STATEWIDE AND HIGHER EDUCATION ORGANIZED ADOLESCENT LITERACY 
ACTIVITIES AND WERE RECOGNIZED AS HAVING LITERACY EXPERTISE 
!N IMPORTANT STORYLINE IN THIS IMPLEMENTATION CASE WAS THE SUBSTANTIVE AND MULTIFACETED 
LEVERAGING OF RESOURCES TO SUPPORT VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE PROJECT "UT LEVERAGING 
RESOURCES FOR THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WAS NOT THE ONLY DIRECTION OF LEVERAGING 
)N AT LEAST ONE CASE THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT WAS USED AN ARGUMENT TO SUPPORT 
AND EXTEND ANOTHER EFFORT-AINES STATEWIDE LAPTOP INITIATIVE $URING THE  
SCHOOL YEAR THERE WAS A LARGE EFFORT TO GET LAPTOPS FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS !S THE 
IDEA OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A NECESSARY FOCUS AT THE MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL 
GAINED CURRENCY THE LEADERS OF THE LAPTOP INITIATIVE AT THE STATE LEVEL ADOPTED LITERACY 
DEVELOPMENT AS ONE OF THEIR GOALS 4HROUGH A GRANT ONE OF THE PROJECT HIGH SCHOOLS 
BOUGHT LAPTOPS FOR ALL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AND THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT STAFF WAS 
ASKED TO CONNECT LITERACY TO TECHNOLOGY WITH THE TEAM AT THAT SCHOOL (OWEVER MODEST 
CHANGES LIKE THIS ARE THE CRUX OF SYSTEMIC REFORM 4HE SETTING IN WHICH PARTICIPATING HIGH 
SCHOOLS WERE OPERATING CHANGED AND THEIR EFFORTS WERE NOW SQUARELY WITHIN A STATE
APPROVED CONTEXT OF IMPROVING INSTRUCTION THROUGH A FOCUS ON CONTENTAREA LITERACY 
DEVELOPMENT 
!DDITIONALLY SEVERAL OF THE PROJECT PARTNERS HAD m EXIBLE STRUCTURES OR FUNDING STREAMS 
THAT ENABLED COLLABORATIVE ACTION ON THEIR PART 4HESE HAVE BEEN MENTIONED THROUGHOUT 
THE NARRATIVEFOR EXAMPLE THE FUNDING OF #)3% THROUGH THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE INSTEAD 
OF THE -%$/% THE EXISTENCE OF THE .ATIONAL 7RITING 0ROJECT AS A MECHANISM THROUGH 
WHICH COURSES COULD BE OFFERED THE PARTNERSHIP STRUCTURE BETWEEN 4HE %DUCATION 
!LLIANCE AND #2- THROUGH THE ,!" CONTRACT 4HIS m EXIBILITY WAS IMPORTANT BECAUSE 
IT ALLOWED INDIVIDUALS AND INSTITUTIONS TO hMAKE THINGS HAPPENv IN A WAY THEY MAY 
NOT OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN ABLE 4HIS ILLUSTRATES THE NEED FOR FUNDING AND PARTNERSHIP 
STRUCTURES AMONG INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED WITH SYSTEMIC EDUCATIONAL REFORM TO m EXIBLY 
SUPPORT SUSTAINED EFFORTS TO PUT RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE IN A TIMELY WAY 7ITHOUT THIS 
m EXIBILITY IT IS UNLIKELY THAT THE MOMENTUM OF THIS PROJECT COULD HAVE BEEN EITHER 
CATALYZED OR SUSTAINED
!S A l NAL POINT ABOUT SYSTEMIC REFORM THIS PROJECT DEMONSTRATES THAT MULTIPARTY 
EFFORTS CAN BE ENABLED THROUGH THE ROLE OF A LOCAL INTERMEDIARY "ECAUSE OF THE SIZE AND 
m EXIBLE MANAGEMENT OF THE COUNTY CONSORTIUM IT WAS ABLE TO SERVE IN TWO KEY ROLES 
&IRST ITS EXISTENCE AS A REGIONAL CONSORTIUM THAT PROVIDED SUPPORT TO THE COUNTY MEANT 
THAT IT WAS A FUNCTIONAL ENTITY THROUGH WHICH OTHER PARTNERS COULD FUNNEL RESOURCES TO 
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT 4HE 5NIVERSITY OF -AINE #)3% THE ,!" AND -%$/% 
USED THE CONSORTIUM AS A MECHANISM TO PAY FOR CONTENTAREA MENTORS PROVIDE BOOKS TO 
PARTICIPANTS IN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND PROVIDE TUITION REBATES )F THESE PARTNERS 
HAD TRIED TO DEAL DIRECTLY WITH THE l VE INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS THESE PAYMENT ACTIVITIES 
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WOULD HAVE BEEN GREATLY COMPLICATED AND SLOWER 3ECOND BECAUSE THE CONSORTIUM 
DIRECTOR OVERSAW MULTIPLE SMALL GRANTS SHE WAS ABLE TO PULL GRANT FUNDS FROM VARIOUS 
SOURCES TO SUPPORT ELEMENTS OF THE PROJECT THAT CORRESPONDED OR COMPLEMENTED THE 
GOALS OF THE OTHER GRANTS &OR EXAMPLE SHE ASSIGNED PART OF THE CURRICULUM COORDINATORS 
TIME TO BEING PROJECT LIAISON AND THE CONSORTIUM UNDER HER LEADERSHIP SPONSORED $INE 
 $ISCUSS EVENTS BOOK TALKS AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES RELATED TO 
THE PROJECT
)MPLICATIONS FOR 2URAL %DUCATION
4O ADDRESS THE l NAL THEME RAISED IN THE INTRODUCTION TO THIS CASE STUDY THE ADOLESCENT 
LITERACY PROJECT SUGGESTS A NUMBER OF LESSONS FOR RURAL EDUCATION
  -ULTIPLE ENTITY MOBILIZATION IS POSSIBLE PERHAPS EVEN NECESSARY TO SUSTAIN A 
LONGTERM MULTIDIMENSIONAL RURAL EDUCATION INITIATIVE 
  2URAL SITES CAN BE SITES OF ACUTE NEED 4HE TYPES OF NEED EXPERIENCED BY AN 
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL MAY VARY SUBSTANTIALLY FROM THE NEEDS EXPERIENCED BY OTHER 
EQUALLY RURAL SCHOOLS
  2ESOURCE AND INFRASTRUCTURE SCARCITIES NEED TO BE ADDRESSED IF RESEARCHBASED 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IS GOING TO BE VIABLE IN RURAL AREAS 
  2URAL EDUCATORS WHO PARTICIPATE IN CHANGE EFFORTS NEED NOT DO SO FOR EXACTLY THE 
SAME REASONS AS PROJECT PROMOTERS 7HAT MATTERS IS THAT THEY ENGAGE WITH THE 
FRAMEWORK AND PURPOSEFULLY ADAPT THEIR INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES 
  %VEN WELLDESIGNED PLANS REQUIRE SERENDIPITY 4HIS PROJECT MIGHT WELL NOT HAVE 
EXISTED ABSENT /%2)S FOCUS ON LOWPERFORMING AND RURAL SCHOOLS 4HE ABSENCE 
OF A LITERACY COACH FOR MOST OF THE PROJECT MIGHT HAVE PROVED EVEN MORE 
PROBLEMATIC ABSENT THE WILLINGNESS OF ,ENORE 3AXON TO TRAVEL HUNDREDS OF MILES 
AND BE AWAY FROM HOME FOR A WEEK EACH MONTH THE WILLINGNESS OF #ATHERINE 
2IVERS TO BROKER THE PROJECT LOCALLY AND TO l ND SUPPLEMENTARY RESOURCES FOR IT 
AND THE CREDIBILITY OF BOTH *EFF 7ILHELM AND 4HERESA #OOPER AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF 
-AINE WITH A TEACHER POPULATION SKEPTICAL OF ACADEMIC TYPES 
4HIS PROJECT IS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW MULTISCHOOL PARTICIPATION FROM A RURAL REGION ALLOWED 
OUTSIDE SUPPORT TO BE RALLIED AND ENABLED RESOURCES TO BE LEVERAGED !S NOTED IF THIS 
PROJECT HAD INVOLVED A SINGLE RURAL SCHOOL MUCH OF WHAT WAS MADE POSSIBLE WOULD NOT 
HAVE BEEN 4HIS RAISES THE NEED FOR VEHICLES TO SUPPORT RURAL SCHOOL COLLABORATION ON A 
REGIONAL BASIS 
)F THESE ARE LESSONS REGARDING WHAT IS POSSIBLE IN TERMS OF RURAL EDUCATION THERE ARE ALSO 
SOME CAUTIONARY IMPLICATIONS TO NOTE !S THE PROJECT ENDED ITS SUSTAINABILITY REMAINED 
FRAGILE BECAUSE OF SOME OF THE HAZARDS COMMON TO RURAL EDUCATION 3MALL SCHOOLS HAVE 
SMALL FACULTIESTWO OR THREE DEPARTURES NOT AN UNCOMMON TURNOVER RATE IN THESE 
SCHOOLS	 COULD SUBSTANTIVELY COMPROMISE THE CAPACITY OF ANY OF THE PROJECT SCHOOLS 
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TO MAINTAIN A FOCUS ON ADOLESCENT LITERACY ACROSS THE CONTENT AREAS 2URAL SCHOOLS ARE 
SPREAD OUTEVEN THOUGH THESE SCHOOLS WERE ALL IN ONE COUNTY THE FURTHEST WERE STILL 
TWO HOURS APART AND NONE WERE CLOSER THAN HALF AN HOUR TO EACH OTHER REQUIRING TRAVEL 
OVER WINDING COUNTRY ROADS #OORDINATION OF EFFORTS BETWEEN THESE SITES AND WITH 
ENTITIES BEYOND THE COUNTY WAS NECESSARILY MULTIFACETED AND REQUIRED EFFORTS BY MORE 
THAN ONE INDIVIDUAL AND FROM MORE THAN ONE TYPE OF PARTNER
!T THE LOCAL PARTNER LEVEL THE HEIGHTENED COMMITMENT AND INCREASED CAPACITY OF BOTH 
#ATHERINE 2IVERS AND +EN 1UINCY SUPPORTED LITERACY AS A FOCUS FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT 
"UT AS THE ACCORDIONLIKE EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION OF THE CONSORTIUM DURING THE 
PROJECT PERIOD EXEMPLIl ES BASED ON THE START AND END OF THE MULTIPLE SMALL CONTRACTS 
THAT SUPPORT THE CONSORTIUM	 EVEN WITH THE CAREFUL GUIDANCE OF 2IVERS THE CONSORTIUM 
IS A VULNERABLE INSTITUTION 4HE CONSORTIUM COULD FACE A FUNDING DROUGHT AND MOSTLY OR 
COMPLETELY DISAPPEAR 4HE NEED TO ACQUIRE GRANTS COULD ALSO REDIRECT ITS ATTENTION AWAY 
FROM ADOLESCENT LITERACY TO ANOTHER TOPIC WITH BETTER FUNDING &INALLY THE CONSORTIUM IS 
DEPENDENT ON ONE COMMITTED LEADER WHO COULD CHOOSE TO RETIRE OR RELOCATE TO ANOTHER 
JOB 3UCH A TINY ORGANIZATION DOES NOT HAVE A SUCCESSOR hIN TRAININGv !S SUGGESTED 
EARLIER THE NEWLY DEVELOPED CAPACITIES OF +EN 1UINCY THE CONSORTIUMS FORMER 
CURRICULUM COORDINATOR CAN BE SEEN AS AN ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE PROJECT "UT THE 
VALUE OF THAT ACCOMPLISHMENT TOO COULD DISAPPEAR IF HE CHOSE TO RELOCATE OR TIRED OF 
THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SOLICITATION OF SMALL CONTRACTS WITH PROJECT SCHOOLS
!T THE STATE LEVEL AS THE FORMAL PROJECT WAS ENDING THE #)3% AND -%$/% ENDORSEMENT 
OF ADOLESCENT LITERACY WAS GROWING "UT EVEN AS THAT SUGGESTED IMPORTANT NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCHOOLS ACROSS THE STATE THERE WAS A DECREASING FOCUS ON THE 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE SMALL RURAL COUNTY SCHOOLS THAT HAD PARTICIPATED IN THE PROJECT 
!S THE STATE ENDEAVORED TO BUILD ENTHUSIASM FOR ADOLESCENT LITERACY MAKING IT THE FOCUS 
OF THE $ECEMBER  0ROMISING &UTURES ONEDAY SUMMIT FOR EXAMPLE	 DESCRIBING 
VERY SMALL AND REMOTE RURAL HIGH SCHOOLS WAS NOT AS COMPELLING A STRATEGY AS DESCRIBING 
SCHOOLS THAT WERE LARGER MORE TYPICAL AND BETTER KNOWN 3O AS A l NAL IMPLICATION FOR 
RURAL EDUCATION AS A SYSTEMIC REFORM EFFORT GATHERS MOMENTUM IT MAY BE DIFl CULT FOR 
SMALL RURAL SCHOOLS TO REMAIN THE FOCAL POINT OF A BROADENING INITIATIVE 4HIS APPEARED 
TRUE EVEN THOUGH MOST -AINE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ATTENDED RURAL SCHOOLS PERHAPS 
INDICATING THAT THE LITERATURE NEEDS TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN SMALL RURAL SCHOOLS AND LARGER 
ONES OR RURAL AND VERY RURAL
&INAL 4HOUGHTS
)T WILL BE INTERESTING TO SEE HOW THE NEXT CHAPTERS OF -AINES ADOLESCENT LITERACY STORY 
UNFOLD 4HIS CONTINUING STORY WILL LIKELY ENCOMPASS SCHOOLS FROM ACROSS THE STATE 
INCLUDE ACTIVE LEADERSHIP FROM #)3% THE REST OF -%$/% AND THE -ITCHELL )NSTITUTE 
AND INCLUDE ADOLESCENT LITERACY AS A PRIMARY COMPONENT IN PLANNED ACTIVITIES 
OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE STATE EG THE NEXT ROUND OF #32$ FUNDING FUTURE TEACHER 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONNECTED WITH THE STATEWIDE LAPTOP INITIATIVE AND UPCOMING 
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CONFERENCES	 (OWEVER AS OF *UNE  THERE WAS NO CENTRAL COORDINATION NO PLANS 
FOR MAINTAINING AND EXPANDING THE CONTENTAREA LITERACY TEACHER MENTOR NETWORK AND 
NO PLANS FOR HOW TO ACTIVELY SUPPORT LITERACY ACTION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION AT SCHOOL SITES 
OR A FULLTIME ADOLESCENT LITERACY COORDINATOR AT THE STATE LEVEL (OW THE INTERPARTNER 
EXPERIENCE WITH SUCCESSFUL SCAFFOLDING OF THE COUNTY PROJECT CARRIES THROUGH TO THE NEXT 
LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION REMAINS TO BE SEEN 
#OULD THE EFFORT DESCRIBED HERE HAVE BEEN ENACTED DIFFERENTLY 0ERHAPS "UT THE PARTNERS 
WHO COORDINATED EFFORTS TO LAUNCH AND SUSTAIN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT IN -AINE 
WERE OBVIOUSLY THE RIGHT ONES TO MOVE WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN A SMALL PERIPHERAL 
LOWIMPACT INITIATIVE TO SOMETHING WITH EXTENSIVE STATEWIDE IMPLICATIONS )T TOOK AN 
ORGANIZATION IN A CATALYST ROLE IN THIS CASE THE ,!" AT "ROWN AND WILLING PLAYERS AT THE 
STATE UNIVERSITY COUNTY AND LOCAL LEVELS 4HAT IT HAPPENED AT ALL IS A TRIBUTE TO EDUCATORS 
AT ALL LEVELS WHO RECOGNIZED THAT COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS TO IMPROVE EDUCATION AT THE HIGH 
SCHOOL LEVEL ARE NOT ONLY RELEVANT AND WORTHWHILE BUT ALSO POSSIBLE #ONVERTING WHAT 
WORKS ACCORDING TO THE RESEARCH INTO WHAT MIGHT WORK IN PRACTICE IN A SPECIl C RURAL 
CONTEXT REQUIRED MULTIPARTY MOBILIZATION TO CREATE THE NECESSARY CAPACITIES STRUCTURES 
AND ACTIVITIES 7HETHER CONTEMPLATING ADOLESCENT LITERACY SYSTEMIC SCHOOL REFORM OR 
RURAL EDUCATION THIS IS AN IMPORTANT STORY TO TELL
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'LOSSARY OF +EY )NSTITUTIONS AND )NDIVIDUALS
)NSTITUTIONS AND #ONTRACTS
#ENTER FOR )NQUIRY IN 3ECONDARY %DUCATION #)3%	 4HIS SEMIAUTONOMOUS CENTER WITHIN 
THE -AINE $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION WAS ESTABLISHED IN  TO IMPLEMENT THE 
0ROMISING &UTURES FRAMEWORK FOR HIGH SCHOOL CHANGE
#ENTER FOR 2ESOURCE -ANAGEMENT #2-	 4HE EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING COMPANY BASED IN 
.EW (AMPSHIRE THAT PARTNERED WITH 4HE %DUCATION !LLIANCE AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY TO 
COLEAD THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT
#OUNTY #ONSORTIUM 4HE PROJECT PARTNER IN THE TARGET COUNTY ESTABLISHED BY THE LOCAL 
DISTRICTS AND INTENDED TO BE A REGIONAL PROVIDER OF COORDINATION AND TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE
%DUCATION !LLIANCE AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 4HE EXTERNAL DEPARTMENT OF "ROWN 5NIVERSITY 
THAT MANAGES THE .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY CONTRACT
)NSTITUTE OF %DUCATIONAL 3CIENCES )%3	 0ART OF THE 53 $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION THAT 
AMONG OTHER TASKS OVERSEES THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY SYSTEM )%3 WAS 
CREATED IN  TO REPLACE THE /Fl CE OF %DUCATIONAL 2ESEARCH AND )MPROVEMENT 
/%2)	
,!" 3HORTHAND NAME FOR THE .ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY AT 
"ROWN 5NIVERSITY AND FOR THE FEDERAL CONTRACT OF THE SAME NAME
-AINE !DOLESCENT ,ITERACY 0ROJECT !DVISORY #OUNCIL 4HE PROJECT DIRECTOR FOUNDED THIS 
GROUP IN  TO ADVISE THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT )T INCLUDES REPRESENTATIVES 
FROM STATE GOVERNMENT HIGHER EDUCATION -AINE SCHOOLS AND ADULT EDUCATION 
MANY WITH DIRECT TIES TO THE TARGET COUNTY 
-AINE $EPARTMENT OF %DUCATION -%$/%	 4HE BRANCH OF STATE GOVERNMENT CHARGED 
WITH OVERSEEING PUBLIC + EDUCATION IN -AINE INCLUDES #)3% AS WELL AS MORE 
TRADITIONAL REGIONAL AND CURRICULUM CONTENTAREA DIVISIONS	
.ORTHEAST AND )SLANDS 2EGIONAL %DUCATIONAL ,ABORATORY AT "ROWN 5NIVERSITY ,!"	 
/Fl CIAL NAME OF THE REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY HOSTED BY 4HE %DUCATION 
!LLIANCE 
0ROJECT SCHOOLS #OLLECTIVE REFERENCE TO THE l VE HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE TARGET COUNTY THAT 
AGREED IN  TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ADOLESCENT LITERACY PROJECT
0ROMISING &UTURES 4HE NAME OF THE HIGH SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING FRAMEWORK DEVELOPED 
UNDER #OMMISSIONER !LBANESES DIRECTION BY THE -AINE #OMMISSION ON 3ECONDARY 
%DUCATION IN  #)3% WAS CREATED TO FACILITATE THE STATEWIDE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
0ROMISING &UTURES
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#ORE PRACTICES FOR 4EACHING AND ,EARNING
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY STUDENT IS RESPECTED AND VALUED BY ADULTS AND BY FELLOW STUDENTS
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY TEACHER TAILORS LEARNING EXPERIENCES TO THE LEARNERS NEEDS INTERESTS AND 
FUTURE GOALS
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY TEACHER CHALLENGES LEARNERS BOTH TO MASTER THE FUNDAMENTALS OF THE 
DISCIPLINES AND TO INTEGRATE SKILLS AND CONCEPTS ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES TO ADDRESS 
RELEVANT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY STUDENT LEARNS IN COLLABORATIVE GROUPS OF STUDENTS WITH DIVERSE LEARNING 
STYLES SKILLS AGES PERSONAL BACKGROUNDS AND CAREER GOALS
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY STUDENT MAKES INFORMED CHOICES ABOUT EDUCATION AND PARTICIPATION IN 
SCHOOL LIFE AND TAKES RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE CONSEQUENCES OF THOSE CHOICES
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY STUDENT EMPLOYS A PERSONAL LEARNING PLAN TO TARGET INDIVIDUAL AS WELL AS 
COMMON LEARNING GOALS AND TO SPECIFY LEARNING ACTIVITIES THAT WILL LEAD TO THE 
ATTAINMENT OF THOSE GOALS
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY TEACHER MAKES LEARNING STANDARDS ACTIVITIES AND ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
KNOWN TO STUDENTS AND PARENTS AND ASSURES THE COHERENCE AMONG THEM
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY STUDENT WHO RECEIVES THE SECONDARY SCHOOL DIPLOMA HAS DEMONSTRATED 
THROUGH PERFORMANCE EXHIBITIONS KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS AT A LEVEL DEEMED BY 
THE SCHOOL AND BY THE STATE TO BE SUFl CIENT TO BEGIN ADULT LIFE
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#ORE PRACTICES FOR SCHOOL SUPPORT
  #ORE PRACTICE 
3TUDENTS AND TEACHERS BELONG TO TEAMS THAT PROVIDE EACH STUDENT CONTINUOUS 
PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC ATTENTION AND A SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR LEARNING 
AND GROWTH
  #ORE PRACTICE 
,EARNING GOVERNS THE ALLOCATION OF TIME SPACE FACILITIES AND SERVICES
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY TEACHER HAS SUFl CIENT TIME AND RESOURCES TO LEARN TO PLAN AND TO CONFER 
WITH INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS COLLEAGUES AND FAMILIES
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY STAFF MEMBER UNDERSTANDS ADOLESCENT LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS 
POSSESSES DIVERSE INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS AND IS A CONSTRUCTIVE MODEL FOR YOUTH
  #ORE PRACTICE 
%VERY SCHOOL HAS A COMPREHENSIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM IN WHICH 
EVERY STAFF MEMBER HAS A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN TO GUIDE IMPROVEMENT
  #ORE PRACTICE 
3TAFF STUDENTS AND PARENTS ARE INVOLVED DEMOCRATICALLY IN SIGNIl CANT DECISIONS 
AFFECTING STUDENT LEARNING
  #ORE PRACTICE 
!CTIVE LEADERSHIP BY PRINCIPALS INSPIRES AND MOBILIZES STAFF STUDENTS AND 
PARENTS TO WORK TOWARD THE FULl LLMENT OF THE SCHOOLS MISSION AND WITHIN IT 
THEIR OWN LEARNING AND LIFE GOALS
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